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Abstract 

Wood, G. 2020. The Life and Times of Butehamun: Tomb Raider for the High Priest of Amun. 

 

This is a biography of the scribe Butehamun. A member of a well-known family who had long 

lived in the village of Deir el-Medina working on the tombs in the Valley of Kings, Butehamun’s 

coming of age saw invasion and civil war in Thebes, and the end to the making of new tombs in 

the Valley, as the New Kingdom came to an end. Instead he was given the task by the High 

Priests of Amun to remove and rewrap royal mummies and rebury them in secret caches, while 

plundering them of their gold and other valuables for the coffers of the priestly rulers of Thebes. 

In many respects Butehamun was a tomb raider in the service of the High Priests of Amun. That 

project seems to have been successful: The mummy of every single king from the 18th through 

21st Dynasties that has been identified and was found in a tomb was found in the two caches KV 

35 or TT 320 (with the sole exception of Tutankhamun). Butehamun is unusually well-

documented, leaving behind many letters, labels on coffins he worked with, graffiti, and highly 

unusual imagery on his own coffins. Two houses he lived in have been excavated, one with 

inscriptions about his family. This paper seeks to create a biography of Butehamun through the 

study of these things he left behind. One seems to reflect he may have suffered a crisis of faith, 

others may display instead a deep piety for Amun and pride in the royal mummy reburial project 

he carried out in the service of the god. 
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Abstrakt 

Wood, G. 2020. Gravplundrare i tjänst hos Amuns överstepräst: Butehamuns liv och samtid. 

 
Detta är en biografi över skrivaren Butehamon. Han kom från en mycket känd familj som i 

många generationer verkat i byn Deir e-Medinah och arbetat med gravarna i Konungarnas dal. 

Han växte upp under en tid av invasion och inbördeskrig i Thebe, vilket ledde till slutet på det 

Nya riket och på byggandet av nya gravar i Dalen. Butehamons uppdrag från guden Amuns 

överstepräster blev istället att svepa om mumierna med nytt linne och avlägsna allt guld och 

andra värdesaker. Mumierna begravdes i nya hemliga förvaringsplatser, medan värdesakerna 

gick till Thebes religiösa härskare. Man kan beskriva Butehamon som en gravplundrare i tjänst 

hos översteprästerna. Projektet tycks ha varit en succé: Varenda kung från 18:e till och med 21:a 

dynastierna vars mumie har identifierats och som hittades i en grav fanns i ett av de två 

gömställena, KV 35 eller TT 320 (med Tutankhamon som enda undantag). Butehamon är 

ovanligt väldokumenterad, med många brev, etiketter på likkistor han arbetat med, graffiti samt 

de mycket ovanliga bilderna på hans egna likkistor. Två hus där han bodde har grävts ut, ett med 

inskriptioner om hans familj. Denna avhandling är en biografi över Butehamon baserad på 

studier av de saker han lämnade efter sig. En av dem tyder på en andlig kris, medan andra tycks 

avspegla en djup fromhet och tro på Amun och stolthet över det mumieprojekt han ledde i 

gudens tjänst. 

 

Nyckelord: Butehamon, Deir el-Medinah, Thebe, Egypten, Egyptologi, mumier, Kungarnas 

dal, biografi 
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Some definitions: 

Cache: The construction of new tombs in the Valley of the Kings was abandoned after the 

building of the tomb of Ramses XI, as it became harder to guard them against robbers. Instead 

royal and some other mummies were rewrapped by Necropolis officials, plundered of their 

grave goods, and moved into a few easily guarded collective tombs. These are known as 

‘caches’.1 

Dipinto: Painted graffiti, generally found on tomb walls. Reeves refers to these as ‘Wall 

dockets’. Regular graffiti are carved rock inscriptions. 

k3y: A ‘high place’ which seems to signify a cliff tomb. 

Osirification: Used to describe work on mummies apparently to make them more like Osiris, 

a reference to the Osiris myth. But the conditions of the prepared corpses could widely vary, 

and Reeves says it may just refer to a change in the mummy’s circumstances, such as moving 

it from its original tomb. Used solely in connection with four mummies in the TT 320 cache 

(Ramses III, Ahmose-Sitkamose, Ahmose I, and Siamun).2 

wḥm-Krs: ‘Repetition of burial’, a restoration of the mummy which is hard to differentiate 

from Osirification.3 

wḥm-msw.t: This term literally means ‘repetition of births’ and is interpreted as signifying a 

time of ‘rebirth’. The expression wḥm-msw.t had been used previously at the beginning of the 

12th Dynasty and again in the 19th Dynasty as a sign of a ‘rebirth’ after periods of chaos. This 

was used again in the 20th Dynasty, apparently beginning during the 19th year of Ramses XI. 

The exact application is uncertain, but it seems to reflect a decline in power by the king, and a 

corresponding increase in Thebes by the High Priests of Amun. It may have started after 

Piankh, took power in Thebes, following the civil war with the Nubian viceroy Panehesy.4 

The wḥm-msw.t lasted for at least 10 years, and possibly for as long as 12 years, reflected by a 

graffito of Butehamun on the Thebean west bank, so it would have been around 1087-1078 

BC.5  

 

 
1 Reeves 1990, 183; Taylor 2016, 360. 
2 Reeves 1990, 230. 
3 Reeves 1990, 229-230. 
4 van Dijk 2000, 309; Wood 2016, 6. But see ‘Short Chronology, Short Generations’, section 6.3, below. 
5 Kitchen 2009, 193; Wood 2016, 6. See Chronology, below. 
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Theory 
 

Is it a relevant question to ask if one can write a biography of a person who lived 3000 years 

in the past? Is there enough material to construct a useful narrative? In the case of Butehamun, 

I think the answer is a qualified ‘yes’. 

As Renders has pointed out, even when the subject has lived in the remote past, a biography 

must reflect some understanding of the context in which that person lived .6 The biographer 

reverses the procedures of traditional historians, by taking research material on an individual 

and investigating how representative that person was in the context of their time.7 But in the 

case of Butehamun, his life can also reveal much about that very context. 

An anonymous contributor to Renders and de Haan writes that half a dozen different 

narratives on the same life can be constructed from selected facts, but none of them will be a 

true portrayal of the subject. Biography is a social construct8, and the biographer’s art is 

making a selection which can produce a result as true as taking the whole matter of the 

subject’s life, if that were even possible.9 Attempts to infer human behavior from 

archaeological material face the problem that different interpretations can be derived from the 

same data. Thus narrative approaches to archaeology, embraced by post-processualists, have 

been criticized for inventing details. In creating a narrative, at times the research can at best 

express only informed opinion.10 In the case of Butehamun, alternative interpretations of 

events in his life are possible and have been proposed by Egyptologists.  

A narrative biography must accept and express these limitations when addressing the sources, 

as well as apply logical criticism when examining alternative explanations. Establishing a 

chronology based on the archaeological data is key to the reconstruction of a life from the 

distant past. It might be that the most insightful expression of theory behind a narrative 

biography in these circumstances is that of the Red King: 

‘Begin at the beginning,’ the King said, very gravely, ‘and go on till you come to the 

end: then stop.’11 

 
6 Renders 2014, 169. 
7 Renders 2014, 173. 
8 Berger and Luckmann, 1966, cited in Wikipedia ‘Biographical Research’. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biographical_research ) (Accessed May 29, 2020). 
9 Anonymous 2014, 212. A bit like the map of the world in 1:1 scale in Jorge Luis Borges’ ‘On Exactitude in 

Science’. 
10 Trigger 2016, 471-472. 
11 Carroll 1984, 142. Or in the words of Egyptologist Barbara Mertz in Peters, 2006, 319: ‘Start at the 

beginning…And go on until you have reached the end.’ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biographical_research
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Methodology  
 

This is a material and textual study of the sources concerning the scribe Butehamun. It is an 

attempted biography of his life, using the primary sources to tell his personal story, and 

focusing on about his role in the reburial of royal mummies into secret caches, apparently 

under the direction of the High Priests of Amun. It builds upon my BA thesis, which treated a 

narrower aspect of his work.12 It uses a narrative style, rather than a conventional academic 

approach, as narrative lends itself better to biography.  

Egypt during Butehamun’s life is a fascinating background for a biography, but the 

chronology of many events is uncertain in the extreme. Even the dating of the years of rule of 

the kings and the high priests of Amun, as well as the various letters and graffiti dealing with 

Butehamun, are open to alternatives. While Butehamun is well-known in the Egyptological 

literature, to the best of my knowledge this is the first attempt to reconstruct the story of his 

life. 

I began this project by constructing an Appendix/Index of primary sources concerning the life 

of Butehamun. This was then used to put together the Chronology, included at the end of this 

thesis. The basic framework for the Chronology is the 2016 Ancient Egyptian Chronology of 

Hornung et al. One gap in that excellent work, however, is dating for the High Priests of 

Amun who ruled in Thebes at the end of the New Kingdom. I have relied on several 

secondary sources covering this disputed area, as well for dating the Late Ramesside Letters 

and the graffiti associated with Butehamun, to fill in the rest of the Chronology. That in turn 

became the basis for the narrative. 

The aim of this thesis is to analyze all of the biographical facts available concerning 

Butehamun in order to understand the events of his life. It will use a narrative style, with a 

critical analysis of the primary sources as well as the secondary literature. There is much of 

the latter, often in disagreement. I will try to find a way among these uncertainties. When 

there is a gap or disagreements, I shall acknowledge them. I have placed the sections 

regarding several controversies connected with Butehamun, i.e. the question of the role of 

several women in his life, that of whether there were more than one Deir el-Medina scribe 

bearing his name, and the proposed Short Chronology for the period in question, at what I 

believe is an appropriate place in the narrative. 

Generally, academic works end with a discussion/conclusion. This seems unworkable in a 

biography. I place a number of discussions/conclusions in the appropriate places 

chronologically within the narrative. Sadly, because of questions regarding the sources, these 

are often acknowledgements of gaps in our knowledge and the inability to reach absolute 

conclusions. There is a short conclusion at the end, a re-evaluation of the conclusions I 

reached in my BA thesis, which was a shorter treatment of aspects of Butehamun’s life. The 

most relevant maps and images are placed at appropriate places in the text. Others, which may 

be of interest, are included in the ‘Maps’ and ‘Images’ sections after the conclusion. 

 
12 Wood 2016. 
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1. Introduction: Deir el-Medina   
   

The scribe Butehamun is one of the best-documented non-elite persons in ancient Egypt. He 

left behind him virtually unequalled numbers of letters and graffiti13, as well as a house with 

his name on it14, and a series of coffins with unusual imagery15. He lived in unstable times. 

The end of the New Kingdom saw depredations of Libyan invaders, a wave of tomb 

robberies, and the closure of their centuries-old village. Ramses XI, the final pharaoh of the 

20th Dynasty, abandoned the building of his tomb in the Valley of the Kings. Upper Egypt 

was invaded and occupied by the Pharaoh’s Viceroy of Nubia, then re-occupied by the 

Pharaoh’s general, who promptly established himself in power and invaded Nubia in turn, 

events which seem to have greatly impacted Butehamun’s life.16 

He began his life in village that was the home of the artisans who built the royal tombs in the 

Valley of the Kings during the Egyptian New Kingdom (Figure 1). It is called today Deir el-

Medina (Arabic for ‘The Monastery of the Town’) because a Coptic monastery was built 

nearby after Christianity arrived.17 Peden notes that while its ancient name is not known, in 

some records it is called simply ‘the village’ (p3 dmi) while others suggest that ‘the 

settlement’ (t3 wḥyt) was a more official name.18 It was believed locally that the village had 

been established by King Amenhotep I. He, along with his mother Ahmose-Nefertari, came to 

be worshipped as deities there, and just north of the village lay a temple dedicated to the two 

(see Figure 11 under ‘Images’). The more likely founder of the village was probably 

Thutmose I, Amenhotep’s successor. 19 The artisans of the village worked in st mꜣꜥt, ‘The 

Place of Truth’, the Theban Necropolis on the west bank of the Nile.20 

The village was placed a short distance outside the cultivation, within walking distance to the 

Valleys of the Kings and the Queens. Not far away were the mortuary temples established by 

various rulers, such as the Ramesseum of Ramses II, the nearby temples of Amenhotep III and 

Thutmose III, and perhaps closest of all, Medinet Habu, the temple and administrative 

complex of Ramses III. (For an overview of the Theban Necropolis see Map 1.) 

The village was apparently deserted during the reign of Akhenaten, as the royal tombs during 

this period were built near Amarna, his new capital city.21 But after the death of Akhenaten 

 
13 Wente 1967, 16-17; Rzepka 2011, 186.  
14 Hölscher 1932, 29-31; Hölscher 1954, 4-5; Černý 2004, 370-71, 382. 
15 Ferraris 2015, 165, 169, 180-81, Figures 195, 201, 223-26. 
16 Van Dijk 2000, 308-309. 
17 Bierbrier 1982, 125. 
18 Peden 2001, 135 note 9; Gabler 2019, 518. 
19 Porter and Moss 1964, 693-694; Häggman 2002, 60. See also Wood 2016, 4-5. 
20 Häggman 2002, 52, 56 (says ‘st mꜣꜥt’ referred to the Necropolis’ location, while ‘p3 ḫr’ referred to its 

administration); Černý 2004, 29.  
21 Häggman 2002, 60.  
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and the abandonment of Amarna, villagers returned, apparently during the reign of 

Horemheb.22   

 

Figure 1. Deir el-Medina. Photo: Steve F-E-Cameron/Creative Commons 

The workers and their families made their homes there for many generations. As many as 120 

at its height, by the reign of Ramses X, the number of workmen had dropped to around 29, 

and by Year 8 of Ramses XI there were only 16 left. There was an increase during the 

‘renaissance’ of the wḥm-msw.t23, before it all came to an end. This was partly because of 

attacks by Libyan raiders, but also with the cessation of its raison d'être after the end of the 

construction of new royal tombs in Thebes, with the establishment of a new capital in the 

north in Tanis by the rulers of the 21st Dynasty.24  

Work was divided up into two ‘gangs’, one for the left, and one for the right, although it is 

unclear if this designates the side of the tomb they worked on25, and by professions: foremen, 

deputies, scribes, ‘guardians’ (who apparently were responsible for material and supplies from 

the royal storehouses), draftsmen, and other workers such as stone-masons, carpenters, and 

sculptors.26  

 
22 Demaree 2016, 75-77.   
23 Häggman 2002, 352.    
24 Bierbrier 1984, 119. 
25 Bierbrier 1984, 27. Häggman 2002, 63-64 writes that the two ‘sides’ probably reflected a division of work in a 

tomb, while Černý 1973, 36-37, 48 says the two ‘gangs’ worked simultaneously in different parts of the tomb. 
26 Bierbrier 1984, 27-39. 
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Map 1. Key sites in the Western Theban Necropolis. Adapted from Lesko 1994, 3 

During the eight or nine day work week the men would have been away working in the Valley 

of the Kings, returning for two (or sometimes three) day weekends, and the frequent 

festivals.27 Back in the village, where the women and children remained, food and other 

provisions were delivered by outside workers (smd.t). The number and composition of these 

personnel varied over time. By the early 20th Dynasty, a century before Butehamun, the Turin 

Strike Papyrus (from Year 29 of Ramses III, A.44 in the Appendix) lists the names of a chief 

water-carrier, five other water-carriers, a gardener and an assistant gardener, three wood-

cutters, four who carry vegetables, four fishermen, three wood-cutters, a gypsum-maker, a 

 
27 Bierbrier 1984, 52-53, 70; Wente and Meltzer, 1990, 133. 
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potter, a doorkeeper, and three washermen. The smd.t had their own scribes as well.28 

Beginning under Ramses IX, coppersmiths or other metal-workers were added to the smd.t. 

But by the time of Butehamun, deliveries from fishermen, wood-cutters, potters, and 

plasterers had become more irregular, and the number of the outside workers seems to have 

decreased.29  

Water was probably brought in from a canal or well on the flood plain, or possibly the minor 

branch of the Nile then running close to the mortuary temples. It was carried on donkey-back 

and poured into a cistern outside the wall at the north side of the village, where it was fetched 

by the various households (see Figure 12 under ‘Images’).30 Apparently during the reign of 

Ramses III, the villagers tried to dig a well, 50 meters in diameter, eventually reaching a depth 

of around 52 meters (see Figure 13 under ‘Images’). Opinions differ if they ever reached 

water, but even if they did it proved to be too little. During the reign of Ramses VI this work 

was abandoned.31 Deliveries on donkey-back continued and the well, known today as ‘the 

Great Pit’, became the village garbage dump. It was here that the many ostraca, with letters, 

sketches, and other scribblings of the ordinary (and unusually literate) villagers, were later 

found.32 

Things did not always run smoothly. In Year 29 of Ramses III (around 1158 BC) supplies and 

payments were at least twenty days delayed, which led to the scribe Amennakhte going to the 

royal storehouse at the nearby mortuary temple of Horemheb. That short-term solution was 

not enough, however, and as Amenenakhte apparently wrote in what is called the Turin Strike 

Papyrus, later the same year the first recorded strikes in history broke out, as the village 

workers laid down their tools after the state’s failure to deliver food and other supplies.33 

Butehamun’s family’s long legacy as scribes of the Necropolis began with Amenenakhte. 

The latter’s father Ipuy is listed as a ‘chief workman’, and Amennakhte was originally listed 

as a ‘draftsman’, a lesser position than scribe34, before he seems to have been promoted to 

assistant to a Senior Scribe in Year 16 of Ramses III, and later to Senior Scribe in Year 24 of 

Ramses III.35 This founder of the dynasty of scribes was also prominent as the author of 

several literary works including ‘The Instruction of Amennakhte’ a so-called ‘wisdom text’ 

giving advice on appropriate behavior, as well as serving as an exercise text for scribal 

students.36 Amennakhte’s eldest son Horisheri apparently followed in his father’s footsteps, 

 
28 Černý 1973, 38; Janssen 1979; Bierbrier 1984, 39; Davies 1999, 137; Häggman 2002, 94-106; Černý 2004, 163; 

Gabler 2019, 559. 
29 Gabler 2019, 544-545, 559. 
30 Bruyère 1939, 34; Janssen 1979; Bierbrier 1984, 65; Černý 2004, 184-190; Graham et al. 2015; Driaux 2016, 52, 

452; Toonen et al. 2017. 
31 Ventura 1987, 151, 154-160; Driaux 2011, 130-141. 
32 Bierbrier 1984, 78, 80-83, 141. 
33 Bierbrier 1984, 41; Niwiński 2004, 260-261. Dorn and Polis 2019, 21 summarize more recent suggestions that 
Amennakhte may not have been the author of the Strike Papyrus. 
34 Davies 1999, 52, 105. 
35 See Table III, from Rzepka 2011, 28 Figure 20. 
36 BM EA41541 in Demarée 2002. Plate 93; Dorn 2004, 40-42; Polis 2017, 89-101. Dorn and Polis 2019, 18-21 

discuss the debate over Amennakhte’s authorship of this ‘wisdom text’, concluding that the attribution is largely 

well-founded (‘est largement fondé’). 
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appointed assistant to the Senior Scribe in Year 6 of Ramses IV, becoming Senior Scribe in 

Year 6 or 7 of Ramses VI, when Amennakhte apparently died. Horishire’s son Khaemhedjet 

became assistant scribe in Year 13 of Ramses IX, and then Senior Scribe in Year 3 of Ramses 

X. His son Dhutmose became Senior Scribe in Year 3 of Ramses XI.37  

The years preceding Butehamun’s birth saw the reappearance of gangs of Libyans in the 

Theban area, as well as a wave in tomb robberies during Year 16 of Ramses IX, although 

none of these involved the tombs in the Valley of the Kings.38 However, number of the 

village’s former smd.t workers seem to have been involved in the robberies39, perhaps 

reflecting poorer conditions. 

 

Map 2. Plan of Deir el-Medina with House SO II marked in red. Adapted from Bruyère 1939, Plate XVI 

 

 

 

 
37 From Table III, from Rzepka 2011, 68 Figure 20. Dorn and Polis 2019, 17-18 discuss the difficulties in dating the 

transition between Amennakhte and Horishiri, and Amennakhte’s unusual change of profession from that of his 

father, and subsequent promotion from ‘draftsman’ to ‘scribe’. 
38 van Dijk 2000, 301; Barwik 2011, 45-46. 
39 Gabler 2019, 545. 
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2. Butehamun’s Youth  
 

It was into this environment that Butehamun was born, around 1107 BC, at the very end of the 

reign of Ramses X or the beginning of the reign of his successor Ramses XI, the last king to 

start a tomb in the Valley of the Kings. New reigns were often a time of jubilation in the 

village, as it meant work with the beginning of a tomb for the new monarch.40 Butehamun’s 

parents were the Senior Scribe Dhutmose and his wife Baketamun.41 The role of the scribes 

was very important, keeping records of activities and communicating with higher authorities 

outside the village. The Senior Scribes were responsible directly to the king’s vizier, rather 

than to the foremen.42  

Although occupancy was originally assigned by the State, the houses in the village appear to 

have remained in the same families over the generations.43 In the case of Butehamun’s family, 

this seems to have been the house today identified as SO II, a home of six rooms with a 

stairway leading to an upper floor terrace in the southwestern part of the village (see Map 2 

and Figure 2).44 When it was excavated, the house was found to be from the 19th Dynasty, 

rebuilt in the 20th. On one wall excavators found a three-line dipinto hieratic inscription in 

red, from the reign of Ramses IX, indicating it was the house of the scribe Horisheri (the 

grandfather of Dhutmose). This name was also found on a wooden docket or label in the 

house (see Figures 14a and 14b under ‘Images’).45 In LRL 9 (see A.25 in the Appendix) 

writing to Butehamun from Nubia, Dhutmose says: 

‘[…] Now you have wished to speak saying. “I am much interested in the matter of 

documents which are deposited (in) the stairwell(?).” Now as for the documents upon 

which the rain has poured into the house of the scribe Horisheri my (grandfather), you 

brought them out and we discovered that they had not become erased […]’46 

He goes on to speak about depositing what were likely to be previous LRL in the tomb of 

their ancestor Amennakhte (TT 1338, see Figure 15 under ‘Images’ and C.18 in the 

Appendix). This is likely to have been the same house referred to in the ‘Stato Civile’, a 20th 

Dynasty papyrus pieced together from fragments (Cyperus papyrus C. 1963, 1928, 2051, see 

Figure 16 under ‘Images’ and A.45 in the Appendix), compiled over 30-40 years with a list of 

 
40 Bierbrier 1984, 43. 
41 Bierbrier 1984, 36. See below in section 6.1 for the controversial question of whether Dhutmose and Butehamun 

had second wives. 
42 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 132; Černý 2004, 191. 
43 Bierbrier 1984, 68. 
44 Bruyere 1939, 315-316; Černý 2004, 370, note 1; Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 6; Rzepka 2011, 68, Figure 20, 

based on Davies 1999, 283.  
45 Bruyere 1939, 315-316, Figures 185 and 188; Porter and Moss 1964, 703; Romer 2003, 207. 
46 Černý 1939, 18-21; Wente 1967, 10-11, 16, 38; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191. 
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men, women, and children living in the village. Opinions differ as to whether this represents 

an official government census or a more informal document.47 Section SC1, column II, line 6 

(dated to Year 16 or 17 of Ramses IX) reads: 

‘The house of Dhutmose, son of Kha(emhedjet, his mother Tanet)chenuemheb.’48 

 

Figure 2. Dhutmose’s house in Deir el-Medina (to the right) and its neighbor, both projecting out beyond the 

adjacent houses. Photo: George Wood 

The house fronted on the path running down the center of the village (see Figure 17 under 

‘Images’), and it as well as its next door neighbor were longer than the adjoining houses, 

extending back at least a meter farther to the west. The remains of what were apparently stairs 

to an upper floor can still be seen (see Figure 18 under ‘Images’).  

Häggman writes that besides the parents, households in Deir el-Medina generally had two or 

three children, as well as other family members (perhaps the father or mother of the previous 

 
47 Niwiński 2004, 260-261; Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 77-78, 94; Hagen 2016, 205- 207, 211-212. 
48 Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 6-8, 77-78; and display text accompanying section SC1 at the Egyptian Museum in 

Turin. 
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generation) and a few servants.49 Butehamun may have had an older brother named 

Nesamenope who served as a scribe before him, starting in Year 19 of Ramses XI.50 He is last 

mentioned in Year 20 of Ramses XI51, and by this year both Dhutmose and Butehamun are 

named in a Turin papyrus as scribes.52 Davies attributes two siblings to Butehamun, a sister 

named Hatiamut and a brother named Ankhefenamun (so Butehamun’s own son and 

successor as scribe may have been named after the boy’s uncle). Hatiamut is named as a 

daughter of Dhutmose and Baketamun on a lintel believed to have come from the house of 

Dhutmose, and later Butehamun, in Medinet Habu (see C.4: Lintel A in Appendix).53 

Butehamun’s earliest years are scarcely documented,54 but around the time of his birth the 

position of a second Senior Scribe of the Tomb was added, and when he was about four years 

old, his father Dhutmose became one of these two Senior Scribes, (for the crew of the ‘left 

side’, while Pawer’a was scribe of the ‘right side’) inheriting the post from his father 

Khaemhedjet.55 Butehamun’s boyhood saw the first years of the reign of Ramses XI, the final 

king of the 20th Dynasty. Dhutmose’s task then would have been work on KV 4, this king’s 

tomb in the Valley of the Kings. A number of documents authored by Dhutmose over the 

years have been found. Besides the LRL, many of which were personal correspondence, 

Dhutmose is known, through his handwriting, to have written several accounts of grain 

distribution and deliveries between Years 8 and 15 of Ramses XI, the Turin Taxation Papyrus 

in Year 12 of Ramses XI, the Turin Necropolis Journal in Year 17 of Ramses XI, an account 

of wages for the crew in Year 3 of the wḥm-msw.t, an account of payments to a water carrier 

in Year 5 of the wḥm-msw.t, and records of copper received and spent during Years 5 and 6 of 

the wḥm-msw.t.56  

Presumably during his youth Butehamun would have learned to be a scribe. He would have 

been taught by his father Dhutmose, although it has been suggested there may have been 

some kind of school in the village as well. But no school building as such has been found, and 

Peden suggests the teaching of scribes may have been one-on-one in a home.57 There is, 

however, a later reference to ‘the young boys who are in school’ in LRL 5, a letter from 

Dhutmose to Butehamun, from after the move to Medinet Habu (see Section 4 and A.9 in the 

Appendix).58 

 
49 Häggman 2002, 65. 
50 Wente 1967, 3-4. Davies 199, 137 says there is no substantiation for Nesamenope being a son of Dhutmose. 
51 BM 10403, in Davies 1999, 137. 
52 Papyrus Turin Cat. 2094, cited in Peden 2001, 191. 
53 Davies 1997, 55 and 68 Figure 1; Cerny 2004, 357-359. 
54 Barwik 2011, 257. 
55 Davies, 1999, 136-137; Peden 2001, 188; Rzepka 2014, 68-69.  
56 Demarée 2018, 10-11. 
57 Bierbrier 1984, 80; Peden 2001, 147-148 and note 7.  
58 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 180-181. 
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3. Occupation and Civil War 
 

It was during Butehamun’s late childhood or early teens that the Theban area was disrupted 

by an intervention from the south, as the Egyptian Viceroy of Kush Panehesy appears to have 

occupied the area with an army. At this time the king, Ramses XI, was living in the north. The 

dates of this intervention are difficult to ascertain, but the last reference to Hori Sa-Aset as 

Overseer of the Granary and Fanbearer on the King’s Right under Ramses XI is in his Year 

8.59 The following year Panehesy’s name appears at the top of a report of interrogations of 

Theban tomb robbers, and he was named as Overseer of the Granary and Fanbearer on the 

King’s Right when the Turin Taxation Papyrus was written down by Butehamun’s father 

Dhutmose in Year 12 of Ramses XI.60 So the Viceroy of Kush’s entry into Thebes seems to 

have been around Year 9 of Ramses XI. It’s unclear if this was a power grab by Panehesy or 

an intervention on the king’s behalf. Jansen-Winkeln suggests Ramses XI had asked for the 

Nubian garrison troops to be brought to Thebes to deal with unrest after attacks from Libyans 

and tomb robberies. While rejecting the need to deal with either problem at this time, 

Häggman concludes there was a royal request to fill a power vacuum in the south, because of 

the lack of a vizier in Upper Egypt.61 

Year 12 of Ramses XI, with Panehesy in charge in Thebes, saw the first surviving examples 

of the Late Ramesside Letters, which provide much of the documentation about Butehamun 

and his father Dhutmose (see Table IV). One or both of the two surviving letters from this 

period are from Dhutmose. In LRL 47 (A.1 in the Appendix) he seems to be around 20 km 

north of Thebes near Ombos collecting taxes in grain (as he also is reflected doing the same 

year in the Turin Taxation Papyrus). The letter is a complaint to someone called Es(?) for not 

carrying out orders to fetch grain.62 Less certain is LRL 46 (A.2 in the Appendix), to an 

unknown recipient, the younger brother of an Efnamun, which may be from Dhutmose and 

could be about the collecting of grain for taxes.63 At this time Dhutmose’s co-Senior Scribe is 

Efnamon.64 

About 7 years into Panehesy’s occupation, when Butehamun was around 17, the region 

suffered from a period of famine that became known as the ‘Year of the Hyenas’, caused by a 

drop in the flow of the Nile, and when hyenas may have roamed the land eating dead 

 
59 Häggman 2002, 29-30, 199-200; Barwik 2011, 80; Demarée 2018, 10-12. 
60 Papyrus BM 10053; Peet 1930, 112-120; Häggman 2002, 199; Barwik 2011, 81, 88. Panehesy’s name is on a 

fragment at the beginning of a text of tomb robber confessions. It is assumed that he was in charge of the 

interrogations (rather than leading the wholesale plundering of temples). Papyrus Mayer A ends with ‘thieves whom 

Paynehsy slew, 3 men’ which may reflect his being in power during tomb robber trials. See Peet 1915a, 177 and 

Barwik 2011, 86. 
61 Häggman 2002, 201-202, and citing Jansen-Winkeln 1992, 30; Barwik 2011, 101 notes there are no references to 

a vizier during 17 years of the reign of Ramses XI. 
62 Černý 1939, 68-70a; Wente 1967, 1-2; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 171-173 (translation). 
63 Černý 1939, 67-68a; Wente 1967, 2; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 173 (translation). (Most of the letter is a defence 

against telling a joke at the expense of the recipient.) 
64 Wente 1967, 1-2. 
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animals.65 This may be the cause of the conflict that broke out between the Overseer of the 

Granary (Panehesy) and the Temple of Amun, traditionally in control of grain. Thus, after 

nearly a decade with the Viceroy of Kush in power in Thebes, in around Year 17 of Ramses 

XI hostilities broke out between Panehesy and the High Priest of Amun Amenhotep. 

Amenhotep was besieged for eight months inside the temple administrative complex of 

Medinet Habu, and appealed to the king, far away in the north, for help. This appeal seems to 

be reflected in an inscription at Karnak temple, attributed to the High Priest of Amun 

Amenhotep:66  

‘[…] (Amun-re) took cognizance of me in the wrong done to me, and I appealed to 

Pharaoh, my lord […]’ 

Panehesy marched north, at least as far as Hardai, which was ‘destroyed’.67 It was during this 

period, with Panehesy away, leaving perhaps only a token garrison behind in Thebes, in a 

period of famine, that another wave of tomb robberies seems to have broken out, possibly 

abetted by members of the Nubian garrison.68 Indeed, Papyrus BM 10052 implicates 

Panehesy’s wife Nesmut in receiving gold from tomb robbers.69  

The pharaoh’s army under General Piankh moved south and drove Panehesy’s forces to 

Thebes and then back to Nubia.70 It’s here that the story gets more confused. General Piankh 

took the title of vizier71, and apparently following the death of the High Priest Amenhotep, 

Piankh also assumed the title of High Priest of Amun. But the Theban order of succession has 

been hotly debated. Previously it was believed that Herihor became High Priest first, and 

upon the death of Ramses XI declared himself king, and on Herihor’s death, Piankh took the 

title of High Priest, but not king. Barwik72 appears to argue both sides of the issue, but most 

scholars now hold to Jansen-Winklen’s73 chronology, that has Herihor succeeding Piankh. 

That is the chronology that will be followed here. 

At some point, Butehamun married the lady Ikhtay, a ‘chantress of Amun’. She is not 

obviously mentioned in any of the LRLs, and Dhutmose writes about two other women, 

Shedemdua and Hemesheri, and their children (see below, 6.1 ‘Multiple Wives?’) starting in 

 
65 van Dijk 2000, 301; Romer 2003, 168-171; Barwik 2011, 88 note 67. Romer puts Butehamun’s age then at 13 or 

14, and in his chronology it is the chaos caused by the famine that prompts Ramses XI to order Panehesy to occupy 

Thebes. 
66 Wente 1966, 74-87, Line 21 in his translation. See Nelson 1941, Plate XI, Karnak, Precinct of Amon, Section L. 

(Wente cites Nelson’s Location L 86); van Dijk 2000, 301-302; Barwik 2011, 80-81. Papyrus BM 10383, page 2 

quotes the wab-priest Peison as saying he left the House of Pharaoh ‘when Pnehesi came and suppressed my 

superior’. See Peet 1930, 124-125 (translation). Wente 1966, 84 draws attention to this and cites Papyrus Mayer A 6, 

4-7 speaking of ‘barbarians’ organized under ‘troop-captains’ seizing Medinet Habu, which he attributes to 

Panehesy. 
67 According to testimony in Papyrus BM 10052 10.8. See Peet 1930, 124, 152, and 165 note 74.  
68 Van Dijk 2000, 301-302; Romer 2003, 168; Barwik 2011, 94, 98. 
69 Barwik 2011, 104-105, citing Papyrus BM 10052, 2, 29, in Peet 1930, 144 and Plate 26. 
70 Van Dijk 2000, 301-302. 
71 Although Häggman 2002, 229 believes this was after Year 6 of the wḥm-msw.t and perhaps not until Year 10. 
72 Barwik 2011, 111-135. 
73 Häggman 2002, 47-50 (she calls the support from the sources for this chronology ‘overwhelming’); Barwik 2011, 

112-113; Jansen-Winkeln 2016b, 225-233. 
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Year 6 of the wḥm-msw.t. While Butehamun’s relationship with these women (stepmother, 

sister, second wife?) is unclear presumably he and Ikhtay would have been married some time 

before all the expressions of concern from Dhutmose for the other women (and Ikhtay may 

well have died). Ikhtay’s name is on one of the pillars of the house in Medinet Habu (C.2 in 

the Appendix), which Dhutmose apparently writes about moving to in LRL 12 (A.3 in the 

Appendix), in Year 2 of the wḥm-msw.t. Butehamun and Ikhtay had at least two children, a 

son Ankhefenamum and a daughter Tadif.74 Whether with Ikhtay or another wife after her 

death, Butehamun had several more children, including the sons Meniumefer, Nebhepet, 

Pakheyheryneter, and Amenmose, and a daughter, Nesmut.75 

 

 
74 They are both named, along with Butehamun and Ikhtay on a lintel (Lintel B, right and left, see C.5 in the 

Appendix) believed to have come from the house in Medinet Habu. Ankhefenamun names Ikhtay as his mother in 

Graffito 1306, the only member of the family besides Butehamun to have indicated his mother’s name. See Davies 

1997, 55-56; Černý 2004, 358-359; Barwik 2011, 285, 288, 291.  
75 According to Graffiti 1285a+b+c+d, 1295a+b, 1311a+b, 1599, 1894, 2055, and 2216. See Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
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4. Renaissance and the Move to Medinet Habu 
 

It is about this time that the period of ‘rebirth’, the wḥm-msw.t, is declared.76 The beginning of 

this 20th Dynasty ‘Renaissance’ appears to have been in the 19th Year of Ramses XI (but see 

Section 6.3 below for Thijs’s controversial redating of this period). Documents in the Theban 

area were dated during this period in years of the wḥm-msw.t, instead of Ramses XI. While 

the new designation may be a reflection of the increasing power in Thebes of the High Priests 

of Amun, corresponding to a local lack of recognition for the monarchy in the north, the 

reality seems more complicated. But the new term does seem to mark a new period after the 

expulsion of Panehesy from Thebes.77 

However, initially it does not seem to mark a break between the Pharaoh’s general Piankh and 

Ramses XI. After sending a royal butler and a vizier to Thebes in Year 17 of his reign (while 

Panehesy may still have been in power there, or shortly after his departure), Ramses may 

himself have visited Thebes, as indicated in Papyrus BM 10383, on a page headed Year 2 of 

the wḥm-msw.t:78 

‘[…] now when Pharaoh, our lord, l.p.h., had come to the City (Ne, ie Thebes) he 

appointed the sem-priest Hori as the sem-priest of the temple (ie Medinet Habu).’79 

Ramses apparently did not remain in Thebes long, but his presence would indicate the 

declaration of the wḥm-msw.t was not a declaration of independence against him. But shortly 

before or within a few years after this visit, during the last decade of his reign, work was 

abandoned on KV 4, Ramses XI’s tomb in the Valley of the Kings80 and nothing known of 

any tombs for members of his family.81 After the death of Ramses XI, there was a new royal 

burial custom, as the new 21st Dynasty in Tanis dug their graves within the grounds of a 

temple there.82   

With the ending of its raison d'être, Deir el-Medina was abandoned. In Year 2 of the wḥm-

msw.t (Year 21 of Ramses XI, the same year as his apparent visit to Thebes) (perhaps 

signifying that work on KV 4 had been abandoned by then), Dhutmose writes LRL 12 (A.3 in 

the Appendix), revealing he has moved from the village to Medinet Habu, while some of the 

former tomb-builders are now in eastern Thebes. Dhutmose asks to have seven brought back 

to the west bank to be placed under the supervision of his son and fellow scribe, Butehamun:83 

‘[…] We have heard that you have returned and have reached the town of Ne 

(Thebes), that Amun received you with a good reception and has done for you every 

(sort of) good. Now we are dwelling here in Medinet Habu (literally, “the Temple”, 

 
76 See above page 11 for the historical uses of the term. 
77 van Dijk 2000, 309. 
78 Barwik 2011, 105-106. 
79 Peet 1930, 122-125. 
80 Peden 2001, 191; Rzepka 2014, 216. 
81 Rzepka 2014, 216. 
82 Taylor 2016, 360-361.   
83 Černý 1939, 23-24a; Wente 8-9, 16. 
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Černý writes “the Mansion”) and you know the manner in which we dwell, both 

within and without. Now the young (employees) of the Necropolis (Černý writes 

“boys of the tomb”) have returned. They are dwelling in Ne, while I am dwelling here 

alone with the scribe of the army Pentahunakht. Please have the men of the Necropolis 

who are there in Ne assembled and send them to me to this side…a total of seven 

men. Place them under the supervision of the scribe Butehamun.'84 

There’s no indication what sort of work Dhutmose and Butehamun might have been planning 

for the seven tomb-builders. They might still have been working on the tomb of Ramses XI.85 

(But then why would the workers have moved to the east bank?) Butehamun would have been 

around 22 when this letter was written, and Dhutmose seems to have made the move to a 

house in Medinet Habu by himself (which he shared with the scribe Pentahunakht).86 

Certainly by Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 29 of Ramses XI), when Dhutmose sends LRL 

9 from Nubia, the old house in Deir el-Medina was in ruins.87  

The temple-administrative complex of Medinet Habu was built by Ramses III, and was 

finished by the 12th year of his reign (see Maps 5a and 5b under Maps and Figure 19 under 

‘Images’). By the end of the New Kingdom Medinet Habu had become the administrative 

center for the Necropolis, and it was the residence of the High Priests of Amun during the 21st 

Dynasty.88 The new house in Medinet Habu (Figures 3a-b, Map 5a-b under Maps, and C.2 in 

Appendix) was behind the temple, in the northwest corner of the complex. Based on the 

inscriptions on the pillars, Butehamun would at some point have moved into the house,89 

described by Černý: ‘as far as remains permit one to judge, the most spacious and decorative 

of the settlement.’90 Excavators from the University of Chicago’s Oriental Institute, who 

worked at the temple complex in the 1930’s, called the House of Butehamun ‘a large manorial 

house’.91 Later excavators from the Oriental Institute refer to the structure as ‘part house, part 

office, and part chapel’.92 

All that remains are a main room with four sandstone pillars and smaller anteroom with two 

half-destroyed pillars. A doorway on the right of the main room led to other rooms which 

Hölscher says were ‘completely destroyed’, and he suggests there may have been a similar 

door on the left. Scenes on the columns in the main room included Amenhotep I and his 

mother Ahmose-Nefertari, the patron gods of Deir el-Medina. Inscriptions on the pillars 

described the house’s owner as ‘the royal scribe and overseer of the royal treasury in the 

Theban Necropolis, Butehamun, son of the royal scribe in the Theban Necropolis and 

overseer of works on behalf of the tomb endowment Dhutmose’ (see Figure 20a-d under 

 
84 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 176-177 (translation). 
85 Bierbrier 1982, 119. 
86 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 176-177 (translation). 
87 Černý 1939, 18-21; Wente 1967, 10, 11, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation). 
88 Van Dijk 2000, 297, 342. 
89 Černý 2004, 370-71. 
90 Černý 2004, 382. 
91 Hölscher 1932, 29. 
92 https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/projects/epi/previous-seasons (Accessed 2019-07-28) 
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Images, C2-3 in the Appendix, and the section of Pillar 4 naming Butehamun in the 

frontispiece).93  

 

 

Figures 3a and 3b. The House of Butehamun in Medinet Habu. Photos: George Wood 

 
93 Hölscher 1932, 29-31; Hölscher 1954, 4-5; Porter and Moss 1964, 773. 
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Two lintels apparently from the house have been found (See C.4 and C.5 in Appendix), 

reflecting the two first two generations who would have lived there. The left of Lintel A reads 

‘to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth, Dhutmose, justified' 

while the right side says ‘to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth, 

Butehamun, justified.' On both the right and left sides of Lintel B it reads ‘to the ka of the 

scribe of the Place of Truth Butehamun, justified.' As mentioned above (see note 74 and C.5 

in the Appendix) Lintel B also names two children of Butehamun and Ikhtay, a son named 

Ankhefenamum and a daughter named Tadif. 

There were depictions of a man and a woman receiving offerings from another couple facing 

them next to each vertical line. Inscriptions giving their identities were above. On the right 

side of Lintel A and on both sides of Lintel B, the inscription to the seated couple reads: ‘to 

the ka of the scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth Butehamun, justified' and ‘his lady, 

lady of the house, songstress of Amun-re, king of the gods, Ikhtay.' On the left half of Lintel 

A, an inscription reads: ‘the ka of the scribe of commissions' ----- and ‘his sister, lady of the 

house, songstress of Amun-re Baketamun.'94 Dhutmose and his wife Baketamun may have 

been the first occupants of the house, although shortly afterwards Dhutmose is writing that he 

was living there ‘alone with the scribe of the army Pentahunakht’ (see LRL 12 above). So it is 

possible that Baketamun and/or Ikhtay died before the move from Deir el-Medina, and the 

lintel inscriptions were a sort of memorial. (See below in Section 6.1 for the question of 

possible multiple wives for Dhutmose and Butehamun.) 

It might be argued that the structure is too fine to be the house of a scribe, and perhaps was 

rather an office. It appears much more elaborate than the houses of Deir el-Medina. LRL 12 

certainly has Dhutmose writing that he has moved to Medinet Habu. Arguing for that being 

this structure is the Oriental Institute’s placing it amongst what they regard as a residential 

district (with Butehamun’s house seemingly the best preserved), and that the structure 

apparently contained other rooms (living quarters?) which have not survived. Moreover, 

inscriptions naming Dhutmose and Baketamun, Butehamun and Ikhtay, as well as two 

children (if the lintels are indeed from the house), would seem to fit more a private residence, 

possibly with a section set aside as the office of the royal scribe. But it would then also reflect 

the high status given to Dhutmose and later to Butehamun. 

The two surviving LRL attributed to the early years of the wḥm-msw.t don’t cast much light 

into Dhutmose’s activities. LRL 27 (A.4 in the Appendix), from Panufente in eastern Thebes 

to Dhutmose on the west bank, is a complaint calling for the release of a man who has been 

detained.95 LRL 26 (A.5 in the Appendix) is a letter from a Mayor of (eastern) Thebes (whose 

name is only partially preserved as ‘…atref’) apparently over whether a workman was 

justified in beating one of the mayor’s servants.96 

 
94 Kitchen 1989, 399-400; Davies 1997, 55-56; Černý 2004, 357-358. Baketamun was Dhutmose's (first?) wife, 

Ikhtay Butehamun’s (first?) wife. See below in section 6.1 for this thorny subject.   
95 Černý 1939, 42-43a; Wente 1967, 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 177 (translation). 
96 Černý 1939, 41-42a; Wente 1967, 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 178. 
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It is at this point that Butehamun emerges into history, conducting, along with Dhutmose, 

restoration work in KV 57 (C.8 in the Appendix), the royal tomb of Horemheb in the Valley of 

the Kings, in Year 4 of the wḥm-msw.t. Dipinto KV 57-1 (B.1a in the Appendix) at the tomb 

entrance reads:97  

‘Written in year 4, 4 Akhet 22, by the scribe of the army Butehamun98, after he came 

to cause the order to be carried out in the burial chamber (?) in the tomb of King 

Djoserkheper(u)re Setepenre l.p.h.’99   

This may be a reference to Year 4 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 23 of Ramses XI).100 It is of note 

that at this early date Butehamun gives himself the title of ‘scribe of the army’, a lesser title 

than he would use later in his career, such as ‘king’s scribe’ and ‘scribe in the place of 

truth’.101 

Dipinto KV 57-3 (see B.1b in the Appendix), to the left of the tomb entrance, is the lower of 

two graffiti there:   

 ‘The scribe Butehamun; the king’s scribe Dhutmose.’102    

The other grafitto there (KV57-2) indicates the Scribe of the General Kysen was present as 

well.103 

 

There may have been more work done in the tomb in Year 6 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 25 of 

Ramses XI), as a dipinto (B.1c in the Appendix), on the right side of the entrance reads: 

‘Year 6, 2? Akhet 12. Day of removing (?) /investigating into (?) the burial (?) of king 

Djeserkhepr(u)re-setepenre, by the vizier, general and chief of the…’104 

Reeves believes these are records of restoration in KV 57 after the tomb had been plundered. 

He says this may have been carried out at about the same time as the burial renewals of Seti I 

and Ramses II (see below, KV 17).105  

Four mummies were found in the tomb. Because of heavy plundering none have been 

identified, although Reeves and Wilkinson believe they may have been ‘restored’ royal 

 
97 Reeves 1990, 77 and Table 10/2 number 4. 
98 Černý 2004, 372 note 2 believes the Army-Scribe Butehamun is Butehamun, son of Dhutmose. 
99 Reeves 1990, 77; Rzepka 2014, (8.7).   
100 Häggman 2002, 228.   
101 See Barwik 2014, (8.7). 
102 Reeves 1990, Table 10/2 line 4. 
103 Rzepka 2014, (8.15). Peden 2001, 208, seems to believe the latter graffiti by Dhutmose, Butehamun, and Kysen 
were from the later visit in Year 6 (and that all three scribes took part in both visits). Reeves 1990 Table 10/2 line 4 

includes both of these graffiti together with KV57-1 and separate from the one from Year 6. Butehamun is also 

accompanied by Kysen in my graffito 1 (graffiti 1301 a+b), from Year 1 of Smendes, see Section 7.6. 
104 Reeves 1990, 77 and Table 10/2, line 7. Häggman 2002, 229 suggests this may instead refer to Year 6 of Herihor, 

as Piankh was not titling himself vizier until after Year 6 of the wḥm-msw.t. 
105 Reeves 1990 94, 234; Peden 2001, 208; Rzepka 2014, (8.7).  
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mummies.106 Reeves speculates one might have been that of Horemheb’s predecessor Ay, 

whose original tomb was WV 23, moved sometime between Year 4 and Year 6 of the wḥm-

msw.t (Years 23 and 25 of Ramses XI).107 Reeves and Wilkinson say that Ramesside period 

tomb robberies may have drawn the attention of the authorities to tomb of Ay. Reburial 

materials that seem to have come from WV 23 were found in the pit tomb KV 58 (a ‘satellite 

tomb’108 to Horemheb’s), which could have been in connection with a cache in KV 57.109 

Peden says that the graffiti from Butehamun and others next to the entrance of WV 23 may 

have reflected work being carried out there, but he also comments that Reeves’s theory that 

the graffiti in KV 57 record Ay being transferred there is ‘unconvincing’. Pedin adds that he 

doesn’t believe Ay’s mummy would have survived the mutilation carried out in WV 23, an 

apparent backlash to the Aten cult.110 Häggman concludes that this suggestion by Reeves 

cannot be confirmed.111 

This is the first record of the restoration work in the tombs that would mark Butehamun’s 

later career. 

It is also from Year 6 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 25 of Ramses XI) that several more letters to 

and from Dhutmose and/or Butehamun survive, providing some insights into their lives after 

the move to Medinet Habu. At this time, Dhutmose had apparently travelled north to Middle 

Egypt. In LRL 1 (A.6 in the Appendix) he writes to Butehamun and a prophet named 

‘Amen(…)’, as well as foremen and other Necropolis workmen, sending greetings to them 

and a number of others. He hopes the gods will bring him back alive from the wilds of 

‘Namekhay’, and names for the first time a woman named Shedemdua and her little children 

(their identity is much disputed, see below Section 6.1 ‘Multiple Wives?’).112 

The Prophet of Amun Amenhotep (presumably the prophet addressee of LRL 1) writes to 

Dhutmose in Middle Egypt in LRL 14 (A.7 in the Appendix). He (imperfectly) quotes LRL 1, 

assuring Dhutmose that Butehamun, Shedemdua and the children are well. He also sends 

reassurances about ‘Hemesheri’s girl’. The letter also refers to ‘the general, your lord’, which 

could be a reference to Piankh’s presence in Thebes.113 

LRL 44 (A.8 in the Appendix) is from the chantress of Amun (presumably Shedemdua) in 

western Thebes to Dhutmose in Middle Egypt, responding to a number of tasks which 

Dhutmose has written to her about, concerning vessels (of ‘smaragdus’) and jars requiring 

coppersmiths, a reference to the vizier, and ‘the oxen before Amon’.114  

 
106 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 129, 186, 204. 
107 Reeves 1990, 78. 
108 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 186. 
109 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 129, 186, 204. 
110 Peden 2001, 208, 250.   
111 Häggman 2002, 229. 
112 Černý 1939, 1-2; Wente 1967, 5-6, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 178-179 (translation).  
113 Černý 1939, 27-28; Wente 1967, 6, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 179 (translation).  
114 Černý 1939, 65-65a; Wente 1967, 6, 16, 77-78 (translation). 
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The lengthy LRL 5 (Appendix A.9), apparently in response to LRL 44, is from Dhutmose to 

Butehamun and Shedemdua. It responds to the issue of the vessels of ‘smaragdus’ and 

flagons, and it is filled with instructions about donkeys and grain. Butehamun has given 

donkeys to a wab-priest to carry grain. When the job is finished, the grain is to be registered 

and entered into the granary. Then the donkeys are to be turned over to a police captain to 

carry his grain from the fields. When the inundation begins, Dhutmose is sending a boat, to be 

given to fishermen and police who will use it to bring in the rest of the grain. The scribe 

Pentahunakht (who four years previously, according to LRL12, in Section 4, was living in 

Medinet Habu in house of Dhutmose) is to supervise and enter the grain into the registry. 

Butehamun is also to use the boat to transport charcoal, along with wood that men are to cut 

for him, and then transport it all to Dhutmose’s house.115 

Dhutmose also reminds Butehamun to take care of Shedemdua and the little children, as well 

as Hemesheri and her daughter and mother. He is to have the ‘daughter of Khonsmose’ write 

to Dhutmose, and to not neglect Dhutmose’s ‘brother’ Payamen .116 Dhutmose also sends a 

reminder that the young boys in school should keep studying, and that the people living in 

Dhutmose’s house should not go unclothed.117 Butehamun is also charged with attending to 

the soldiers and looking after the field laborers, to make sure they do their jobs properly. He is 

also to look after three riverside plots that the family own, and to make sure the trees are 

pruned. Other tasks include finishing a courtyard, protected (paved?) with stones, looking 

after a yoke of oxen in the charge of the herdsman Nesamon and handing them over to a 

Paydegesh, and bringing water to ‘Amon of the Thrones of the Two Lands’, with a plea to 

keep Dhutmose safe, and to cure him of his present illness.118 

 

 
115 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 180-181 (translation). 
116 ‘Brother’ does not necessarily mean a direct biological sibling. There is no ‘Payamen’ named in Davies 1999 

‘Who’s Who’ of Deir el-Medina. 
117 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 180-181 (translation). 
118 Černý 1939, 9-11a; Wente 1967, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 180-181 (translation).  
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5. The War in Nubia 
 

After his defeat by General Piankh, Panehesy and his troops retreated back to Nubia.119 As 

mentioned above, a decade later, in Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 29 of Ramses XI), 

Piankh moved south with his army, first to Elephantine, the traditional border between Egypt 

proper and its Nubian province to the south, and then on into Nubia. The LRLs are the only 

source for the war, and they mostly focus on Dhutmose and his family (as they seem to be 

primarily from a family archive), casting some light on the logistics of the war, as experienced 

by a scribe, but not its tactics or progression. Barwik divides the wartime LRLs into four 

groups (my division of these letters may not exactly coincide with Barwik’s):120 

1. Provision for the army in Thebes, in which Dhutmose was involved 

2. Dhutmose on his way to Nubia to meet the general 

3. Dhutmose in Nubia 

4. Butehamun taking care of affairs in Thebes in his father’s absence 

 

5.1 Provisioning the Army 
 

The first reference to the upcoming invasion seems to be in LRL 20 (A.12 in the Appendix) 

from a general (presumably Piankh, somewhere south of Thebes) to Dhutmose. The general 

says he is going to embark on a journey which will require ‘cloth and many (…) rags’ which 

will be used as ‘bandages with which to wrap up men’ (i.e. he is expecting casualties.121 

This is followed by LRL 18 (A.16 in the Appendix), from Piankh, replying to a letter from 

Dhutmose, in which the scribe has apparently confirmed that he has carried out all his 

assigned tasks. Piankh reaffirms that Dhutmose is to carry out every commission from the 

general.122 In LRL 19 (A.17 in the Appendix) Piankh, still somewhere south of Thebes, asks 

Dhutmose why the bread rations to the Libyans near Thebes have not been delivered and calls 

on him to see that this is carried out.123 LRL 22 (A.18 in the Appendix), also from Piankh, 

south of Thebes, to Dhutmose in western Thebes, acknowledges the scribe’s having placed 

papyrus scrolls in the presence of the oracle of a god to insure a favorable decision. It also 

names the scribe Pentahunakht (who eight years previously had lived in the house of 

Dhutmose in Medinet Habu, see LRL 12 above in Section 4).124 Barwik comments that some 

time seems to have passed before Dhutmose carried out the tasks assigned by Piankh, and 

began the journey south with the cloth for bandages.125 

 
119 Barwik 2011, 226. 
120 Barwik 2011, 226. 
121 Černý 1939, 35-36a; Wente 1967, 8, 16, 52 (translation).  
122 Černý 1939, 34-34a; Wente 1967, 8, 16 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 184. 
123 Černý 1939, 35-35a; Wente 1967, 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 184 (translation). 
124 Černý 1939, 37-37a; Wente 1967, 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 184-185 (translation).  
125 Barwik 2011, 228. 
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The final letter from the south before Dhutmose’s departure is LRL 17 (discussed below in 

Section 6.1), from Piankh’s singer Penahures (who is with the general), expressing her desire 

to return alive and wishing health and safety to Dhutmose, Hemesheri, and Shedemdua.126 

5.2 The Road to Nubia 
 

Finally, in LRL 28 (A.27 in the Appendix and Figure 21 under ‘Images’), Dhutmose has been 

ordered to follow Piankh south with the bandage cloth by ‘our mistress’ (possibly Herere, 

Principle of the Harem and Piankh’s mother, mother-in-law, or wife, whom LRLs 2, 38, and 

39 seem to imply was left in charge in the general’s absence127), whom Butehamun quotes: 

‘[…] She said to the necropolis scribe Tjaroy “He (the general Piankh) told you to 

follow him.” We delivered the clothes to our mistress, but she said to the scribe 

Tjaroy, “Aren’t you going with the clothes, for it is you who should deliver (them) to 

your lord?” so our mistress told him […]’128 

LRL 28 (which seems to also reflect the launch of the reburial project, see below Section 7), 

was written by Butehamun and the chief workmen in western Thebes to Piankh in Nubia, 

after Dhutmose’s departure. Barwik comments that the Necropolis authorities seem to have 

been at a bit of a loss without their senior scribe, as Butehamun and the others write:129 

‘[…] As for this scribe who used to be here in charge of us, being he who can give 

(advice) since he is an experienced person, and who knows about a certain marker 

concerning which his father has testified, he is with you…but you should send the 

Necropolis scribe Tjaroy (Dhutmose) to have him come so that he may look for a 

marker for us, since we are going and go astray not knowing where to put our feet 

[…]’130 

Moreover, it seems that even in Nubia, Dhutmose involved himself in work-related matters in 

Thebes. In LRL 25 (A.35 in the Appendix) he writes from there to the ‘controllers of the 

Necropolis’ about various payments and work assignments.131 The first surviving letter from 

Dhutmose on the road south is LRL 4 (A.20 in the Appendix), describing travelling through 

Edfu and his meeting Piankh in Elephantine:132   

‘[…] I have reached my superior. Really, it was only when they encountered me in the 

midst of Edfu that I found out he had sent a tesem-boat to pick me up. I met him at the 

town of Elephantine, and he told me, saying “Another time you won’t have to come,” 

 
126 There is a somewhat unsavory trio of letters, LRLs 21, 34, and 35 (A.13, 14, and 15 in the Appendix) where 

Piankh orders Dhutmose, the general’s agent Payshuuben, and a Nuteme, all in Thebes, to carry out the secret 

murder of two Medjay policemen. LRL 21 also expresses Piankh’s disdain for the king (see below in section 5.3). 

Černý 1939, 36-37a, 53-55a; Wente 1967, 8, 16 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 183-184 (translation).  
127 Wente 1967, 17, 20, 74, 75; Wente and Melter 1990, 200-201 (translation). For LRL 2 see A.23 in the Appendix. 
128 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 194-195 (translation). 
129 Barwik 2011, 228-229. 
130 Wente 1967, 59-65; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 194-195 (translation).  
131 Černý 1939, 40-41a; Wente 1967, 17, 56-57 (translation). 
132 Černý 1939, 7-8a; Wente 1967: 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185-186 (translation); Barwik 2011, 229. 
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so he said to me. He gave me bread and beer as previously and said to me, “May 

Montu favor (you).” Now we are moored at Elephantine, and he keeps saying, “I shall 

go up (to Nubia) to attack Panehesy at the place where he is,” so he keeps saying 

[…]’133 

When he writes LRL 3 (A.21 in the Appendix) to Butehamun, Dhutmose is apparently still in 

Elephantine or on the road south, on day 13 of the fourth month of the second season Peret 

(of Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t/Year 29 of Ramses XI), and repeats he has met his ‘superior’ 

(presumably Piankh): 

‘[…] He took me in charge and did everything good for me. He (said to me), “…If 

you hadn’t come, I would have put up a fuss with you; but good (…that you found) 

goodness in your heart and have come” He said to me, “You shall (…).” (…bread) 

and beer daily. He took me to my (…) great because of an offence in the presence of 

my superior.’ 

Dhutmose goes on to tell Butehamun not to neglect to cultivate grain, and to plant vegetables, 

and as we have seen above, expresses concern for the two ladies and their children.134 (For 

Butehamun’s reply see LRL 8 below in Section 5.4.) Eight days later, on day 21 of the fourth 

month of the second season Peret, Dhutmose writes again to Butehamun, in LRL 2 (A.23 in 

the Appendix) perhaps still near Elephantine, but travelling south, as he praises:  

‘Amun-Re, King of the Gods, residing in Elephantine…with my superior […] safe as 

well…’ and adds: ‘…I left him in Elephantine in the company of Herere’ (Piankh’s 

wife or mother, she titles herself ‘Principle of the Harem and Chantress of Amun-

Re’).135 

It is perhaps at this time that Herere sent LRLs 38 and 39, with instructions to a troop 

commander in Thebes. Barwik suggests that if Herere is acting as a substitute for Piankh here 

it would be in his absence, so she would still be in Elephantine while the general must have 

travelled on towards Nubia.136 

5.3 Dhutmose in Nubia 
 

LRL 50 marks Dhutmose’s arrival in Nubia, as he praises ‘Horus of (Ku)ban, who dwells in 

this mountain…’ In the letter Dhutmose again expresses to Butehamun concern about the two 

ladies and their children (see Section 6.1 below) and others, as well as hopes that he, 

 
133 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185-186 (translation). More on ‘attacking’ Panehesy below. 
134 Černý 1939, 5-7; Wente 1967: 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990 186-187 (translation). 
135 Černý 1939, 2-5a; Wente 1967, 10, 14, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 188-189 (translation); Barwik 2011, 230. 

Herere is believed to have been the mother of Nodjme, who in LRL 35 (A.15) Piankh also gives the title of Principle 

of the Harem. Nodjme is believed to have been the wife of Piankh’s successor Herihor. See: Černý 1939, 54-55a; 

Wente 1967: 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 183-184 (translation).  
136 Wente 1967, 14-15, 17, 74-75 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 200-201 (translation); Barwk 2011, 230. 

‘Him’ in the letter presumably refers to someone other than Piankh. 
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Dhutmose, will return safe. The letter also discusses matters Butehamun has been tasked with, 

which will be taken up in the next sub-section.137  

By LRL 9 (A.25 in the Appendix) Dhutmose has apparently moved farther south, as he writes: 

‘[…] I am calling on Horus of Kuban, Horus of Aniba, and Atum, the lord of the 

earth, to give you life prosperity and health…and to let Amun of the Thrones of the 

Two Lands, my good lord, bring me back (alive) from the wilds, the place where I am 

abandoned in this far off land (of Nubia) […]’138 

Aniba is much farther south into Nubia than Kuban, and from the later New Kingdom, it was 

the viceregal capital.139 Commenting on his life in Nubia, Dhutmose continues: 

‘[…] Now I am doing quite well with my superior; he does not neglect me. He has 

caused one maziktu-jug to be fixed for me every five days, five ordinary loaves daily, 

and one ewer, which holds five hin-measures of beer, daily from his wages. And it 

(the beer) has dispelled the illness which was in me. Do (not)n worry about me 

because of the fact that the children who were with me have returned […]’140 

This is apparently the first we hear of Dhutmose’s illness in Nubia, and he hastens to add: 

‘[…] Don’t worry about me in any matters. I am all right. Call upon Amon, United 

with Eternity, Amenophis141, Nofretari, Mereseger, my mistress, and Amon, Holy of 

Place, to bring me back alive. And submit (my case) before (the oracles of both) 

Amon, United with Eternity, and Amenophis and ask them, “Will you bring him back 

alive?” And call upon Amon of the Thrones of the Two Lands to rescue (me) […].’142 

This is also the letter discussing the apparent place of archiving the LRLs (see above Section 

2, as well as TT 1338 under Sources below, C.18 in the Appendix, and Figure 15 under 

‘Images’) and goes on to discuss matters with which Butehamun has been tasked (see next 

sub-section).143 

In LRL 30, from Piankh to Butehamun and others in Thebes, the general confirms that 

Dhutmose has arrived, along with the troop commander and prophet Shedsuhor. (This letter 

goes on with instructions, possibly about the reburial project, covered in Section 7.)144 

 
137 Černý 1939, 71-74a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 189-190 (translation). Kuban (and Aniba, see 

below in Section 7) were the sites of Egyptian forts in Nubia, dating back to the Middle Kingdom, with Kuban lying 

farthest north. See Kemp 1989, 172; Bryan 2000, 221; Smith 2003, Figure 8.4; Brown 2012, 1. 
138 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation). 
139 See Smith 2003, 84 and Figure 8.4. 
140 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation). 
141 Presumably Amenhotep I, worshiped as a god in Deir el-Medina. 
142 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation). 
143 Černý 1939, 18-21; Wente 1967, 10, 11, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation). 
144 Černý 1939, 28-30a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 197-198 (translation).  
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Butehamun’s apparent concern about Dhutmose’s health on the journey is expressed in a 

postscript to LRL 8 (A.22 in the Appendix) to Heramenpenaf and Amenpanefer (who are 

presumably with Dhutmose, the principle recipient of the letter): 

‘[…] Don’t neglect the scribe Tjaroy. We know he is a sick man who has never made 

an expedition(?) as this one […].’145 

Butehamun repeats this concern in LRLs 29 (A.29 in the Appendix) and 43 (A.34 in the 

Appendix), both to Shedsuhor in Nubia (referred to in LRL 30, in Section 5.3 above) about 

taking care of a weak Dhutmose on a journey never undertaken before:146 

‘[…] Indeed you are kind, and you are responsible for my father. Be a pilot for the 

necropolis scribe Tjaroy147. You know he is man who lacks experience, for he has 

never before made such expeditions as he is now on. Assist him in the boat. Keep 

watch over (him) vigilantly in the evening as well while you are around him, since 

you are travelling unimpeded(?). Now a person is childlike when he has become 

troubled never yet having seen a fearful face (i.e. experienced danger) […].’  

(LRL 29)148 

and 

‘[…] Write us about your condition. Are you still alive? (And write us) about the 

condition of the necropolis scribe Tjaroy through the policeman Hadnakht. And assist 

Tjaroy in the boat. And look after him vigilantly in (the day and) evening. And be a 

pilot for him. Then shall Amon be a pilot for you. It is on a day like this that a man is 

tested. Now you are his man […]’ (LRL 43)149 

Some details about Dhutmose’s duties in Nubia emerge in LRL 15 (A.30 in the Appendix), 

written to him by the Prophet of Amenhotep, Amenhotep, son of Amennakhte: 

‘[…] When my letter reaches you, don’t go out to observe a melee, since it is not as a 

combat soldier you have been called up. It is in order that advice may be sought of 

you that you have been taken along. Stay put in this boat, protecting yourself against 

arrows, spears, and sto(nes), and don’t abandon us all, since you know that you are a 

father to all of us. There is no one here from whom we may seek advice about our 

livelihood […]’150 

Somewhat later, but still in Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 29 of Ramses XI) (in Wente’s 

dating), a functionary in Thebes (whose name has been lost) writes to Dhutmose in LRL 45: 

‘[…] Now see, it is a second campaign that you are now on with your superior, and 

you haven’t written me about your condition. I am inquiring about you (…from) all 

 
145 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 187-188 (translation). 
146 Černý 1939, 13-13a, 48-49a; Wente 1967, 13, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 196, 199-200 (translation).  
147 Dhutmose’s nickname. 
148 Černý 1939, 48-49a; Wente 1967, 13, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 196 (translation).  
149 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 199-200 (translation). 
150 Černý 1939, 28-30a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 196-197 (translation).  
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persons who come north from there (where you are), and they tell me you are all right. 

“He is happy in the presence of his superior,” so they keep telling me (in) testifying to 

me […].’151 

The nature of this ‘second campaign’ is unclear. Perhaps it is a second move against 

Panehesy, after a rotation of soldiers. (Although the Short Chronology proposed by Thijs, see 

below, Section 6.3, requires that Pinakh carry out two campaigns in Nubia, with many years 

in between.) 

What was Piankh Doing in Nubia? 

 

There has been much conjecture about Piankh’s intentions in Nubia. In LRL 4 (as related 

above in Section 5.2) Dhutmose quotes the general as saying he will ‘attack’ Panehesy where 

he is.152 However, in Wente’s earlier translation, the word ‘meet’ was used rather than 

‘attack’, leading some to speculate that Piankh and Panehesy were conspiring together against 

the king. The revision to ‘attack’ would seem to preclude this. Wente has suggested that 

Panehesy was loyal to the king, and Piankh was the rebel, citing critical remarks about the 

distant king made by the general and high priest from Nubia in LRL 21, written to Dhutmose 

while the latter was still in Thebes (one of the letters ordering the secret murders of two 

policemen):153  

‘[…] As for Pharaoh, l.p.h., how will he ever reach this land (Nubia)? And as for 

Pharaoh, l.p.h., whose superior is he after all?’154 

On the other hand, as far as the king was concerned, Piankh may have been a loyal general, 

punishing the rebel Viceroy of Kush. Or the struggle may have been among all three. As 

related above, Ramses XI seems to have visited Thebes after Piankh’s expulsion of Panehesy. 

Certainly, as soon as Ramses XI died, around the same time as Piankh, the latter’s successor 

as High Priest, Herihor, declared himself king and ruled in Thebes while Smendes ruled the 

north.155 

5.4 Butehamun on the Home Front 
 

While Dhutmose was on the road to Nubia, Butehamun and the other Necropolis workers 

continued their tasks in Thebes. Dhutmose’s letters home regarding some of these tasks often 

have the tone of an exasperated parent complaining about a child not listening. As we’ve seen, 

 
151 Černý 1939, 65-66a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 198-199 (translation).  
152 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185-186 (translation). In Wente’s earlier translation, 1967, 24-25, this word is 
translated as ‘meet’, but Wente cites a Professor Edgerton who suggests the word pH should be seen as a hostile 

expression, as ‘attack’. 
153 Černý 1939, 36-37a; Wente 1967, 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer, 1990, 171 (translation). 
154 Wente 1967, 53. This is somewhat reminiscent of the High Priest of Amun Amenhotep portraying himself some 

years earlier as of equal stature to Ramses IX on the walls of Karnak temple. See van Dijk 2000, 308. 
155 Van Dijk 2000, 221. 
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Dhutmose wrote to Butehamun from south of Elephantine in LRL 3, regarding a number of 

tasks his son was charged to carry out in Thebes:156 

‘[…] Moreover, do not neglect (t)aking water to his forecourt and pray to him to 

rescue me. Moreover, do not ne(glect) any commission of mine which is in the fields, 

namely to sow the grain and (to see) to the planting for me of the vegetables as 

well…now regarding the matter of the two kite of gold which (I) told (you) to put into 

the socle(?), you failed to put them there. Indeed I returned to (…), but I didn’t find 

them. This which you have done is not good […].’157 

Butehamun responds to this criticism in LRL 8, with quotes from LRL 3, as well as from 

another letter that has apparently not survived: 

‘[…] As for what you wrote saying, “Don’t be neglectful of any affair of mine or any 

commissions which are in the fields, to sow the grain and to (plant) the vegetables as 

well,” so you said, I have caused (…). As for the vegetables, they are planted; and as 

for the grain, I do not walk away therefrom…Now regarding what you wrote me 

about the matter of this Red Crown amulet, “Have you got it? Or has it gotten lost?” 

so you asked. It has not gotten lost. I’ve got it […].’158 

In LRL 2 (mentioned above in Section 5.2) Dhutmose reminds Butehamun not to neglect a 

Medjay policeman named Kas (or Kasy) and to give him a commission,159 returning to the 

subject of Kas and other tasks, including a commission to make spears, in LRL 50 (A.24 in 

the Appendix), and sounding very much like an annoyed parent: 

‘[…] Look here please, what’s the meaning of things you are saying to me, they being 

words of reply (…)? You haven’t explained any of them. As for the coppersmith 

Hori’s job which you and I received (…) you (haven’t) written me about it, namely its 

order comprising the seventeen spears that you mentioned. I have caused (…) the 

place (where) the general is. Now you have mentioned the business of the spears, but 

you don’t send the boat (…). You haven’t yet named the person to whom you 

entrusted it, (that is) the business of the spears; for although it was the Sher(den Hori 

who brought) them to me, I don’t know the person to whom you gave them nor do I 

know the boat which (…) a letter bearing the general’s name concerning them. What 

sort of business is this? I shall not keep silent to you about it (…) me while I was in 

Pahedj(…)mehty. I received them, and I found all the (…) to be in good condition. 

But the business of the spears is what I have (concern about), for it is not all right (…) 

write a letter like this again… 

‘Now regarding the affair of the policeman Kasy about whom I (wro)te you but you 

failed to answer me, is what you have done with him like the affair of the (…) you 

Amenpanefer, concerning whom you never wrote me what you did with him? Did you 

bring him back or didn’t you bring (him) back? [...]’160 

 
156 Černý 1939, 5-7; Wente 1967: 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 186-187 (translation).  
157 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 186-187 (translation). 
158 Černý 1939, 13a-17a; Wente 1967; 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 187-188 (translation).  
159 Černý 1939, 2-5a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 188-189 (translation). 
160 Černý 1939, 71-74a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 189-190 (translation).  
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And the affair of the policeman Kas and the spears are returned to in LRL 9 (A.25 in the 

Appendix, which otherwise takes us the issue of where the LRLs were archived, see Section 2, 

above): 

‘[…] Moreover, don’t show neglect to the policeman Kas, but give him rations and 

have him weave the fabrics. And give your attention to the chariot donkeys and to the 

men who are in the fields as well…and you shall order the coppersmith to make 

spears, you forming a single party with Kar. There is copper there at your 

disposal…This is testimony that I am much interested (in) the copper which I gave to 

the coppersmith Hori and from which he made the four spears and of which I told you 

to use the remainder as the overlays, exactly according to the sketch that I gave him, 

and about which he promised, “I shall make it according to its proper shape,” 

concerning the 19.5 (deben) of copper when you again(?) gave him a job […].’161 

Butehamun’s response about the spears and Kas(y) in LRL 16 (A.26 in the Appendix): 

‘[…] As for your saying, “I won’t be silent about the business of the spears,” so you 

said, I wrote the letter and gave it to the guardian Karoy regarding the order for spears 

when he is travelling in Ne (Thebes). I said to him, “I won’t forge for myself while I 

am dwelling here. I have drawn up the order for spears. Find out the boat and the man 

to whom you shall give this letter and write his name on it,” so I said to him. And he 

answered me. Am I to know what he has done with them? As for your mentioning the 

matter of the necropolis policeman Kasy, nobody has interfered with him. He is 

working on his commission. Don’t worry about him […].’162 

Dhutmose refers briefly on the matter of the spears and the coppersmith Hori in LRL 10 (A.28 

in the Appendix) to both Butehamun and the guardian Karoy (who was just referred to): 

‘[…] Before your missive reached me I had already sent you the letter which I wrote 

to you concerning the spears. You are not to cease writing to me about your condition. 

When the scribe Pentahunakht came to you to say, “Give it (to) Hori, who has been 

put to work,” you refused to give it to him. The general has said, “Put him to work on 

the spears and give him copper to let him work on the spears […].’163 

Dhutmose’s final recorded attempts at micro-management from Nubia seem to have been in 

(the unfortunately rather garbled) LRL 25 (A.35 in the Appendix), written to ‘controllers’ in 

western Thebes (given here in full): 

‘[…] controllers of the Necropolis…all the (favors) about which you have written me. 

As for their having said, “Give the money (to) Hori…” “…the son of Amenpanufe, 

the reis of the crew,” you said. They gave (to) me three deben of silver to pay for… 

‘…(violate) Hadnakht. I have sent him (to) you. As soon as my letter reaches you, you 

shall…(Shed)suhor, the son of mine, and you shall do this work with him. 

Indeed…today. They gave (it) while it was (for) you that I was looking out. Do not let 

 
161 Černý 1939, 18-21; Wente 1967, 10, 11, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation).  
162 Černý 1939, 31-33; Wente 1967, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 192-193 (translation).  
163 Černý 1939, 21a-22a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 195-196 (translation).   
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(me) return and find…you (to) do this work for…I will (not let) myself delay at all. 

See, (I) have written (to) make testimony (for) you. 

‘Address: …(from) the scribe Tjaroy.’164   

Wente includes two more LRLs from Nubia after this, LRL 7 (A.37 in the Appendix) to the 

guardian Kar and LRL 6 (A.38 in the Appendix) to Butehamun and Hemesheri, both mostly 

expressing renewed concerns about the two ladies and their children.  

But the war eventually ended and Piankh (and Dhutmose) returned to Thebes. On the 23rd day 

of the third month of the third season Shomu, still in Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 29 of 

Ramses XI), a graffito (714, see B.2 in the Appendix) was written in the Valley of the Kings, 

at the entrance to KV 42. This was the tomb of the wife of Thutmose III, Hatshepsut-

Meryetre, who was apparently buried elsewhere:165 

‘(Day) of starting (McDowell writes “finishing”) work in this place by the crew (of 

the) Tomb while the scribe Butehamun crossed over (to) Thebes to see the arrival of 

the General in journeying north.’166 

LRL 3, when Dhutmose is in Elephantine or on the road south from there, and he repeats that 

he has met his ‘superior’, is dated day 13 of the fourth month of the second season Peret (of 

Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t) (Year 29 of Ramses XI). So, to summarize, between this letter and 

the graffito marking the return of Piankh (and likely Dhutmose) to Thebes, 110 days would 

have passed. Piankh would have preceeded Dhutmose to Nubia, but this gives us a ballpark 

estimate of the length of the war there.167 

 
164 Černý 1939, 40-41a; Wente 1967, 17, 56-57 (translation). 
165 Häggman 2002, 229. 
166 McDowell 1999, 241; Peden 2001, 191 note 372 (translation); Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
167 The Egyptian calendar had three seasons of 120 days each, divided into four months of 30 days. The seasons 

were: Innundation – Akhet, Emergence – Peret, Low water – Shomu, Shemu or šmw. 
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6. Controversies  
 

6.1 Multiple Wives? 
 

Who are Shedemdua, Hemesheri, and the children? There is no doubt that Baketamun was the 

wife of Dhutmose and mother of Butehamun, who married Ikhtay. Indeed, Butehamun writes 

in a graffito that he is the son of Baketamun.168 Ankhefenamun’s mother was certainly 

Ikhtay.169 But there is almost no mention of Baketamun or Ikhtay in the LRLs, if at all (and no 

children of Butehamun are named), while in these letters Dhutmose shows interest in 

Shedemdua, Hemesheri, and their children. Dhutmose seems to first mention Shedemdua and 

her small children in LRL 1, from Year 6 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 25 of Ramses XI), or later, 

asking that the prophet ‘Amen(…)’ give his personal attention to them and Butehamun, and in 

an (apparent) response in LRL 14, the prophet Amenhotep assures Dhutmose (who is away in 

Middle Egypt) that all are well.170 

In LRL 44 Shedemdua herself writes to Dhutmose (as described above at the end of Section 

4) concerning a number of tasks. Dhutmose’s apparent response to Butehamun and 

Shedemdua is in LRL 5 (also described above).171 Hemesheri is also mentioned in one of two 

surviving letters from the following year from Piankh’s second son Hekanufe, Second Prophet 

of Amun-Re, to Dhutmose in Thebes. Piankh’s son is somewhere in Middle Egypt, and in 

both LRLs 23 and 24 (A.10 and A.11 in the Appendix) he appeals to Dhutmose to call upon 

all the gods and rescue him, by bringing him back to Thebes. In LRL 24, Hekanufe’s servant 

Penhershefy adds that Hemesheri is with them and alive and well, but that she longs to see 

Dhutmose and hear about his condition.172 

The women and their children are mentioned again in a series of LRLs from Year 10 of the 

wḥm-msw.t (Year 29 of Ramses XI), when General Piankh is somewhere south of Thebes. In 

LRL 17 (A.19 in the Appendix) his ‘singer’ Pentahures writes to Dhutmose, Hemesheri, and 

Shedemdua in western Thebes, for the gods and goddesses to keep them all safe until she can 

‘return alive’.173 When Dhutmose subsequently departs to join Piankh in Nubia (see above 

Section 5.2) he writes to Butehamun expressing concern about the welfare of the two women 

and their children, in LRLs 4, 3, 2, 50, 9, 10, and 6 (see the Appendix for these letters).174 

 
168 In graffito 1285a+b+c+d. Rzepka 2014, 113 and (8.7).  
169 Barwik 2011, 285, 288, 291; Rzepka 2014, 113 and (8.6). Ankhefenamun names Ikhtay as his mother in Graffito 
1306, the only member of the family besides Butehamun to have indicated his mother’s name. 
170 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 178-179 (translation); Barwik 2011, 289. 
171 Wente 1967, 77-78 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 180-181 (translation). 
172 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 182 (translation). 
173 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185 (translation). 
174 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185-196, 201 (translation). 
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Further, in LRL 7 (A.37 in the Appendix) to the guardian Kar in western Thebes, Dhutmose 

calls on him to give his ‘personal attention to Shedemdua and her little children’.175 

Butehamun (and the two women) reply in LRL 16 (A.26 in the Appendix) reassuring 

Dhutmose that all is well, with the women as well as with their children. And the general’s 

singer Pentahures writes to Butehamun and the two ladies from Elephantine (apparently while 

returning from Nubia) in LRL 31 (A.33 in the Appendix), reminding the women to look after 

the little children.176 There is also a curious end to LRL 43 (A.34 in the Appendix) where 

Butehamun writes: 

‘[…] What’s the meaning of what you wrote me, saying “It was only when Hemesheri 

was here you sent a letter”?’177 

Does this mean that Hemesheri made the journey to Nubia and had by then returned?178 The 

sentiment about Butehamun being more likely to write is echoed by Dhutmose in LRL 10 

(A.28 in the Appendix): 

‘[…] If only Hemesheri were concealed you might write to me […].’179 

So, who are these women? While it has been suggested that the two were second wives of 

Dhutmose and Butehamun after the deaths of Baketamun and Ikhtay, all four might be 

mentioned in the same letters (there is both a Baketamun and an Ikhtay mentioned in LRL 4 

and a Baketamun in LRL 2), so the known wives would have been alive at the same time as 

the expressions of concern for Shedemdua, Hemisheri and their children. Although, not 

unknown, polygamy does not seem to be practiced by non-royal ancient Egyptians, and the 

relationship of these women to Dhutmose and Butehamun has led to much speculation. 

However, the Baketamun and Ikhtay mentioned in the letters are only referred to in passing 

among many other individuals at the end of the letters, with nowhere near the same 

prominence as Shedemdua and Hemisheri. So it seems unlikely these are the same as the 

wives of the scribes. Davies points out that Ikhtay was the mother of one of Butehamun’s 

eldest sons, Ankhefenamun, which should mean that if Shedemdua was Butehamun’s wife, 

she would have married him later. Černý has suggested that Hemisheri was Dhutmose’s 

second wife and Shedemdua the second wife of Butehamun, while Jansen-Winkeln has 

proposed that Shedemdua may have been a widowed sister of Butehamun, and  

Niwiński believes Shedemedua was Butehamun’s second wife and Hemisheri was his 

widowed sister.180 

 
175 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 200 (translation).  
176 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 199 (translation). 
177 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 199-200 (translation). 
178 Černý 2004, 369; Rzepka 2011, 235-236. 
179 Černý 1939, 21a-22a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 195-196 (translation). 
180 Bierbrier 1984, 36; Niwiński 1984, 143; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185-186, 188-189 (translation); Janssen 1991, 

19; Davies 1997, 56-57; Černý 2004, 366-369. Davies cites Jansen-Winkeln in GM 139, 23, 38 for the idea that 

Shedemdua may have been Butehamun’s sister. 
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As Hemisheri is north of Thebes in LRL 24, together with Hekanufe’s party (and Dhutmose 

was in Thebes at that time), it is possible she was there with a husband. This might strengthen 

the case for her being Butehamun’s sister (widowed by Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t/Year 29 of 

Ramses XI). On the other hand, if she actually made the journey to Nubia referred to in LRL 

43, and, given Dhutmose’s apparent expression of missing her in LRL 10, perhaps she was his 

second wife. Since it is repeated many times in Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t that Shedemdua’s 

children are very small, and Butehamun is around 30 years old at this time, it is perhaps more 

likely that Shedemdua is his (second) wife, or sister, rather than his step-mother.  

What is most certain is that by the time of the LRLs, Baketamun and Ikhtay both seem to have 

died, or they would have been mentioned in the same manner as Shedemdua and Hemisheri. 

And without doubt, Dhutmose and Butehamun were both concerned about the welfare of the 

latter two women and their children.  

6.2 Multiple Butehamuns? 
 

Butehamun is a very unusual name. While there seem to have been no less than 31 men 

named Amennakhte in the history of the village181 and at least five named Dhutmose (or 

Thutmose, also the name of several kings)182, there is just one known Butehamun.183 At least 

that was the unquestioned position until 1984, when Niwiński suggested there could have 

been as many as three village scribes of that name, each the son of a different Dhutmose.184 

His theory is largely based on what he believes are datable graffiti around the Necropolis. 

Niwiński posits a first Butehamun (‘A’) serving under Merenptah and Seti II in the 19th 

Dynasty. The second is the Butehamun (‘B’) known from the LRLs, graffiti, and the house in 

Medinet Habu. Niwiński’s ‘Butehamun C’ is based on his dating of the coffins of Butehamun 

in Turin and Brussels, which he attributes to a later period, that of the high priests 

Menkheperre and Pinudjem II, along with questioning the dating of some of the graffiti 

attributed to the Butehamun of the wḥm-msw.t.185 

Jansen-Winkeln186 and Davies187 argue strongly against the two extra Butehamuns. Davies 

dismisses the 19th Dynasty graffiti attribution for Niwiński’s ‘Butehamun A’ by pointing out 

that one of the ‘graffito’ in question (G. 854) is in fact two separate graffiti, in different hands, 

with Butehamun’s name written over an earlier graffito authored by the well-known village 

senior scribe Qenhirkhopshef. Similarly, the second ‘graffito’ (G. 2056) in question, written 

above the entrance of KV 15, the tomb of Seti II, is two separate inscriptions that could be 

years apart, and there’s no reason why the graffito with the names of Dhutmose and 

Butehamun should be contemporary with the tomb-building, as they could easily have been 

 
181 Davies 1999, 287. 
182 Davies 1999, 306. 
183 Davies 1999, 298. 
184 Niwiński 1984, 135-136. 
185 Niwiński 1984, 135-136; Davies 1997, 49-53. 
186 Jansen-Winkeln 1994. 
187 Davies 1997, 49-68. 
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left much later in connection with an inspection. Davies offers similar criticisms of other 

graffiti Niwiński would redate to other periods, pointing out the parts with Butehamun’s name 

appear to be add-ons or misreadings of dates.188 

Concerning Butehamun’s coffins, Niwiński, who authored the catalog of the Turin Museum, 

which contains all of his coffins except a single discarded coffin in Brussels (see below in 

Section 8.2)189, classifies them as examples of ‘archaization’ produced in the later period, a 

couple of generations later.190 Jansen-Winkeln and Davies reject this argument as well, 

arguing that too few such coffins had been published, providing too small a sample to draw 

such conclusions. Moreover, some of the coffins Niwiński believes were later examples of 

‘archaization’ may well have been produced in an earlier period and reused.191 Few scholars 

now accept Niwiński’s theory of the three Butehamuns. 

6.3 Short Chronology/Short Generations? 
 

Butehamun and his immediate ancestors have been drawn into a controversy over the dating 

of the monarchs at the end of the 20th Dynasty and the wḥm-msw.t. In a slew of papers Ad 

Thijs has proposed what has been called the Short Chronology, suggesting that the reign of 

Ramses XI overlapped with those of Ramses IX and X by 17 years. He bases this largely on 

Papyrus Ambras, apparently an inventory (Barwik calls it ‘rough notes’192), from Year 6 of 

the wḥm-msw.t, of papyri about the trials of tomb robbers that had taken place during the 

reigns of Ramses IX and Ramses XI. The former, from Year 16 of Ramses IX and the latter, 

from Year 19 of Ramses XI, both appear to mention people with the same names. Under the 

conventional dating, these events would be 25 years apart, so Thijs proposes the overlap in 

reigns, with Ramses XI during the overlap ruling only over the north. Thijs suggests that the 

wḥm-msw.t would have been a new dating system adopted by Ramses XI once the old line of 

Ramses IX-X had died out, leaving Ramses XI in control of the whole country.193  

One of Thijs’s most outspoken critics, Karl Jansen-Winklen, points out the obvious objection, 

that two different people could actually have the same name (Thijs has conceded the point in 

one case194, while Barwik dismisses another purported appearance in both waves195). Barwik 

points out that under the Short Chronology Thijs’s same name identification would have 

people convicted in the first wave of tomb robberies still at large three years later.196 Jansen-

Winkeln says the Short Chronology does not completely solve the apparent discrepancies in 

the Tomb Robber Papyri, which he argues can be explained by older records being mixed up 

before the Tomb Robber Papyri were later compiled, and that those purporting to describe the 

 
188 Davies 1997, 50-55. 
189 Niwiński 2004. 
190 Niwiński 2008.  
191 Davies 1997, 52-53, and citing Jansen-Winkeln 1994, 37. Niwiński 2004, 318 rejects Jansen-Winklen’s position, 
although arguing there for at least two Butehamuns rather than three, and without offering any counter-evidence. 
192 Barwik 2011, 43. 
193 Aston 2014, 42. 
194 Thijs 2017, note 2. 
195 Barwik 2011, 43. 
196 Barwik 2011, 45. 
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later wave of tomb robbing may repeat the reports of the earlier. Barwik says Papyrus Ambras 

cannot be regarded as an official document, but rather is ‘a chaotic’ compilation, possibly a 

‘source book’ useful for a scribe interested in legal proceedings, and Jansen-Winkeln 

concludes that it is useless for constructing the Short Chronology.197 

Barwik points out extensive testimony during the second wave of robberies that support the 

previous robberies having been many years before.198 Moreover, Thijs’s dating puts the 

Taxation Papyrus (see above) into the wḥm-msw.t period, which would require that after 

invading Thebes and being driven out, Panehesy (ruler of Thebes in the papyrus) would then 

have returned many years later. Jansen-Winkeln argues that there is no place for a triumphant 

return of Panehesy when all else points to Piankh and his family dominating Thebes for more 

than a century. According to Jansen-Winkeln the Short Chronology requires two separate 

Nubian campaigns by Piankh, and places Dhutmose in Thebes and Nubia at the same time.199 

Häggman says it would have two separate regimes in Thebes simultaneously, each with its 

own dating system. This, she says, lack parallels in Egyptian history, and is contradicted by 

material from Deir el-Medina.200 

By removing 17 years from the timeline, the Short Chronology also means squeezing in 

several generations into a shorter period. While it might not be difficult to redate the reigns of 

some monarchs in this manner, during this period the generations in Deir el-Medina are well-

documented with dated LRLs and graffiti. Thijs tries to use Butehamun and his immediate 

ancestors to bolster his theory, which requires that the generations preceding Butehamun 

could only have been 20 years or less; that is, Butehamun’s great grandfather Horisheri by the 

age of 20 would have fathered Khaemhedjet, who in turn would have fathered Dhutmose by 

20, and that Dhutmose would also have been 20 or less when Butehamun was born. This, of 

course, is not biologically impossible, especially in an age when life expectancy was much 

shorter, but Jansen-Winkeln describes it as extremely unlikely (‘absurd niedrig’). The Short 

Chronology also requires that Butehamun was a young 17 years old when he became a 

scribe.201  

Thijs202 attempts to counter these arguments in a series of papers. The first, specifically taking 

up the question of Butehamun’s ancestors, dismisses (perhaps with some justification) Jansen-

Winkeln’s suggestion that 30-35 years would have been more reasonable for each generation. 

(It should be pointed out, however, that rather than Jansen-Winkeln’s 30-35 years per 

generation, an increase in Thijs’ suggested 20 years to 24 years per generation would restore 

the conventional chronology.) Thijs says the Short Chronology can support generations of up 

to 20 years ‘without causing too much damage’, and claims he doesn’t demand this for any 

longer period, only for these four generations of Butehamun’s family, neither of which 

defence inspires confidence in his timescale.  

 
197 Barwik 2011, 43-44,172-178; Jansen-Winkeln 2016a, 72-75. 
198 Barwik 2011, 44-56. 
199 Jansen-Winkeln 2016a, 78-79. 
200 Häggman, 2002, 41-42. 
201 Jansen-Winkeln 2016a, 77-78; Thijs 2017. Thijs suggests that a boy as young as 12 ‘handing over some sacks of 

grain’ could be a scribe. 
202 Thijs 2017. 
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Moreover, the dynasty dating calculations of D. Henige, which Thijs cites extensively 

(although they apply to a much later period of Egyptian history), do not support generations 

of 20 years or less, as Thijs claims, but rather 25-34 years,203 far more consistent with the 

conventional chronology. Häggman comments that Thijs’s Short Chronology is 

unconvincing, and that there is no support for his complex redating in other documents of the 

period. Because of some of that material, the Short Chronology would put Dhutmose as a 

scribe at the same time as his grandfather, and possibly serving in that position before his 

father became a scribe.204 

Thijs’s theory is rejected by most Egyptologists, with the notable exception of Aidan 

Dodson.205  

 

 
203 See Figure 3 in Thijs 2017. 
204 Häggman 2002, 41-43. 
205 Aston 2014, 42. As supported in Dodson’s 2012 Afterglow of Empire. 
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7. The Reburial Project  
  

In the end, Piankh’s Nubian venture seems to have been a failure. Panehesy remained in 

power in Nubia, until he died of old age, and was ultimately buried in a pyramidal vaulted 

tomb in the necropolis of high viceregal officials in the local provincial capital Aniba.206 

Egypt seems to have lost control of Nubia and the towns north of the Third Cataract appear to 

have abandoned.207 With the loss of Nubia, Egypt lost its primary source of gold.208 It was 

apparently to make up for this loss that Piankh, General and High Priest of Amun, 

commissioned the reburial project.  

Butehamun was the first to lead the project, which apparently began while the general was in 

Nubia (when perhaps he realized that Nubia’s gold was lost). While there is no surviving 

record of this, in LRL 28 (Figure 21 under ‘Images’ and A.27 in the Appendix) Butehamun 

apparently confirms such a project, replying to Piankh in Nubia (italics mine):   

‘[…] We have noted everything about which our master has written to us (namely): 

“Go and perform for me a task on which you have never before embarked and search 

for it until I come to you” – so says our lord, “What has happened with (the place) you 

already know about, where you were before? Leave it (alone), do not touch it” – so 

says our lord…  

‘…Now you have written saying “Uncover a tomb among the ancient tombs, and 

preserve its seal until I return,” so said he our lord. We are carrying out commissions. 

We shall enable you to find it fixed up and ready – the place which we know about. 

But you should send the Necropolis scribe Tjaroy to have him come so that he may 

look for a marker for us, since we get going and go astray not knowing where to put 

our feet.’209 

Butehamun wants Dhutmose’s help in this matter, but he is apparently recently departed, and 

on his way to Nubia, as the letter refers to Dhutmose carrying out activities in Thebes, for ‘our 

mistress’ before being ordered to follow Piankh. There is a possible confirmation of a project 

from Piankh in LRL 30 (which Wente dates after LRL 28) when the general writes from 

Nubia to Butehamun and 6 workers to say that Dhutmose has arrived: 

‘The scribe of the Necropolis Tjaroy and the troop commander and prophet Shedsuhor 

have reached me; they have rendered report to me of all that you have done. It is all 

right, what you have (done), you joining up and doing this work with I charged you to 

do and writing me about what you have done.’210   

 
206 Porter and Moss 1975, 79; Török 1997, 107; Van Dijk 2000, 302; Smith 2003, 84 and Figure 8.4. 
207 Trigger 1976, 139. 
208 Van Dijk 2000, 221, 325. 
209 Wente 1967, 61; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 195; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 205.  
210 Wente 1997, 65-66.    
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This could mean a project to rebury mummies in caches, but naturally it might also be about 

some other task assigned to Butehamun by Piankh. At any rate, the general seems pleased. 

Dhutmose may be referring to this same project in LRL 9 to Butehamun, where he twice 

speaks of the latter’s apparently secret commission from Piankh: 

‘[…] And you shall communicate with me in writing whatever you are going to do 

concerning your superior’s commissions and concerning all matters about which (I’ve 

written) you…Now I have spoken with Heramenpenaf concerning your superior’s 

commission. Let him speak himself with you, but you shall both keep it secret from 

me. And don’t talk in the presence of another, for you will be glad only if you don’t 

talk with anyone until I return […].’211 

Peden comments that such work would more likely be the dismantling of royal tombs in the 

Valley of the Kings, than working on the tomb of Ramses XI.212 Reeves and Wilkinson say 

the words ‘a task on which you have never before embarked’ in LRL 28 ‘fixes precisely the 

date at which the policy of the high priests of Amun changed from restoration and salvage to 

ruthless exploitation, the inviolability of Pharaoh was no more.’213 Reeves describes it as the 

new project by Necropolis workers to remove valuables to make tombs less attractive to 

robbers and to enrich those ruling Thebes after the departure of the king.214 

The task undertaken by Butehamun, his helpers, and those who came after, was a major change 

from what the tomb crew had performed previously, and lasted many years, continuing after 

Butehamun’s death (see Section 9). Instead of preparing new graves, the crew reopened and 

entered old royal tombs. A number of different treatments were applied to mummies. The most 

basic involved rewrapping a mummy and leaving it in its original tomb. More advanced 

treatments were called ‘burials’, ‘repetition of burial’, and ‘Osirification’. The latter apparently 

involved rewrapping the corpse in the form of Osiris. All valuables were stripped from the 

mummy wrappings, and the mummies carefully labelled with dockets, while gold leaf on the 

coffins was replaced with gold paint. All of the funerary equipment regarded as being of value 

was also removed. Instead of falling into the hands of tomb robbers, all that was considered 

valuable went into the coffers of the High Priests of Amun in Thebes. Ultimately, the royal 

mummies were reburied in secret caches.215  

 

Before all this, though, the initial prime activities of Butehamun and his crew would seem to 

have been more modest, taking care of royal mummies that had been previously disturbed, 

with reburials apparently within their own tombs.216 As we’ve seen above, Butehamun and 

Dhutmose were involved in some kind of restorative work six (and four) years earlier, in KV 

57 (C.8 in the Appendix), the royal tomb of Horemheb in the Valley of the Kings. And this 

might have been the kind of work underway in KV 42 when Piankh returned to Thebes. 

 
211 Černý 1939, 18-21; Wente 1967, 10, 11, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation).  
212 Peden 2001, 191-192 note 372. 
213 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 205. 
214 Reeves 1990, 17, 121-123. 
215 Peters 1986, 15; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 206-207; Peters 2001, 258-259; Häggman 2002, 371; 

Wilkinson and Weeks 2016, 360-361.  
216 Barwik 2011, 287.  
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7.1 KV 42 
 

The tomb that Butehamun and his crew were apparently working on when Piankh (and very 

likely Dhutmose) returned to Thebes was KV 42, the tomb of Thutmose III’s wife 

Hatshepsut-Meryetre. (She was not buried in this tomb but possibly instead in that of her son, 

Amenhotep II, KV 35, see below, in ‘Tombs’ in the ‘Sources’ section.) Instead Sennufer, a 

mayor of Thebes during the reign of Amenhotep II, and his wife may have used the tomb. 

Alternatively, it may have been used as a cache for burial materials by the couple as in 

connection with burial elsewhere. As related above (at the end of Section 5.4), a graffito at the 

entrance (714) notes the ‘starting work in this place by the crew of the Tomb while the Scribe 

Butehamun crossed over (to) Thebes to see the arrival of the general in journeying north’.217 

This graffito, dated on the 23rd day of the third month of the third season Shomu, may follow 

by only a couple of months General Piankh’s apparent order to ‘open an older tomb’, 

suggested by Häggman as possibly the task mentioned in LRL 28 (above, Section 7), as it was 

unlikely the crew would otherwise be working in an 18th Dynasty tomb. The work could very 

well have involved the removal of the mummy as well as the burial equipment.218   

7.2 KV 49  
 

Another tomb which may have been visited even before KV 42, but more likely much later, 

was KV 49, an 18th Dynasty tomb with an unknown owner (C.10 in the Appendix). Ayrton, 

who excavated the tomb, noted fragments of cloth, while a wooden label bears the inscription 

‘corpse oil’. Butehamun seem to have responsible for some of the work in rewrapping the 

mummies. Over the entrance are two dipinto graffiti in red ink (1282’a’ and 1282’b’, see B.3 

and B.4 in the Appendix), noting visits to the tomb by officials in a Year 10, of the wḥm-msw.t 

or after. They read:   

 ‘1 Peret 25. Coming and bringing the royal linen, 20 (clothes?). Assorted bedspreads, 

5; shawls 15, total 20. The Scribe Butehamun, Pakhoir, Pennesttawy son of 

Nesamenope, Hori, Takany, Amenhotep, Kaka, Nakhtamenwase, 

Amen(neb)nesttawynakhte.’219   

and   

‘Finishing on the second occasion; bringing clothing, 3 Peret 5. The men who brought 

(it): Pait, the Scribe Butehamun, Iyamennuef, Pakhoir, Tjauemdi... Hori son of 

Kadjadja, Takairnayu, Nesamenope. Royal linen, shawls, 45; long shawls, 5; total 

50.’220   

So, work began on the 25th day of the first month of the second season Peret, and was finished 

on a second visit on the 5th day of the third month of Peret, more than a month later. If the 

Year 10 is of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 29 of Ramses XI), this would be several months before the 

 
217 Peden 2001, 191 note 372 (translation); Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 
218 Reeves 1990, 24-25; Häggman 2002, 229; Wood 2016, 17. 
219 Peden 2001, 248-249; Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
220 Reeves 1990, Table X; Peden 2001, 248-249; Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
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work underway in KV 42 (above), and even before Dhutmose’s arrival in Nubia (in LRL 3, 

Section 5.2 above) and Butehamun’s apparent confirmation of the reburial project (LRL 28, 

Section 7 above). Peden suggests the work could have been done during the reign of Ramses 

XI (presumably during the wḥm-msw.t) or during the reign of Smendes.221 The latter would 

have been a decade later. KV 49 may have been used to store the linen used to repair royal 

mummies before their removal to a cache. Reeves says this might have included that of 

Ramses III (see below, in ‘Tombs’ in the ‘Sources’ section) whose tomb KV 11 was close by, 

and where the mummy went through the process called ‘Osirification’ in Year 13 of Smendes 

(which was Year 2 of Herihor’s successor as High Priest of Amun Pinudjem I),222 although 

this would have been three years after the date of the dipinto in KV 49 (if from Year 10 of 

Smendes). 

Graffiti from Year 10 of Smendes (see below in Section 7.6) place Butehamun to the west in 

the Cirque de la Vallée du Dernier Mentuhotep, while graffiti the following year place him in 

and around the Valley of the Kings (also in Section 7.6, the graffiti labelled 5, 6, and 7, and 

B.11-B.13 in the Appendix). 

7.3 KV 4 
 

Beyond the preservation of tombs despoiled by tomb robbers or Libyan intruders, a priority 

for Butehamun and his crew following the departure of Ramses XI would have been finding 

good locations for making new tombs for the new rulers of Thebes, the successive High 

Priests of Amun. The tomb of Piankh is unknown, but Barwik says there is some reason to 

place it away from Thebes near Herakleopolis, because of an inscription there.223  

Butehamun and the crew could have been working on the abandoned tomb of Ramses XI, KV 

4, perhaps initially for Herihor, as a dipinto there seems to bear his royal titulary. Even so, 

Herihor was buried (as yet unlocated) elsewhere (Peden believes it may have been a cliff 

tomb in the distant Wadi el-Gharbi, where there is graffiti from Dhutmose and Butehamun224), 

and there seems to have been an inscription, covered by a later text, naming Pinudjem. If 

Herihor planned to make KV 4 his tomb, he too abandoned it (Reeves suggests he chose 

instead the ‘High Place of Inhapi’, see below in Section 9.1, and some of his funerary 

equipment ended up in TT 320). Items from the burials of Hatshepsut, Thutmose III, and 

Ramses VII were found in KV 4, which ultimately seems to have been used as a workshop for 

the preparation of royal mummies for reburial.225  

 7.4 KV 35  
 

The main royal mummy cache for the project during Butehamun’s life was KV 35 (See 

 
221 Peden 2001, 248. 
222 Reeves 1990, 169, 230-231, 248-249; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 185, 206; Peden 2001, 248-249; Jansen-

Winkeln 2016b, 224-225. 
223 Barwik 2011, 261. 
224 Peden 2001, 232-234. 
225 Reeves 1990, 123; Barwik 2011, 261-267, 287. 
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Figures 4, 5, and 6, Tables V and VI, and C.9 in the Appendix), the tomb of Amenhotep II. 

Some 20 royal mummies were found in this tomb. Most were found in a side chamber called 

Jb, while the three mummies without coffins were in the adjoining chamber Jc. Barwik 

concludes the cache was established at a relatively early date, during the period of Pinudjem I, 

when Butehamun would have been most active.226 

A graffito (KV 35, B.5 in the Appendix) on several of the blocks used to close room Jb reads: 

‘Year 13…This day…inspection (sipty ?) […].’227  

There’s disagreement as to the meaning of this inscription. It has been suggested that the 

blocks originally were used to close the entrance to the main burial chamber, to mark an 

inspection in Year 13 of an unknown reign of the later 20th Dynasty, before the cache was 

established.228 Barwik, however, suggests this inspection, which may not mark the final 

closing of the cache, was in Year 13 of Smendes, and thus while Butehamun was active 

during the Theban rule of Pinudjem.229 

The original occupant of the tomb, Amenhotep II, was rewrapped in new linen and while kept 

in his own sarcophagus, was put into a crude coffin. Others placed in the tomb included 

Amenhotep III, Thutmose IV, Siptah, Merenptah, Seti II, and Ramses IV, V, and VI. They 

were joined by five other mummies, which lacked labelling dockets. One, called ‘The Elder 

Lady’ (KV35EL), has been shown by DNA analysis to be Queen Tiye, the wife of 

Amenhotep III and the mother of Akhtenaten as well as one of the other two women, ‘the 

Younger Lady’ (KV35YL, the latter shown by DNA evidence as likely to be the mother of 

Tutankhamun).230 The others without dockets were a boy, and a man (who may be 

Sethnakhte, who usurped KV 14 from Tauseret, see below in Section 7.5) (Figures 4 and 5). 

The earliest date found for these reburials (but not necessarily the date of the establishment of 

the cache) was that of ‘the repetition of the burial’ of Amenhotep III. This is placed by a 

docket in WV 22 in Year 12 or 13 of Smendes.231    

Ramses III was originally buried in KV 11. Butehamun’s name is on a dipinto (no. IV) on a 

pillar in that tomb’s burial chamber.232 This might have been written during inspections of the 

tomb, or at the time of the ‘Osirification’ of Ramses III, or during the removal of remnants of 

funerary equipment after the removal of Ramses III.233 His coffin ended up in KV 35, 

 
226 Reeves 1990, 195-199; Barwik 2011, 270-271. He bases his conclusion on the style of coffins in which the 

mummies were placed, that none of the coffins were as late as the 21st Dynasty, and the depositing of the mummies 

not only in original royal coffins but also in reused non-royal coffins, was in contrast with the Royal Cache in TT 

320. The KV 35 cache was also in more disarray than that in TT 320. 
227 Reeves 1990, 198; Peden 2001, 247-248. 
228 Reeves 1990, 193, 195-199; Peden 2001 247-248. 
229 Barwik 2011, 270-273. 
230 Hawass et al 2010, 640-41. 
231 Reeves 1990, 244-245, 248; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 198-199; Peden 2001, 247; Wilkinson 

and Weeks 2016, 363-364; ‘KV 35’ Theban Mapping Project database. 

http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_849.html (Accessed April 13, 2016). 
232 Reeves 1990, 245; Rzepka 2014, (8.7) and (8.13). 
233 Reeves 1990, 115 and 248-249; Peden 2001, 245.  
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containing the mummy of Amenhotep III, and with the lid of Seti II’s coffin on top.234 

Ramses III’s mummy was found in TT 320, the ‘Royal Cache’, inside the coffin of Ahmose-

Nefertari. Her mummy was in the same room. A linen docket (Reeves Table 10/3, no. 20) 

found in Ramses III’s mummy and dated to Year 13 of Smendes indicates that Butehamun 

was involved in the mummy’s ‘Osirification’:   

‘Year 13, 2 Shomu, 27?: On this day the high priest of Amun-Re king of the gods 

Pinudjem son of the high priest of Amun-Re Piankh commanded the scribe of the 

place of truth Butehamun to clarify king Usermaatre-meriamun, he being made firm 

and enduring forever.’235 

Reeves believes Ramses III was moved to TT 320 after an interim in ‘The High Place of 

Inhapi’ (both discussed in Section 9), when many mummies were removed from that 

unlocated place after Year 11 of Shoshenq I.236 There was similar treatment for the mummies 

of Ramses V and VI. Reeves believes that these were among some mummies he speculates 

were placed in KV 14 (see below in Section 7.5) before being rewrapped and put inside KV 

35 with labelling dockets.237 

 

Figure 4.  KV 35, side room Jb from Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 199 (Image removed because of copyright 

restrictions) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
234 Reeves 1990, 115. 
235 Reeves 1990, 235. 
236 Reeves 1990, 248-249. 
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Figure 5. Plan and sections of KV 35, from Reeves 1990, 193 (Image removed because of copyright restrictions) 
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Figure 4. The mummies of ‘The Elder Lady’ (presumably Queen Tiye), her daughter ‘The Younger Lady’ (likely the 

mother of Tutankhamun) and a young boy in the KV 35 cache, room Jc. Photo: TVK/Theban Royal Mummy Project    

 

7.5 Other tombs possibly visited by Butehamun for the project 

 
There are a number of other tombs in which Butehamun seems to have worked for the 

reburial project, but it is difficult to provide dates. In KV 19, the tomb of the 20th Dynasty 

Prince Mentuherkhepshef, a corridor graffito bears the names of Butehamun, Dhutmose and 

five of the former’s sons (Graffito Černý and Sadek 1599, see B.6 in the Appendix).238   

Another tomb in which Butehamun may have been involved is KV 14. This was originally the 

tomb of Tauseret, who was first Seti II’s Royal Wife, later regent for Siptah, and finally ruled 

in her own name. It was later taken over by Sethnakhte.239 The latter’s coffin ended up in KV 

35 with the mummy of Merenptah inside. Reeves believes this mummy might have been in a 

cache in KV 14 before being moved to KV 35. He suggests similar treatment for the 

mummies of Seti II, Ramses IV, and Siptah, at some point after the Year 13 of Smendes.240 

 
238 Reeves 1990, 135; Peden 2001, 246-247. 

239 Reeves 1990, 247-248; ‘KV 14’ in Theban Mapping Project database. 

http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html (Accessed April 18, 2016). 
240 Reeves 1990, 247-249. 
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However, it is unclear why they would not have just been moved directly to KV 35.241 Barwik 

says Reeves’ dating of the KV 14 dipinti is unreliable, and that its use as a cache is just 

conjecture, before going on to add that moving royal mummies from a cache in this tomb later 

to KV 35 seems ‘plausible although not wholly corroborated’.242 As mentioned above, 

Sethnakhte’s coffin certainly ended up in KV 35 and Sethnakhte may be the unlabeled 

mummy found in the antechamber of KV 35.243 

Barwik writes of tomb MMA 1021, the site of the secondary burial of Prince Amenemhat. He 

was part of the family of royals depicted on Butehamun’s coffin, who were all subjects of the 

reburial project, and whose mummies ended up in TT 320 (see below Section 8.2). Barwik 

believes the reburial of Prince Amenemhat could have been carried out at the same time as 

those of the other members of the family, and that Queen Ahmose-Meritamun (who was 

depicted on the coffin, see Figure 10b) was very possibly the original owner of the tomb.244 

This cliff tomb was in the ‘Vallée du dernier Mentuhotep’, site of Graffiti 5 (1001, B.12 in the 

Appendix) and 6 (1021a, B.12 in the Appendix) in the list below, from Years 10 and 11 of 

Smendes, when Butehamun ‘came to see the mountains’ for the High Priest Pinudjem.245 

KV 17 may also have held a temporary cache, although there is no evidence associating it 

with Butehamun.246 The tomb of Seti I, the mummies of Ramses I (Seti’s father) and Ramses 

II (Seti’s son) were apparently moved there as well. Barwik says the cache can be securely 

dated to the period of Pinudjem I, when the mummy of Ramses II was moved to this tomb. 

(Earlier dockets on the coffins of Seti I and Ramses II can be dated to the period of Herihor, 

which Barwik says only refer to their ‘renewal’ at that time in their own tombs.) All three 

mummies bear dockets which describe being moved from this tomb to ‘The k3y of Inhapi’, 

prior to later transfer to their final destination, TT 320.247   

7.6 Graffiti: Butehamun leaves his mark in the Necropolis 
 

Butehamun left an extraordinary number of graffiti around the valleys of the West Bank. 

Frequently he, often with his father Dhutmose, travelled to distant areas, not previously 

visited, to ‘come to see the mountains’ apparently an expression signifying some kind of 

inspection. Rzepka suggests they were either looking for old 18th Dynasty tombs (presumably 

to uncover for the reburial project) or to find new places for caches or for tombs for the High 

Priests ruling in Thebes.248  

Among the hills around the southwest wadis of Western Thebes, graffiti of Dhutmose and 

Butehamun were scrawled along the cliffs, making it clear they examined most of the early 

 
241 As suggested in the case of Siptah by Barwik 2011, 273 note 107.  
242 Barwik 2011, 259, 270. 
243 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 198-199. 
244 Barwik 2011, 279. 
245 Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
246 Wood 2016, 18. 
247 Reeves 1990, 94, 231 and 256; Barwik 2011, 270.  
248 Rzepka 2014, 274. 
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18th dynasty cliff tombs (mainly of queens and princesses) known to them. Peden suggests 

may have been looking there for sites to dig the (as yet undiscovered) tombs of Piankh and 

Herihor.249 But, of at least 142 inscriptions with Butehamun’s name, most carry little more, 

with no information about the when or why. There are less than 20, perhaps, which carry 

some kind of content, such as a date. 250 In two, 1287’a’ and 999, Butehamun provides 

himself with false genealogies, connecting himself with famous villagers of the past, such as 

the scribe Ramose of the reign of Ramses II.251  

Around a dozen of Butehamun’s surviving graffiti, dated and undated, contain prayers to 

Amun. For example, the undated number 1278 (see Figure 22 under ‘Images’), found in a 

wadi north of Deir el-Medina, reads: 

‘Bless us all, o Amun, Lord of the Thrones of Two Lands. Made by the scribe 

Butehamun. Amun is on who knows, (he) knows him. May he save me.’252 

 

The following dated graffiti are in what is believed to be approximate chronological order. These 

are indicated in this order and by year in Map 3: 

 

1. The earliest of these graffiti are 1301 a+b (B.7 in the Appendix) in the Wadi Gabbanat el-

Gouroud, far to the west of the Necropolis, dated to Year 1 of Smendes: 

 

‘Year 1, 2nd month of prt, day 2. Coming by the scribe Butehamun […].’  

 

Butehamun’s name is followed by a list of companions, which includes: the (Scribe of the) 

Vizier (?) Kysen, Adjar (?), Hori, Penparei, Suawyhori, Paherentahatnakht, Irtefnu, 

Nessuamenope, Sematawynakht, and Herinefter.253 

 

The Death of Dhutmose 

 

2. Early in the reign of Smendes, Butehamun records the death of his father Dhutmose in 

several graffiti in the Valley of the Quarries, northeast of the Valley of the Kings. Two are 

Černý and Sadek 3485 (B.8 in the Appendix)254, dated to early in the 21st Dynasty, on cliffs in 

this isolated region, and Carter 1573 (B.9), which records the father’s passing, too early, 

 
249 Peden 2001, 234. 
250 Peden 2001, 234; Rzepka 2014, 66-67 and (8.6) and (8.7); and see Table of the Chronology of the Scribes in 

Rzepka 2014, 68, Figure 20, also Table III below (Rzepka attributes 173 graffiti to Amennakhte); Dorn 2014, 59, 

70-71. 
251 Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
252 Rzepka 2014, 269, (8.7), and his Map 3. The list of graffiti with prayers to Amun-Ra on his page 269 includes 

eight (numbers 1016, 1018, 0049, 0250, 0905, 0914, 1037, 1278, 1285 a+b+c+d, and 1307), two others with prayers 

are indicated in table 8.7 (1573 and the dipinto KV57-1). 
253 Rzepka 2012, (8.7). 
254 Content unrecorded in Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
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believes Butehamun:255  

 

‘King’s scribe (in) the Place of Truth Butehamun says: Thou art protector of him who placed thee 
in his heart Amn-nesti-towe, turn thy eye to me, thou who has no face, and save me. I am thy 

slave. Guard limbs. Let reach the venerable state. Do not as thou has done to father, the king’s 

scribe (in) the Place of Truth, Thutmose.’256 

 

(A fourth graffito in this location, Carter 1572 from Year 11 of Smendes, records only 

Butehamun’s son and successor as scribe, Ankhefenamun. (See Section 8.2 below, and B.AN3 in 

the Appendix.)  

 

The next recorded graffito of Butehamun with content is not until Year 6 of Smendes. 

 

3. Found in the Wadi Gabbanat el-Gouroud, Graffito 1358 (Rzepka’s number 3951, see B.10 

in the Appendix), is dated the third month of Shomu, Day 11, in Year 6. Butehamun, along 

with the chief workman Nebnefer and Amenpanefer, came to inspect: 

‘The scribe of the Necropolis, Thutmose, his son, the scribe of the Necropolis 

Butehamun, when he came to inspect (sip) in year 6, 3rd month of Shomu, day 11, 

along with the chief workman Nebnefer (and) Amenpanefer […].’257 

 

4. There is another very brief graffito (1919) from this same year, in the following month, in the 

Valley of the Kings, just west of KV 57: 

‘Year 6, 4th month of Shomu, scribe Butehamum.’258 

5. The next two known graffiti of Butehamun appear in the Cirque de la Vallée du Dernier 

Mentuhotep, to the west of the Valley of the Kings, the first apparently four years after the 

graffito above, in Year 10 of Smendes. Graffiti 1001 (B.11 in the Appendix) notes that 

Butehamun ‘came to see the mountains’ for the High Priest Pinudjem:  

‘Year 10, 1st month of Akhet, day 3+x: Coming to see the mountains by Necropolis 

scribe Butehamun, for ?/by (n) High Priest of Amun Pinudjem I.’259   

 

6. Just over one year later, Butehamun leaves another graffito (1021a, see B.12 in the Appendix) 

in the same area: 

‘Year 11, 2nd month of Akhet, Day 13. Coming to see the mountains when (there was) 

coming by the High Priest of Amun Pinudjem…’260 

 

 
255 Peden 2001, 192, 238-239; Černý 2004, 373-374; Rzepka, 2014, (8.7). 
256 Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
257 Rzepka 2014, (8.7). Dhutmose is likely to have died by this time, and his inclusion would be Butehamun naming 

himself as ‘son of Dhutmose’. 
258 Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
259 Rzepka 2014, (8.7).  
260 Rzepka 2014, (8.7), says Spiegelberg misread the year as ‘21’ in his Graffiti, p. 86. 
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7. Two months later (‘almost certainly in Year 11 of Smendes’261), Butehamun is recorded 

twice in the Eastern Valley of the Kings, just a few days apart, in Spiegelberg/Rzepka’s 

Graffiti 0051 and 0048 (B.13 in the Appendix). The earlier of these reads: 

‘The scribe in the Place of Truth Butehamun of the Necropolis after coming to see the 

mountains in Year 11, 4th month of Akhet, day 24 (?).’262  

The second, apparently four days later: 

‘Year 11, 4th month of Akhet, day 28 (?); this day coming to see the mountains by the 

scribe in the Place of Truth Butehamun, son of…’263 

8. Butehamun is recorded returning to the Valley of the Quarries just under four months later 

in the damaged Černý and Sadek Graffiti 3492 (B.14 in the Appendix), which appears to 

describe a visit to see the mountains:   

‘[…] (Coming) to see the mountains in year 11, 4th month of Peret, day 15 […].’264  

9. There is another graffito from this same year, 1311 a+b (B.15), another from two years later, 

914 (B.16), and the undated DB320-1, all near the later site of the Royal Cache in Deir el-

Bahri, which will be taken up below in Section 9. 

 

10. Otherwise, the final known graffito from Butehamun with content is number 1393 (see 

Figure 23 under ‘Images’ and B.16 in the Appendix) in Taka el-Zeide, far to the west of the 

Valley of the Kings, apparently the year after 1021a, 0048, 0051, and 1311 a+b, seemingly 

carved over two days as Butehamun is joined by his son and successor as scribe, 

Ankhefenamun: 

‘Year 12, 1st month of Shomu, day 8 to 1st month of Shomu, day 9. This day, the 

scribe Butehamun and the scribe Ankhefenamun of the Necropolis (on) the west of 

Thebes come to the mountains to see them.’265 

 

There’s another, undated graffito of Butehamun and Ankhefenamun (250), in the Valley of the 

Kings north of KV 57: 

‘Scribe Butehamun of the Necropolis, his son scribe Ankhefenamun of the 

Necropolis; Amun of the Thrones of the Two Lands is his protector every day (?).’266 

It’s difficult to see a pattern here, with so many years, and sometimes great distances, between 

some of the graffiti. Those from number 3 on were during the period of Pinudjem I, and some 

bear his name267 which may be indicative that this High Priest had a particular commission for 

Butehamun. The Year 6 Graffito 1919 is located close to KV 35. Coming just before and during 

 
261 Pedin 2001, 241 note 727. 
262 Peden 2001, 241 note 727; Rzepka 2014, (8.7) says Spiegelberg misread the year as ‘31’ in his Graffiti, p. 7. 
263 Peden 2001, 241 note 727; Rzepka 2014, (8.7) says Spiegelberg misread the year as ‘31’ in his Graffiti, p. 7. 
264 Peden 2001, 238-239; Rzepka 2014, (8.7).   
265 Peden 2001, 238-239; Rzepka 2014, (8.7).  
266 Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
267 Barwik 2011, 274. 
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much of the docketed work in KV 35 (see above), Butehamun definitely seems to have been 

moving around the Necropolis in Year 11 of Smendes, with a couple of dated graffiti also the 

year before and the year after. (See Map 3.) 
 

 

 

Map 3. Dated graffiti of Butehamun in order, in years of Smendes. Adapted from Rzepka 2014 Map 1 
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8. Butehamun Faces the Afterlife  
 

As with his ancestors and fellow villagers, Butehamun worked with tombs and mummies. 

Death was part of his life. He also left behind items that reflected on death closer to home, 

that of his (first?) wife, and his own preparations for the Afterlife. 

8.1 The Letter to Ikhtay 
 

The lady Ikhtay seems to have died sometime after the move to Medinet Habu, since she is 

named on the pillars of the house there (see C.2 in the Appendix)268, and pictured on lintels 

that apparently came from the house (see C.4 and C.5 in the Appendix).269 Her death would 

likely have been after Year 2 of the wḥm-msw.t (Year 21 of Ramses XI), when Dhutmose 

writes in LRL 12 of the move to Medinet Habu,270 and probably before Year 7 of the wḥm-

msw.t, (Year 26 of Ramses XI) when Hemisheri is mentioned in LRL 23,271 and the year after 

Shedemdua is first mentioned in LRL 1, in letters that do not mention Ikhtay.272 

But Butehamun did write a letter to Ikhtay (albeit indirectly), after her death. This was 

apparently not uncommon, and around 15 Egyptian Letters to the Dead have been found. 

They often appeal to the deceased to help the letter writer in connection with a problem, often 

attributed to the dead person. These were usually written on papyrus and they were generally 

placed in the tomb in a bowl.273 One such letter was from Butehamun, Ostracon Louvre 698 

(see Figures 7 and 8 and E.1 in the Appendix), appealing for help from Ikhtay. But this letter 

is unique in many regards. Not only is it the longest of the Letters to the Dead, it is the only 

one of the genre written on limestone and using red ink, rather than black. It is the last Letter 

to the Dead known, and it is also the only such letter not written directly to a dead person, but 

rather to the coffin of the deceased. 274  

It is difficult to understand the implications of using the coffin as an intermediary, but it 

possibly reflects the importance felt by Butehamun for its role as some kind of vehicle after 

death (though then one may wonder about the seemingly haphazard treatment of coffins by 

the reburial project). This in turn might mean that his own coffin, and perhaps its imagery, 

might have held some personal significance for Butehamun (see below, Section 8.2).275   

 

 
268 Hölscher 1932, 29-31; 1954, 4-5; Kitchen 1989, 401-403; Černý 2004, 370-371. 
269 Kitchen 1989, 399-400; Davies 1997, 55-56; Černý 2004, 357-358; Johnson 2015, 52, 54, 60-70. 
270 Černý 1939, 23-24a; Wente 1967, 8-9, 16. 
271 Wente 1967, 77-78 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 180-181 (translation). 
272 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 178-179 (translation). 
273 Wente and Meltze 1990, 210. 
274 Frandsen 1992, 38. Based on the letters, which speak of Shedemdua, and do not mention Ikhtay, Davies 

1997, 57 and Černý 2004, 366-367 believe Ikhtay would have been dead before the significant number of 

LRL dated around Year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t. 
275 Wood 2016, 20. 
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Figure 5. Ostracon Louvre 698 verso, Butehamun’s letter to the coffin of his deceased wife. Photo: George Wood 
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Figure 6. Ostracon Louvre 698 recto, Butehamun’s letter to the coffin of his deceased wife. Photo: George Wood 
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The letter also raises some questions about the devotion of Butehamun. Twice the letter asks 

about the Afterlife ‘Can anyone hear…?’  

The letter’s exact provenance is not known. Presumably it would have been placed on top of 

Ikhtay’s coffin, but her tomb has not been found.276 Černý writes of the letter’s fate: 

‘Unfortunately many lines are irretrievably damaged by the rubbing to which the stone was 

exposed after it had been thrown out of the tomb by impious hands into the rubble of the 

Theban necropolis’.277  

Thus, parts of the letter are missing. Frandsen says it is ‘the most tantalizing text’ he has ever 

dealt with, but the translation is difficult.278 The letter is written in Butehamun’s own hand, as 

seen in his LRL, but it has a different tone than the bureaucratic language of those other 

letters, Goldwasser says, adding that it has a ‘superior style bordering on poetry’, because of 

the writing in red with black used for ‘verse points’ as in literary texts.279 While much of the 

text is typical for the Letters to the Dead, some lines are not. For example:   

‘Send the message and say to her, since you (ie the coffin) are close to her: “How are 

you doing? How are you?” It is you who shall say to her: “Woe (you) are not sound”, 

so says your brother, your companion, “Woe gracious faced one”…’280   

Frandsen wonders if Butehamun is concerned that something he has done, possibly regarding 

proper mourning, is responsible for a lack of communication with Ikhtay? Or if this might 

reflect some problem involving a possible second wife (see Section 6.1 above ‘Multiple 

Wives?’)?281   

The final section of the letter may be more relevant in regard to Butehamun’s treatment of 

mummies in the reburial project (my italics):   

‘Statement by the necropolis scribe Butehamun to the chantress of Amon Ikhtay: “Pre 

has departed, his Ennead following him, the king as well.    

All humans in one body following their fellow-beings.    

There is no one who will stay,    

We shall all follow you;    

Can anyone hear me in the place where you are?   

Tell the lord of eternity, let my brother arrive.    

Make----   

Their great ones as their small ones.    

It is you who will tell good tidings in the necropolis,    

 
276 Frandsen 1992, 34 note 9, citing Černý 2004, 369. 
277 Černý 2004, 369.  
278 Frandsen 1992, 31.   
279 Frandsen 1992, 31; Goldwasser 1995, 201, 203.  
280 Frandsen 1992, 34-36.  
281 Frandsen 1992, 35-36. Goldwasser translates ‘I do not prosper’ instead of ‘(you) are not sound’, and uses ‘I’ 

rather than ‘you or ‘Ikhtay’ as written by Frandsen and Wente, commenting that the first person singular pronoun 

was often omitted in Late Egyptian.   
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Since I committed no abomination against you while you were on earth;    

So grasp my situation,    

Swear to god in every manner,    

Saying: "It is in accordance with what I have said that things shall be done".   

May I not deceive your heart in anything I have said;  

Until I reach you.    

--in every good manner.   

Can anybody hear at all?”’282   

In wondering whether the gods listen, Butehamun seems to be having a crisis of faith, perhaps 

reflecting doubts in the Afterlife. Goldwasser writes that ‘can anybody hear?’ (literally ‘does 

anybody hear?’) is ‘a unique sceptic contemplation, very rare in the Egyptian literature’.283 

Frandsen says: ‘The open skepticism of this passage towards the prevailing view, in the 

second millennium, of the “ultimate reality” may be seen as a forerunner of the much more 

pronounced tendency known from documents of a later period.’284   

Could this reveal a crisis of faith in the man who plundered and rewrapped the royal 

mummies? Did his actions trouble him? Since the reburial project may very likely have 

started after the death of Ikhtay, this letter might have been written before he undertook his 

mission uncovering royal tombs, or it might have been much later, as his own end 

approached. Without the discovery of more texts, it is difficult to understand the extent of 

Butehamun’s reservations (if any) about the Afterlife.285 

8.2 The Door to the West 
 

The last known reference to Butehamun alive is a docket on the mummy of Ramses III (see 

above Section 7.4), found in TT 320, from Year 13 of Smendes, second month of Shomu, Day 

27, reading: 

‘[…] On this day, the High Priest of Amun-Re, king of the gods, Paynudjem (I) son of 

the High Priest of Amun Payankh, commanded the scribe of the temple Shedsukhonsu 

and the scribe of the Place of Truth Butehamun to “osirify” king Usermaatre-

Meriamun, l.p.h., being firm and enduring forever.’286 

Butehamun would most likely have been dead by Year 16 of Smendes when his son 

Ankhefenamun left Graffito Carter 1572 (B.AN3 in the Appendix) in the Valley of the 

Quarries, near the same location where some years before, Butehamun had recorded the death 

of Dhutmose (B.9 and B.10 in the Appendix). Ankhefenamun lists himself as Royal Scribe of 

the Place of Truth, here alone with the High Priest of Amun Masaharta, son of Pinudjem: 

 
282 Goldwasser 1995, 197 (trans.). Italics mine. 
283 Goldwasser 1995, 198 note g. 
284 Frandsen 1992, 48 note 59.   
285 Wood 2016, 64. 
286 Barwik 2011, 281, although Barwik, same page note 154, says graffito 914 (see above) may be dated to Year 14 

of Smendes. 
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‘[…] (1) High Priest of Amun Masahar(ta), (2) king’s scribe (in) the Place of Truth 

Ankhefenamum, (3) son of the king’s scribe Butehamun. (4) Regnal year 16, 2nd 

month of Shomu, day 4.’287  

There is uncertainty about where Butehamun was buried. Some of his burial equipment has 

been recovered, but the provenance is unclear. An outer coffin that was apparently discarded 

unused is in Brussels in the Musées royaux d'art et d'histoire (Mus. Roy. E. 5288, see F.8 in 

the Appendix)288 while many other items, including another outer coffin with lid and an inner 

coffin with a lid and a false lid289 are in the Egyptian Museum in Turin. But there is some 

ambiguity about their provenance. Porter and Moss list them in a section of items found by 

Drovetti near Deir el-Medina.290 Niwiński writes in the catalog of the Egyptian Museum in 

Turin: ‘probalimente dalla tomba n. 291; collezione Drovetti’.291 The museum’s website 

simply says Butehamun’s grave goods were found in TT 291 in Deir el-Medina (Figure 24 

under ‘Images’).292 This is known to be have been the tomb of Nu as well as Butehamun’s 

distant relative Nakhtmin.293   

The wall in a chapel of the tomb bears dipinti (B.AN1 and B.AN2 in the Appendix) from 

Butehamun’s son Ankhefenamun, apparently mourning his father’s passing:294 

 ‘Ankhefenamun, son of Butehamun’.295    

  and     

‘Thine is the West, ready for thee, all blessed ones are hidden in it, sinners do not 

enter or any unjust. The scribe Butehamun has landed at it after an old age, his body 

being sound and intact. Made by the scribe of the tomb Ankhefenamun.’296   

So Butehamun may have been buried in what might have been a family tomb next to Deir el-

Medina, a number of years after the village had been abandoned. (It presumably was dug up 

by Drovetti or his agents, or others like them.) (See Map 6 for the relative locations in Deir el-

 
287 Bierbrier 1975, 42; Kitchen 2008, § 34; Peden 2001, 192, 239; Černý 2004, 374; Barwik 2011, 288-289; Rzepka 

2014, (8.6). 
288 Porter and Moss 1964, 741. Černý 2004, 374 says that as the mummy found within shows none of the 

signs of the 21st Dynasty it cannot be that of Butehamun.   
289 F.1-6 in the Appendix, Figures 10, 11, 12, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. 
290 Porter and Moss 1964, 709, 741. 
291 Niwinki 2004, 21. 
292 See 

http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220 

&viewType=detailView (Accessed April 4, 2016, but apparently no longer online). See instead 

https://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMP/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/moduleContextFunctionBar

.viewType&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=0&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=6&sp=Sdetail&sp=
0&sp=F&sp=SdetailList (Accessed June 18, 2020). 
293 Apparently a cousin of Butehamun’s grandfather Khaemhedjet. See Davies 1990 Chart 9 and 

http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Tomb291.html (Accessed April 26, 2016).   
294 Bruyere and Kuentz 1926. 56-62, Plate IX; Černý 2004, 373. 
295 Porter and Moss 1960, 370 (plan of the tomb) and 374 (translation).  
296 Bruyère and Kuentz 1926, 56-57; Černý 2004, 26 and 373 (translation).. 

http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
https://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMP/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/moduleContextFunctionBar.viewType&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=0&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=6&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F&sp=SdetailList
https://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMP/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/moduleContextFunctionBar.viewType&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=0&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=6&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F&sp=SdetailList
https://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMP/eMuseumPlus?service=direct/1/ResultDetailView/moduleContextFunctionBar.viewType&sp=10&sp=Scollection&sp=SfieldValue&sp=0&sp=0&sp=3&sp=SdetailView&sp=6&sp=Sdetail&sp=0&sp=F&sp=SdetailList
http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Tomb291.html
http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Tomb291.html
http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Tomb291.html
http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Tomb291.html
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Medina of SO II, the house of Dhutmose, TT 1338, where the LRL are believed to have been 

found, and TT 291, the presumed burial place of Butehamun.)  

His coffins carry unusual titles for Butehamun at the end of his life, perhaps reflecting the 

reburial project. The discarded coffin in Brussels (E.5288) calls him the man ‘who opens 

doors (in) the Necropolis’, while on one in Turin (CGT 10101.a and 10101.b, see Figures 9, 

10a, and 10b, and Figure 26a under ‘Images’) he is he ‘who opens the doors in the hidden 

underworld’. Barwik remarks that these are exceptional for officials of the Necropolis.297 

They could very much reflect the reburial project he led. 

The imagery on his outer coffin lid (C 2236/1 or CGT 10101.a, Figures 9, 10a, and 10b, see 

F.1 in the Appendix) appears to be otherwise unknown for the period, as it not only contains 

images of the deceased and gods (including Amenhotep I and his mother Ahmose-Nefertari, 

who were worshipped as deities in the village, and whose mummies were among those 

reburied) but also non-deified royals whose mummies were reburied. The register above 

shows Butehamun standing before Amenhotep I and Ahmose-Nefertari, along with the earlier 

generation Queen Ahhotep, while the lower depicts Butehamun before the sisters of 

Amenhotep I, Ahmose-Sitamun and Ahmose-Merytamun, and the late 17th Dynasty Prince 

Ahmose-Sapair. This imagery of non-deified royals on a coffin appears to be unique for this 

period, and as all of their mummies ended up in TT 320, this may reflect a special relationship 

felt by Butehamun with some of those whose mummies he reburied.298  

Meanwhile, the underside of Butehamun’s inner coffin lid and mummy cover (CGT 10102.a 

and 10103, see Figures 26a-c under ‘Images’, and F.3 and F.5 in the Appendix) carry a text of 

the Opening of the Mouth ritual on the underside of the lid, which shows strong parallels with 

reburial of Amenhotep I (who was also pictured on the outside of the lid as well as on a pillar 

at the house in Medinet Habu).299 Also, among what are believed to have been Butehamun’s 

grave goods was a text from the Book of the Dead, chapter 100 (C. 1858(a), papTurin Cat. 

1858, see Figure 27 under ‘Images’, and F.6 in the Appendix) believed to have been used as 

an amulet, along with a neckband (C. 1858(b), see Figure 28 under ‘Images’) within which it 

would have been folded up and worn inside, also believed to have come from TT 291.300 

 

 
297 Barwik 2011, 276-277. 
298 Niwiński 1988, 172-173; Dodson and Hilton 2004, 129; Panini 2015, 165 Figure 195, 180-181 Figure 225: 
Bourriau 2000, 191, 218. Barwik 2011, 277-278 is more restrained about the imagery, commenting that it might 

have ‘some real meaning in relation to the activities undertaken by him at the very peak of his career’. 
299 Barwik 2011, 284-285. 
300 Barwik 2011, 284, 286; Panini 2015, 165 Figure 180. A translation of this chapter, ‘Book for making the spirit 

excellent’ is on the University College London website at: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums-

static/digitalegypt/literature/religious/bd100.html (Accessed 2020-03-12) 

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums-static/digitalegypt/literature/religious/bd100.html
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/museums-static/digitalegypt/literature/religious/bd100.html
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Figure 7. Butehamun’s outer coffin lid (CGT 10101.a) in the Turin Museum. Photo: George Wood 
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Figures 8a and 10b. Close-ups from the outer coffin lid of Butehamun in the Turin Museum, depicting Butehamun 

(above) before Amenhotep I, Ahmose-Nefertari, and Ahhotep and (below) before Ahmose-Sitamun, Ahmose-

Merytamun, and Ahmose-Sapair. Photos: George Wood
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9. Legacy  
 

The reburial project did not end with Butehamun’s death, but continued long afterwards, 

apparently culminating in the ‘Royal Cache’, TT 320 in Deir el-Bahri. One step along the way 

seems to have been ‘The High Place of Inhapi’. Since its location remains in doubt, it is 

difficult to ascertain if this cache was created during Butehamun’s lifetime or afterwards. 

However, some of the royal personages he portrayed with himself on his coffin, as well as on 

the pillars of his house, seem to have been reburied for a time in ‘the High Place’. 

9.1 ‘The k3y of Inhapi’ 
 

Dockets on some of the mummies in TT 320 indicate they had previously been kept in a ‘k3y’ 

or ‘high place’, the tomb of Ahmose-Inhapi, a queen of the 17th Dynasty. This would have 

been around a hundred years prior to their being moved to TT 320. As ‘k3y’ could likely 

mean a cliff tomb, it has been suggested that the tomb WN A, some 750 meters away from TT 

320, may be a possible location,301 Barwik says recent work in the tomb neither supports or 

repudiates whether it was the ‘High Place’ or even a temporary cache.302 

Queen Ahmose-Nefetari was apparently buried first in AN B, in Dra’ Abu el-Naga, which has 

been suggested as one possibility as the original tomb of her son Amenhotep I. Reeves 

believes these two, who were worshipped as deities in Deir el-Medina, may both have been 

rewrapped and put in refurbished coffins, and then reburied in the ‘High Place’, some time 

before Year 10 of Siamun. In the end the mummies from the ‘k3y’ were apparently later 

moved to the ‘Royal Cache’ in TT 320. Reeves suggests this removal was after Year 11 of 

Shoshenq I.303 (See Map 4 for the relative positions of WN A and TT 320.) 

9.2 TT 320 
 

While TT 320 apparently became the ‘Royal Cache’ long after the death of Butehamun, there 

are indications he helped to inspect the area that was later used. While its location had 

apparently been lost, Peden writes that the original tomb went to late 17th or early 18th 

Dynasty 304 Butehamun’s presence is reflected in Graffiti 1311 (a+b) and 914 (see the graffiti 

numbered 9 in Section 7.6 and B.15 and B.17 in the Appendix), the only graffiti carrying dates 

in the wadi that leads to TT 320. Dhutmose, Butehamun, and five of the latter’s sons are 

named in Graffito 1311 (a+b), in a Year 11, third month of Shomu, Day 13 (While Häggman 

suggests this as a year of Pinudjem I, by then most likely Dhutmose would no longer have 

been alive, so this is possibly Year 11 of the wḥm-msw.t, after Dhutmose’s return from 

Nubia).305 

 
301 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 197; Barwik 2011, 266 note 77. 
302 Barwik 2011, 267 note 83. 
303 Reeves 1990, 249 and 251.  
304 Peden 2001, 216.   
305 Černý, 1956, 17; Häggman 2002, 336; Rzepka 2014, (8.7); Wood 2016, 19. 
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The other graffito (no. 914, B.17 in the Appendix) has a prayer to Amun306 and says that 

Butehamun had come ‘to see the mountains’ (a phrase often used to mean an inspection), and 

dated as the second month of Akhet, Day 15, of a Year 13 (also attributed by Häggman as 

probably of Pinudjem I, but which Rzepka identifies as of Smendes).307 A third graffito, 

DB320-1/1311a (B.18 in the Appendix) is located above the shaft of TT 320. Rzepka writes 

that when writing this inscription, Butehamun must have stood on the fill of the shaft.308 This 

would support the suggestion there was already a lost tomb in place, long before it was used 

as a cache. 

Barwik notes that the inspection of the area is signified by seven graffiti by Butehamun and 

Ankhefenamun found recently (in 2011) on the cliff over the temples of Deir el-Bahri.309 

Writing in 2014, Rzepka notes six graffiti there (DBCMB15, DBCMC22, DBCMC4, 

DBCME4, DBCME14, and DBCMF22), listed under Butehamun, without comment on their 

contents.310 

But it was nearly a century after this that TT 320 was used, initially as a family tomb for the 

High Priest of Amun Pinudjem II. Later the tomb was turned into a cache for more than 50 

royals and nobles, with mummies and various burial equipment.311 As mentioned above 

(Sections 7.4 and 8.2), a docket naming Butehamun was found in TT 320 on Ramses III’s 

mummy. So apparently some of Butehamun’s work in the reburial project was reflected in the 

final cache.312   

By one measure the reburial project seems to have been a great success. They got the job 

done. The mummies of every single king from the 18th through the 21st Dynasties that have 

been identified in a tomb or cache (with the sole exception of Tutankhamun) were discovered 

in either KV 35 or TT 320 (see Table VI). (And even if the unknown mummies in KV 57 

included Horemheb and/or Ay, this would be another cache associated with Butehamun.) 

 
306 See Section 10 on Butehamun’s many recorded graffiti prayers to Amun. 
307 Häggman 2002, 336; Rzepka 2014, (8.7).   
308 Černý 1956, 17 and Plate 57; Peden 2001, 216; Rzepka 2014, (8.7).  
309 Barwik 2011, 294. 
310 Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
311 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 194; Wilkinson and Weeks 2016, 360-369; 

Naughton 2018, 161. 
312 Wood 2016, 19. 
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Map 4. Relative positions of WN A and TT 320 (in red) as well as Deir el-Medina and Medinet Habu (in yellow). 

Adapted from Reeves 1990, 191 
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10. Conclusion: Pride or Remorse? 
 

This was Butehamun. A member of the most notable family of scribes in Deir el-Medina, he 

would have grown up in the house in Deir el-Medina that went back to his great grandfather 

Horisheri. Butehamun was born around the time his grandfather Khaemhedjet died, at the end 

of the reign of Ramses X or the beginning of the reign of Ramses XI. That his father 

Dhutmose had considerable status is indicated not just by his responsibility for royal tomb 

construction (presumably he was involved with the eventually abandoned tomb of Ramses 

XI) and by his authorship of the Turin Taxation Papyrus for Panehesy, but also for the work 

he later undertook for Piankh (such as his involvement in the apparent secret murder of three 

Medjay police). When Piankh invaded Nubia, it was Dhutmose who was entrusted with 

bringing important materiel in his leader’s wake. As his correspondence with Butehamun 

back in Thebes indicates, they were responsible for other commissions, reflected by the 

several letters exchanged regarding an order for spears. 

With Dhutmose away, Butehamun stepped up as a Necropolis scribe. The ending of new tomb 

construction in the Valley of the Kings seems to have been reflected in the closure of Deir el-

Medina, and the move to Medinet Habu. There the house/office of Dhutmose and Butehamun 

seems to indicate even greater status for the scribal family. First with Dhutmose, and then on 

his own, Butehamun ranged around the Necropolis, often to distant wadis, apparently on 

official missions of inspection, leaving graffiti behind. Several years before the war in Nubia, 

after it had been plundered, KV 57 was restored by father and son, possibly with mummies 

from other tombs. But it was during the war, apparently reflected in LRL 28, that the more 

extensive project was launched to ‘restore’ and rewrap royal mummies (minus their gold and 

jewels) with careful reburial in secret caches.  

During the reign of Smendes, under the Theban rule of the High Priests of Amun some years 

after the death of Dhutmose, KV 35 seems to have been Butehamun’s great project, involving 

the moving of some 20 royal mummies. Other tombs and reburials were involved as well, 

with ‘The k3y of Inhapi’ perhaps coming just before, or just after, the death of Butehamun. 

Butehamun was a Tomb Raider, entering and disturbing the royal tombs and mummies. But 

he did so on a mission for Amun, or at least on behalf of the god’s High Priests. Did this task, 

so unlike that of his predecessors as scribes in ‘The Place of Truth’, conflict him? Looking 

back at his life, do the letter to Ikhtay and his coffin imagery tell us anything about how 

Butehamun felt about the project he led? Is it possible to say whether he ultimately felt doubts 

and remorse at having violated the royal mummies, or was he proud with the satisfaction of a 

job well done? Butehamun is a very unusual name, and Niwiński notwithstanding, apparently 

unique in the village. Dhutmose and Baketamun would not have known it when they named 

their little boy Butehamun, which seems to mean ‘There is no transgression against Amun’ or 

‘I do not transgress against Amun’,313 but their son seems to have grown up to be a man on a 

mission for the god. He also named many of his own sons after Amun. These included: 

Amenhotep, Amenkhopshef (?), Amenmose, Amennakht, and Ankhefenamun (see Table 

 
313 Translation, personal communication from Sami Uljas, October 22, 2018. 
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II).314 Two of the pillars in his house at Medinet Habu portray Butehamun worshipping Amun 

(see Figures 20a and 20b under ‘Images’). Amun was the chief god of Thebes, and 

Butehamun worked for the High Priests of Amun. He seems to have embraced the god.  

Rzepka points out that the only reason prayers are common in 21st Dynasty graffiti is because 

of Butehamun. Eight out of ten recorded graffiti bearing prayers from this period are from 

Butehamun to Amun (the other two are from his son Ankefenamun to Amun).315 It may be the 

devotion of the son rather than the father reflected in the amulet with a text from the Book of 

the Dead that seems to have been part of his grave gods.316 It would most likely have been 

placed with Butehamun by a family member (perhaps Ankefenamun, his eldest317 son and 

successor as scribe) after his death. But this devotion of the son may also reflect that of the 

father. 

In an earlier paper (my BA thesis)318 I suggested that after what some might have regarded as 

violations of the royal mummies, Butehamun may have felt remorse. The letter to Ikhtay 

reveals some kind of doubt about the Afterlife, while his worshipping several of the royals 

whose mummies he worked with in his coffin imagery might appear to be an attempt at 

expiation. That may well have been the case, but in working further with the sources, I’ve 

come to believe quite the opposite, that Butehamun could have been very proud of what he 

had done in the service of Amun. 

Naming so many of his sons after the god and the many prayers to Amun carved into the cliffs 

around the Necropolis might reflect piety. While the doubts expressed in the letter to Ikhtay 

are hard to dismiss, these may have preceded the reburial project. Perhaps the project helped 

restore his faith? The imagery on the pillars of his house and his coffins, and especially the 

titles used (the man ‘who opens doors (in) the Necropolis’ and he ‘who opens the doors in the 

hidden underworld’, see above, Section 8.2) would seem to indicate pride rather than remorse. 

On the other hand, it is also entirely plausible that the Letter to Ikhtay, together with all the 

apparent expressions of piety, indicate that Butehamun was indeed skeptical about the 

Afterlife, but chose to give an outward appearance of belief, or perhaps that he believed 

‘There is no harm in protecting oneself from that which does not exist’.319 

 

 
314 Davies 1997, 56, 58, 59 note 66, 60; Černý 2004, 359; Rzepka 2014, (8.1), (8.2), (8.3), (8.4), and (8.6). 
315 Rzepka 2014, 269-270. In his chart 8.7 Rzepka lists two more of Butehamun’s graffiti which appear to be prayers 

to Amun. See note 240 above for a list of the graffiti with prayers to Amun from Butehamun, and for an example, 

see Figure 22 under ‘Images’. The prayers from Ankefenamun are in graffiti 1016 and 1018. 
316 Barwik 2011, 286. 
317 Barwik 2011, 285, 288, 291. Ankhefenamun names Ikhtay as his mother in Graffito 1306, the only member of 

the family besides Butehamun to have indicated his mother’s name in an inscription, and he is named, along with the 

daughter Tadif, with Butehamun and Ikhtay on one of the lintels believed to have come from the house at Medinet 

Habu. 
318 Wood 2016. 
319 A favorite aphorism of Reis Abdullah in the Amelia Peabody books, e.g. Peters 2006, 36. 
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Maps

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  

Map 5a, left. Temple complex of Medinet Habu showing the House of Butehamun (in red). Adapted from Porter and 

Moss 1964, Plate XVII. Map 5b right, plan of the house. Adapted from Hölscher 1954, with the pillars numbered, 

after Kitchen 1989, 401. 
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Map 6. House of Horisheri /Dhutmose (SO II) in yellow, and Tomb of Nakhtmin (TT 291) and Tomb of 

Amennakhte (TT 1338) marked in red. Adapted from Dodson and Ikram 2008 Map 5E, 334 and Bruyere 1937 Plate 

II and 1953 Plate VI 
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Images 
 

 

Figure 9. Temple of Amenhotep I and Ahmose-Nefertari on the northern edge of Deir el-Medina. Photo: George 

Wood 
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Figure 10. The cistern where Butehamun’s family would have fetched their water, outside the northern gate to the 

village. On the hillside ahead and to the right, tombs of the villagers. Photo: George Wood 

 

 

Figure 11. The Great Pit, where much of the ostraca from Deir el-Medina were found. Photo: George Wood 
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Figure 12a, left. Horisheri’s name in dipinto on a wall in SO II. Figure 14b, right. His name on a wooden label found 

in the house. Bruyere 1939, 316-318, figures 185 and 188 (Images removed because of copyright restrictions) 

 

 

 

Figure 13. TT 1338, the tomb of Amennakhte, where it is believed many of the LRL were deposited. Photo: George 

Wood 
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Figure 14. Section SC 1 of the ‘Stato Civile’ (Cyperus papyrus C. 1963, 1928, 2051) in the Egyptian Museum in 

Turin. Photo: George Wood 
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Figure 15. The central path of Deir el-Medina, from the south gate, running past Butehamun’s boyhood house (on 

the left, just beyond the middle dividing wall). Photo: George Wood 
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Figure 16. Butehamun’s boyhood house in Deir el-Medina, with what appears to be the bottom of a stairway. Photo: 

George Wood 

 

Figure 17. The temple complex of Medinet Habu. Photo: George Wood 
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Figures 18a-d. Butehamun worshipping deities on the pillars of the house in Medinet Habu. Above left (a) and right 

(b) Amun, below left (c) Ra-Horakhty, and, below right (d), the name of Dhutmose on Pillar 4. Photos: George 

Wood 
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Figure 19. LRL 28, Papyrus British Museum 10375, from Butehamun, which may refer to the project to rebury royal 

mummies. Photo: ©Trustees of the British Museum   
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Figure 20. Graffito 1278, a prayer to Amun from Butehamun. From Černý 1956, Plate 45. (Image removed because 

of copyright restrictions) 

It reads:  

‘Bless us all, o Amun, Lord of the Thrones of Two Lands. Made by the scribe Butehamun. Amun is one 

who knows, (he) knows him. May he save me.’320 

 
320 Rzepka 2014, 269, (8.7). 
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Figure 21. Graffito 1393, the last known graffito from Butehamun. From Černý 1956, Plate 74. (Image removed 

because of copyright restrictions) 

It reads: 

‘Year 12, 1st month of Shomu, day 8 to 1st month of Shomu, day 9. This day, the scribe Butehamun and 

the scribe Ankhefenamun of the Necropolis (on) the west of Thebes come to the mountains to see 

them.’321 

 

 
321 Peden 2001, 238-239; Rzepka 2014, (8.7).  
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Figure 22. TT 291 in Deir el-Medina, the tomb of Nakhtmin, where it is believed Butehamun may have been buried. 

Photo: George Wood 
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Figures 23a and 25b, the exterior and interior of Butehamun’s inner coffin lid in the Turin Museum (CGT 10102.a, 

see F.3 in the Appendix). Photos: George Wood 
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Figures 24a-c. Butehamun’s outer (10101.b / C 2236/2, see F.2 in the Appendix) (above) and inner (CGT 10102.b, 

see F.4 in the Appendix) (middle) coffin boxes, and false lid/mummy cover (CGT 10103, see F.5 in the Appendix) 

(below) in the Turin Museum. Photos: George Wood 
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Figure 25. Text from the Book of the Dead, in the Turin Museum, believed to have been used as an amulet with 

Butehamun’s mummy (C. 1858.a). Photo: George Wood 

 

Figure 26. Neckband for wearing the text from the Book of the Dead (C. 1858.b) in the Turin Museum. Photo: 

George Wood 
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Figure 29. Stela of Nakhtmin in the Turin Museum (Cat 1619 RCGE 5757), the only object listed as excavated from 

TT 291, where Butehamun is believed to have been buried. Photo: George Wood 
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Chronology  

 

Dates ca BC (primarily based on Hornung et al. 2016)  

1493-1483 Reign of Thutmose I - Likely founding of Deir el-Medina322  

1353-1336 Reign of Akhtenaten, Amarna period, Deir el-Medina likely closed 

1312  Year 7 of Horemheb, at latest Deir el-Medina refounded323  

1311  Year 8 of Horemheb, in KV43 (Thutmoses IV) graffiti provide first ever reference to  

tomb robbers324 

1292    From 19th Dynasty, burial in the Valley of the Kings restricted to royalty (and         

            Chancellor Bay), graffiti increases dramatically  

            Deir el-Medina workforce expanded, new houses under Seti I (more literate, more   

            freedom of movement)325      

            More ostraca, school to train scribes founded?326 

1171  Year 16 of Ramses III, Amennakhte (son of Ipuy) is Assistant Scribe of the Tomb327  

1163-1139 Year 24 of Ramses III to Year 6/7 of Ramses VI, Amennakhte is Senor Scribe 

1158  Year 29 of Ramses III, Deir el-Medina strike, Turin Strike Papyrus by Dhutmose’s  

            great grandfather Amennakhte328 

1145  Last securely dated graffiti of Amennakhte Year 1 of Ramses VI329 

1145-1139 Reign of Ramses VI (KV 9)  

1139-1117 Year 6/7 of Ramses VI to Year 17 of Ramses IX, Amennakhte’s son Horisheri,  

  Dhutmose’s grandfather, is Senior Scribe330 

 
322 Häggman 2002, 58. 
323 Peden 2001, 139. 
324 Peden 2001, 142. 
325 Peden 2001, 147. 
326 Peden 2001, 148 and note 7. 
327 Rzepka 2011, 68, Figure 20, based on Davies 1999, 283. 
328 Davies 1999, 143; Bierbrier 1984, 41. 
329 Peden 2001, 182, 186 note 332. 
330 Peden 2001, 188; Rzepka 2011, 68, Figure 20, based on Davies 1999, 283. See Table III. 
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1129-1111 Reign of Ramses IX (KV 6)  

      High Priest of Amun Ramesenakt dies at beginning of reign, succeeded by his son(s) 

 Nesamun and then Amenhotep331 

    Dhutmose born around this time? 

1120 Year 9 of Ramses IX. Tomb robbing332, KV 9 (Ramses V/VI) graffiti indicating it had  

been ‘entered’ and presumably robbed within 20 years after having been sealed after 

funeral of Ramses VI333  

KV 34 graffiti indicates heavy looting in late 20th Dynasty (names a scribe 

Amenhotep)334 

1116  Year 13 of Ramses IX, Horisheri’s son Khaemhedjet, father of Dhutmose, first holds  

   title of Scribe of the Tomb. Horisheri and Khaemhedjet appear to share the office, and  

   Horisheri may be grooming Khaemhedjet for the job 335 

1112 Year 17 of Ramses IX, Khaemhedjet recorded as ‘scribe’336 

1113-1112 Year 16/17 of Ramses IX, House of Dhutmose mentioned in the ‘Stato civile’337 

1110-1107 Reign of Ramses X (tomb KV 18)  

  Addition of a second Senior Scribe of the Tomb338 

1107 Butehamun born around this time339 (Dhutmose ca 22 years old?) 

1107/6 Pawer’a son of Thutemheb scribe of right side340 

1107-1105 Year 3 of Ramses X to Year 1 of Ramses XI, Khaemhedjet is Senior Scribe of the  

    Tomb341 (Horisheri is presumably dead ?) 

1107  Ramses X buried, construction begins on tomb of Ramses XI (KV 4)342 

 
331 van Dijk 2000, 308. 
332 van Dijk 2000, 301. 
333 Peden 2001, 205. Account of investigation in P Mayer B, believed to be around Year 9 of Ramses IX. 
334 Peden 2001, 207. 
335 Peden 201, 188-189. 
336 Peden 2001, 188. 
337 Černý 2004, 370 note 1, see Porter and Moss 1964, 702-703; Hornung et al 2016, 78. 
338 Davies 1999, 137. 
339 Barwik 2011, 281. 
340 Davies 1999, 137. 
341 Peden 2001, 188; Rzepka 2011, 68, Figure 20, based on Davies 1999, 283. See Table III. 
342 van Dijk 2000, 301. 
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1106-1077 Reign of Ramses XI (KV 4) 

  Libyan gangs in Theban area, tomb robberies, famine343 

1103-1078 Year 3 to Year 28 of Ramses XI, Dhutmose is Senor Scribe344  

1098  Year 8 of Ramses XI, Senior Scribes of the Tomb are Pawer’a (right side) and 

  Dhutmose (left)345 (Khaemhedjet is presumably dead) 

1097 Year 9 of Ramses XI, Panehesy occupying Thebes (possibly in charge of tomb  

  robbery interrogations).346  

   

 After Year 9 of Ramses XI and Panehesy’s intervention, ‘Year of the Hyenas’347 

1094-1075 The LRL, apparently dating to between Year 12 of Ramses XI and Year 12 of the  

    wḥm-msw.t348 

Year 12 of Ramses XI, LRL 47 Dhutmose and Efnamon are co-scribes349 

  (Davies disagrees about ‘Iufenaum’ being more than smd.t scribe350) 

  Scribe of the Necropolis Efnamon house-owner in Deir el-Medina351 

  Dhutmose collecting taxes in grain in Ombos352  

  Crew still living in Deir el-Medina353 

  Panehesy in charge in Thebes according to Turin Taxation Papyrus354  

1089 Around Year 17 of Ramses XI, ‘War of the High Priest’ breaks out between Panehesy  

  and the High Priest of Amun Amenhotep355 

  For eight months during this period Panehesy besieges the High Priest Amenhotep at     

   Medinet Habu 

   Appeal to Ramses XI, Panehesy marches north, at least as far as Hardai, driven back 

   by army under Piankh356 

 
343 van Dijk 2000, 301. 
344 Rzepka 2011, 68, Figure 20, based on Davies 1999, 283. See Table III. 
345 Davies 1999, 136-137. 
346 Häggman 2002, 199, citing P BM 10053. 
347 Romer 2003, 168-169, 171. 
348 Černý 1939; Wente 1967, 1990. 
349 Wente 1967, 1-2. 
350 Davies 1999, 137. 
351 Wente 1967, 4-5 note 14, cites BM 10068. 
352 Wente 1967, 1, cites the Turin Taxation Papyrus. 
353 Barwik 2011, 158. 
354 Barwik 2011, 80. 
355 Van Dijk 2000, 301; Häggman 2002, 202. 
356 van Dijk 2000, 301-302. 
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   In Thebes, Piankh takes titles of vizier and (after the death of Amenhotep) high priest,  

  start of the wḥm-msw.t357 

1087-1078 wḥm-msw.t (Years 19-28 of Ramses XI)358 

  In Year 1 of wḥm-msw.t there are tomb robberies359 

  Butehamun around 20 years old360 

1087 (no later than) Year 19 of Ramses XI, Nesamenope (possibly son of Dhutmose)  

  succeeds Efnamon as co-scribe361 

1087-1077 During last decade of Ramses XI, work abandoned on KV 4362 

  Nothing known of any tombs for members of the royal family, gang reduced to ca 20,   

  only 13 graffiti authors363 

1086  Year 20 of Ramses XI, last mention of (N)esamenope364 

  by this year both Dhutmose and Butehamun named in Turin papyrus as scribes365 

  (Rzepka: He was assistant to the senior scribe [his father, Thutmose (ii) = Dhutmose]  

  between years 12 and 20 of Ramesses XI, then he became senior scribe himself.) 
  LRL 37 Esamenope’s father (Dhutmose?) absent from Thebes, wins lawsuit against  

  Preunemef in presence of Pharaoh366 

1085  Year 2 of wḥm-msw.t, Ramses XI apparently visits Thebes367 

  LRL 12, Dhutmose writes of move to Medinet Habu368 (Butehamun around 22) 

  Lintels and jambs from house, columns369 

  Ikhtay possibly still alive according to column of house at Medinet Habu370 

  

1083 Year 4 of wḥm-msw.t. Graffiti in KV 57 (Horemheb) from a ‘Year 4’ (probably of the  

 
357 van Dijk 2000, 301-302. Although Häggman 2002, 229 says Piankh is not attested as vizier until after Year 10 of 

the wḥm-msw.t. 
358 van Dijk 2000, 302. 
359 Wente 1967, 4. 
360 Barwik 2011, 281. 
361 Wente 1967, 3-4. Davies 1999, 137 does not agree that Nesamenope may have been Dhutmose’s son. 
362 Peden 2001, 191, Rzepka 2014, 216. 
363 Rzepka 2014, 216. 
364 BM 10403, in Davies 1999, 137. 
365 Peden 2001, 191. 
366 Wente 1967, 4. 
367 Peet 1939, 125; Barwik 2011, 105-106. 
368 Wente 1967, 44; Černý 2004, 370. 
369 Černý 1927, 203; Hölsher 1932, 29-30; 1954: 4-5; Porter and Moss 1964, 773, 777; Černý 2004, 382. 
370 Kitchen 1989, 399-400; Davies 1997. 55-56; Černý 2004, 357-358. See Rzepka 2014, 217 and 224-227 for 

distribution of graffiti after the move to Medinet Habu. 
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  wḥm-msw.t) near the tomb entrance371 indicates work was carried out in KV 57.  

  Butehamun causes ‘the order to be carried out’372 

1081  Year 6 of wḥm-msw.t, Butehamun has succeeded Esamenope as co-scribe as indicated 

by letters373 

KV 57 graffiti of ‘removing/investigating’ the burial374 

Seti I and Ramses II underwent ‘repetition of burial’ in KV 17375 

Year 6 of wḥm-msw.t or later, LRL 5 Dhutmose to Butehamun and Shedsuhor, Dhutmose is 

ill 

1078/7 Piankh leads army to Nubia to ‘meet’ or ‘attack’ Panehesy  

1077  Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t, LRL 40 Piankh in Nubia 

  Ikhtay presumably dead by now 

  LRL 22 from Piankh, Dhutmose sent on expedition to Nubia 

  LRL 29 and 43 Butehamun to Shedsuhor in Nubia about taking care of a weak 

  Dhutmose on a journey never undertaken before 

  LRL 30 Pharaoh’s general in Nubia to Butehamun and 6 workers, Dhutmose has  

  reached him 

   LRL 15 Amenhotep to Dhutmose, he attends Butehamun and Shedemdua, Butehamun  

  prays and offers water on your behalf 

  LRL 9 Dhutmose in Nubia to Butehamun, mentions family house (of Horisheri) in  

  ruins376 

  LRL 28 Butehamun’s reply to Piankh, apparently in response to letter starting project  

  (Papyrus BM 10375)377 The project intended for security and to ‘raise badly needed  

  revenues’378 

   

  LRL 30 Pinakh apparently acknowledges Butehamun’s work379 

  Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t, 3rd month of Shomu, Day 23, Butehamun greets Piankh on his  

  return to Thebes380 

Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t or after, Butehamun working in KV 35 and KV 49 

 
371 Reeves 1990, 77. 
372 Reeves 1990, 77, 94, 234, 246; Peden 2001, 208, 250; Häggman 2002, 228; Černý 2004, 373 note 2, 
373 Wente 1967, 3. 
374 Peden 2001, 208. 
375 Reeves 1990, 94, 247; Peden 2001, 208. 
376 Wente 1967, 38. 
377 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 195; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 205. 
378 van Dijk 2000, 309; Peden 2001, 185. 
379 Wente 1997, 65-66. 
380 Graffiti outside KV 42 (B.2 in the Appendix) 
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1076-1052 Reign of Smendes, Dhutmose probably dies early in this reign, ‘too early’ believes  

  Butehamun381 

1075  Year 1 of Smendes, Piankh dies  

1075-1070 Herihor is high priest and declares himself king 

1070-1063 Years 6 to 13 of Smendes, Butehamun securely recorded382 

1070-1054 High Priest Pinudjem I, has designs on KV 4, at some point declares himself king,  

  his son Masaharta becomes High Priest (after 1066) 

1066  Year 10 of Smendes, Butehamun ‘came to see the mountains’ for the High Priest  

  Pinudjem 383 

1065 Year 11 of Smendes, Butehamun goes ‘to see the mountains’ in Akhet and Peret384 

1064/3 Year 12/13 of Smendes, Reeves believes that the mummies of Seti II, Ramses IV,  

  and Siptah were moved to KV 14. After Year 13 of Smendes, they would have  

  been transferred to KV 35385   

1060 Year 16 of Smendes, Ankhefenamun visits Valley of the Quarries with the High Priest  

  Masaharta. Butehamun probably dead, succeeded by his son Ankhefenamun386 

976 Year 10 of Siamun. Ahmose-Nefertari and Amenhotep I would have been reburied in  

  ‘the k3y of Inhapi’ by this year.387    

  Dockets on mummies of Seti I, Ramses I and Ramses II document move to ‘the k3y    

  of Inhapi’ before move to TT 320388 

  932  Year 11 of Shoshenq I. Reeves suggests that sometime after this date, mummies from 

the ‘High Place’ were moved to TT 320.389  

 
381 Carter graffiti 1573 in Peden 2001, 192. 
382 Černý graffiti 1358, Spiegelberg graffiti 914, in Peden 2001, 192 note 376 and 377. 
383 Graffito 1001 in Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
384 Graffiti 0051, 0048, and 3492, Peden 238-239, 241 note 727, Rzepka 2014, (8.7) 
385 Reeves 1990, 247-249. 
386 Carter Graffito 1572, in Peden 2001, 192 note 378; Rzepka 2014, 165. 
387 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 197. 
388 Reeves 1990 247. 
389 Reeves 1990, 249 and 251.  
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Tables 
 

Table I –  

Family tree of Butehamun and his ancestors who were senior scribes of the Necropolis 

 

From Davies 1999, 192-193, and adapted from Chart 9, Senior scribes marked in yellow 

  

 

Table II - Butehamun and his offspring  

 

Adapted from Davies 1997, 68 Figure 1, sons with Amun names in yellow (Note: Some of the children may 

have been by a second wife, See Section 6.1) 
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Table III - Chronology of Deir el-Medina Scribes and Butehamun’s family 

 

 

 
Adapted from Davies 1999, 283 (Butehamun and his relatives in yellow, Nesamenope may have been 

Butehamun’s brother, see Wente 1967, 3-4; but Davies 1999, 137 says this cannot be substantiated) 
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Table IV – Late Ramesside Letters 
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From Wente 1967, 16-17  
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Table V – Contents of the KV 35 cache 
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From Reeves 1990 
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Table VI – Rulers and Caches 
 

Rulers 18th thru 21st Dynasties Location of identified mummies (and notes) 

Ahmose DB (= TT 320) 

Amenhotep I DB 

Thutmose I DB 

Thutmose II DB 

Hatshepsut Removed in antiquity (liver or spleen in DB) 

Thutmose III KV 35 

Amenhotep II KV 35 

Thutmose IV KV 35 

Amenhotep III KV 35 

Akhtenaten Unknown (might be the mummy in KV 55) 

Smenkhkare Unknown (might be the mummy in KV 55)390 

Tutankhamun KV 62 (covered by Ramesside workman’s huts) 

Ay Unknown (possibly in KV 57) 

Horemheb Unknown (possibly in KV 57) 

Ramses I Unknown (possibly stolen from DB391) 

 
390 Dodson 2016, 76 believes the mummy in KV 55 is more likely Smenkhkare than Akhenaten. 
391Stolen apparently by the Abu-Rassul family who first found the Royal Cache. BBC News, October 26, 2003 

(http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/3215747.stm ) (Accessed July 11, 2020); World Archaeology, March 6, 

2004 (https://www.world-archaeology.com/world/africa/egypt/rameses-i-mummy-returned-to-cairo/ ) (Accessed 

June 21, 2020); Supreme Council of Antiquities, Luxor Museum (http://www.sca-

egypt.org/eng/MUS_LuxorMuseum.html ) (Accessed July 16, 2020). 

 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/3215747.stm
https://www.world-archaeology.com/world/africa/egypt/rameses-i-mummy-returned-to-cairo/
http://www.sca-egypt.org/eng/MUS_LuxorMuseum.html
http://www.sca-egypt.org/eng/MUS_LuxorMuseum.html
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Seti I DB 

Ramses II DB 

Merenptah KV 35 

Seti II KV 35  

Amenmesse Unknown (usurper, tomb possibly officially damnatio) 

Siptah KV 35 

Tauseret KV 35? (possibly Woman D) 

Sethnakhte KV 35? (possibly undocketed male mummy) 

Ramses III KV 35 

Ramses IV KV 35 

Ramses V KV 35 

Ramses VI KV 35 

Ramses VII Unknown (faience cups of king found near DB) 

Ramses VIII Unknown  

Ramses IX DB 

Ramses X Unknown 

Ramses XI Unknown (not buried in the Theban Necropolis) 

 

Based on Reeves and Wilkinson 1997, 93, 122, 124, 126, 129, 134, 150, 157, 167, 172, 196, 199, 207, 210; 

Dodson 2016, 76. 
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Sources  

 

The Letters   
 

The ‘Late Ramesside Letters’ (LRL, see Table IV and A.1-43 in the Appendix) are around 50 

papyri of official and personal correspondence, many of them among members of the Deir el-

Medina community. With the lack of an official postal service, such letters were apparently 

carried in Thebes by messengers across the Nile, or for travel to the north and south, by 

servants of the officials sending the letters.392 Of them at least 33 are to or from Butehamun or 

his father Dhutmose.393 Their provenance is somewhat ambiguous. LRL 9 from Dhutmose to 

Butehamun apparently explains the fate that had befallen some of the letters in their old house 

in Deir el-Medina:   

‘Now you have wished to speak saying, “I am aware of the matter of the documents which are 

deposited (in) the ‘house of the stairway’”. Now, as for the documents onto which the sky 

rained in the house of the scribe Horisheri, my (grandfather), you have brought them out, and 
we found that (they) had not become erased. I said to you, “I will unbind them again.” You 

brought them down below, and we deposited (them) in the tomb of Amennahkt, my (great 

grand)father. You have wished to say, “I am aware.”’394. 

Apparently, rain had damaged the cache of letters in the abandoned house, and they may have 

ended up in the tomb of Amennakhte (TT 1338, C.18 in the Appendix, see Figure 15 under 

‘Images’).  The LRL were apparently collected in Luxor in the early 19th Century by the 

British consul Henry Salt and others. They have been dated to between Year 12 of Ramses XI 

and Year 12 of the ‘wḥm-msw.t’.395 After their initial publication in transcription by Černý,396 

they were translated by Wente397, using Černý’s numbers, but in a chronology developed by 

Wente, which is that used here (so the chronology does not follow the numerical order).398 

Graffiti and Dockets 
 

Ancient Egypt has been called ‘The classic land of graffiti’, unparalleled in the number of 

examples in the ancient world.399 The villagers of Deir el-Medina left extensive graffiti 

around the area, some inside the tombs (as dipinto), others on the cliffsides of the wadis in 

which tombs were built. Much of this graffiti left around the Theban Necropolis during the 

New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period were written by Dhutmose and Butehamun. 

Referred to by name in at least 142 inscriptions, Butehmamun is second only to 

 
392 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 11. 
393 Wente 1967, 1-15. 
394 Wente 1967, 38. 
395 Wente 1967, 16-17; Häggman 2002, 24-26. 
396 Černý 1939. 
397 Wente 1967. 
398 Wente 1967, 16-17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 171-172. 
399 Peden 2001, xix.   
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Qenhirkhopshef, a Deir el-Medina scribe during the reign of Ramses II, who left 226, and 

perhaps Butehamun’s great great grandfather Amennakhte, who left behind at least 122 

inscriptions (but possibly as many as 173).400  

The reasons for the graffiti are usually not indicated.401 But a number of those from the period 

of the wḥm-msw.t seem to reflect the reburial project. There are inscriptions in tombs from 

which mummies were taken, and others inside and close to several of the caches themselves. 

Many name Dhutmose or Butehamun and record inspections.402  

Most of Butehamun’s numerous graffiti bear little more than his name with no dates or other 

information. This study will concentrate on just 19 which carry some content, in order to trace 

his work with the caches and his journeys ‘to see the mountains’ (see B.1-19 in the Appendix). 

It will also take up five graffiti by his son (and apparent successor) Ankhefenamun (B.AN.1-

5), which cast light on the end of Butehamun’s life.403 

‘Dockets’ were labels or notes with mummies that had been processed by the reburial project. 

Type 1 dockets carried the deceased’s name and sometimes details of their life or status. Type 

2 were more extensive with a date, the work carried out, and the personnel involved.404 These 

could be Linen dockets (LD), placed in the mummy wrappings, or Coffin dockets (CD) 

placed on coffin lids. What Reeves calls Wall dockets (WD) are actually dipinto on the walls 

of a tomb405, and are often termed graffiti, although they are not carved inscriptions.406 While 

there have been concerns that the name on a CD was different than that on an LD on the 

mummy within, Reeves concludes that while those involved in the reburial project were very 

careful about getting the right name on the right mummy (which meant leaving no docket if 

they weren’t sure) they were much less concerned about what coffin a mummy was ultimately 

placed in.407  

The Houses 
 

Deir el-Medina 

 

Deir el-Medina was very likely plundered by Drovetti or his agents in the early 19th Century, 

and the first serious excavation there was by Schiaparelli in 1905-1909. A French mission led 

by Bruyère worked on the entire site in 1922-1951. One of their most important discoveries 

were the ostraca of the Great Pit (see Figure 13 under ‘Images’ above), which had been 

missed by Drovetti and his minions. The ostraca were further studied by Černý, a member of 

 
400 Rzepka 2014, 66-67 and Table of the Chronology of the Scribes, 68, Figure 20, as Table III above (Rzepka 

attributes 173 graffiti to Amennakhte); Dorn 2014, 59, 70-71. 
401 Häggman 2002, 227. 
402 Peden 2001, 240, 244; Häggman 2002, 227. 
403 Rzepka 2014, (8.6) and (8.7). 
404 Reeves 1990, 228, Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 203. 
405 Reeves 1990, 228. 
406 Wood 2016, 13. 
407 Reeves 1990, 225-227. He cites Winlock 1975, 58, saying a docket identification ought to be accepted, unless 

there are reasons for strong doubts. 
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the French team, who established that the village was the home of the workmen responsible 

for building the tombs in the Valley of the Kings.408 

The family of Dhutmose and Butehamun had apparently been in the village for many 

generations. Finds in one house (C.IV) mention Butehamun’s great great grandfather 

Amennakhte409, while a canopic jar of his father Dhutmose was found in a house next door 

(C.V).410 A house in the village belonging to Dhutmose is recorded in a document now called 

the ‘Stato Civile’ from the reign of Ramses IX, and seems to be that established as that of his 

grandfather Horisheri (SO II).411  

This might well be the ‘house of the stairway’ mentioned in LRL 9 (see above under 

‘Letters’), and in fact there is what appears to be the bottom of a stairway in the ruins of SO II 

(see Figure 18 under ‘Images’ and see C.1 in the Appendix). 

Medinet Habu 

 

When Deir el-Medina was abandoned Dhutmose seems to have moved into a house in the 

precincts of the nearby temple complex of Medinet Habu.  LRL 12, which seems to be from 

Year 2 of the wḥm-msw.t, is from Dhutmose writing to an official on the other side of the 

river in Thebes:  

‘[...]We have heard that you have returned and have reached the town of Ne (Thebes), that 

Amun received you with a good reception and has done for you every (sort of) good. Now we 

are dwelling here in Medinet Habu (literally, “the Temple”, Černý writes “the Mansion”) and 
you know the manner in which we dwell, both within and without. Now the young 

(employees) of the Necropolis (Černý writes “boys of the tomb”) have returned. They are 

dwelling in Ne, while I am dwelling here alone with the scribe of the army Pentahunakht. 
Please have the men of the Necropolis who are there in Ne assembled and send them to me to 

this side...a total of seven men. Place them under the supervision of the scribe Butehamun.’412 

The house referred to in the letter would seem to be the same house which carries inscriptions 

on its pillars about Butehamun and Dhutmose’s families (see C.2 in the Appendix), apparently 

the home of Butehamun after his father.413 Excavations were begun at Medinet Habu by the 

University of Chicago’s Oriental Institute in the 1930’s. They wrote that the area between the 

inner and outer walls of the temple complex had ‘degenerated’ into a precinct of private 

residences, described as ‘fairly extensive estates’.414 Returning in 2014 they began restoration 

on the House of Butehamun.415   

 
408 Bierbier 1984, 127-132, 144; Lesko 1994, 7-8. 
409 Bruyère 1937, 303-304. 
410 Bruyère, Rapport 1937, 306 and Figure 174; Porter and Moss 1964, 706. 
411 Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 6 cited in Černý 2004, 370, note 1. 
412 Wente 1967, 44; Černý 2004, 370. 
413 Černý 2004, 370-71. 
414 Hölscher 1932, 29. 
415 Johnson 2015, 52, 54, 60, and 70 and https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/current-season  (accessed April 11, 2016).   

https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/current-season
https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/current-season
https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/current-season
https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/current-season
https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/current-season
https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/current-season
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Jambs (C.3 in the Appendix) and lintels (C.4 and C.5 in the Appendix), which seem to come 

from the house, have been found, naming both Dhutmose and Butehamun, along with 

Baketamun  and Ikhtay.416  

Tombs 
 

Tombs were an important part of the lives of Butehamun and his family. The village of Deir 

el-Medina was created to house those who worked in the Valley of the Kings, and 

Butehamun’s forefathers were deeply involved. By the time Butehamun came of age, the 

tomb-building for the pharaohs was over, and his expert knowledge of the area was put to a 

different purpose. Through the graffiti and dockets we can trace his work in tombs and with 

the caches, including the various treatments practiced on the mummies involved (more 

detailed information on some tombs can be found, when appropriate, in Section 10):417 

KV 57: The royal tomb of Horemheb (C.7 in the Appendix). Excavated in 1908 by Edward 

Ayrton under the patronage of Theodore Davis. The royal tomb of Horemheb, it differs from 

most other royal tombs from the 18th dynasty by abandoning the style of right-angle bends in 

favor a largely straight axis. The walls feature painted reliefs.418 

This was very likely the first mummy cache. When they first entered the excavators found 

pieces of several skeletons. There were also funerary garlands, not from the 18th Dynasty, but 

rather from the Third Intermediate Period. But there were no other finds from that period. 

Reeves and Wilkinson suggest this reflects remains of at least four royal mummies ‘restored’ 

in the Third Intermediate Period.419 

There are several graffiti near the entrance to the tomb naming both Dhutmose and 

Butehamun.420 This activity would seem to predate LRL 28.421 

KV 35: The tomb of Amenhotep II (C.9 in the Appendix), this was one of the primary royal 

mummy caches.422 It was excavated by Loret in 1898. The rewrapped mummies of 

Amenhotep II, Thutmose IV, Amenhotep III, Merenptah, Seti II, Siptah, and Ramses IV, V, 

and VI, were found within side room Jb. Five mummies without dockets were also found. An 

unknown woman was also in room Jb, while ‘The Elder Lady’ (identified by DNA as Queen 

Tiye), ‘The Younger Lady’ (who DNA has indicated is likely to have been the mother of 

Tutankhamun), and an anonymous boy were found in side room Jc. Another male mummy, 

who may have been Sethnakhte, was found in the antechamber.423 

 
416 Černý 1927, 203; Porter and Moss 1964, 777; Kitchen 1989, 399-400; Davies 1997, 55-56; Černý 2004, 357-358 
417 Reeves 1990, 181-224; Wood 2016, 13. 
418 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 130-132. 
419 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 204. 
420 Reeves 1990, 77. 
421 Wood 2016, 15. 
422 See Table V for the contents of this cache. 
423 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 198-199; Hawass et al 2010, 640-41. See Table V for the contents of this cache. 
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KV 49: A tomb with an unknown owner, excavated by Ayrton in 1905-1906. (C.10 in the 

Appendix). It may have been used to repair mummies before removal to a cache, as graffiti 

record that Butehamun and others brought linen here, and a label indicates this may have been 

used on the corpse of Ramses III.424 

KV 42: The tomb built for, but not used by Queen Hatshepsut-Meryetre, wife of Thutmose 

III, was possibly used by Butehamun and his crew (C.11 in the Appendix). It was later 

apparently reused as a family tomb or to store burial burials for a mayor of Thebes. According 

to a graffito, work was being done in this tomb when Butehamun crossed to the eastern side 

of the Nile to welcome the return of Piankh after the war in Nubia.425   

KV 19: Discovered by Belzoni in 1817 and excavated by Ayrton in 1905-1906. The 

unfinished tomb of Prince Mentuherkhepshef (C.12 in the Appendix), who took it over from 

the earlier 20th Dynasty Prince Ramses Sethherkhepshef, who became Ramses VIII. No 

physical remains were recovered, however some fragments of beadwork and from what may 

have been the prince’s coffin were found. Dipinto in the corridor names Dhutmose, 

Butehamun, and five of the latter’s sons.426   

KV 14: Known from antiquity and examined by Napoleon’s French expedition in 1799. 

Excavated by Altenmüller 1983-1987. The tomb of Tauseret, Royal Wife of Seti II, who 

served as regent for Siptah, and sole ruler in the late 19th Dynasty (C.13 in the Appendix). It 

was later usurped by Sethnakhte, whose coffin and possibly his mummy were found in KV 

35. It was possibly used as a cache previous to removal to KV 35. There is no direct evidence 

linking Butehamun to the tomb. 427 

KV 17: Discovered by Belzoni in 1817. The tomb of Seti I (see C.14 in the Appendix), the 

longest and deepest tomb in the Valley of the Kings. Another possible temporary cache, also 

without reference to Butehamun. A CD on his coffin notes the removal in Year 10 of Siamun 

of Seti I, along with Ramses I and II and a fourth mummy, to ‘the k3y of Inhapi’.428  

‘The k3y of Inhapi’: The ‘High Place’ tomb of Queen Ahmose-Inhapi from the 17th Dynasty 

has never been located. Dockets on some mummies in the ‘Royal Cache’ indicate they had 

been there first. It was been suggested this may have been WN A, a cliff tomb (C.15 in the 

Appendix) some 750 meters from TT 320 in Deir el-Bahri. Excavated in 1931-1932 by 

Robichon for the IFAO, it contained Roman mummies.429  

 
424 Reeves 1990, 169, 230-231, 248-249; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 80, 206; Peden 2001, 248-249. 
425 Häggman 2002, 229.  
426 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 170-171; Peden 2001, 246-247. 

427 Reeves 1990, 247-249; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 54-55, 77, 157, 199; ’KV 14’ in Theban Mapping Project 

database, http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html (Accessed April 18, 2016). 
428 Reeves 1990, 94, 231, 256; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 58-59, 137-138. 
429 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 197. 

http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.htm
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
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TT 320: The ‘Royal Cache’ in Deir el-Bahri (also known as DB 320, C.16 in the Appendix). 

High in the cliff above Deir el-Bahri, it was discovered in the late 19th Century by local tomb 

robbers, who later led representatives of the Egyptian Antiquities Service to the spot. The 

excavation was carried out in some haste. More than 50 mummies, both royals and nobles, 

were found in the cache.430 

Two non-elite tombs in Deir el-Medina also appear to have had relevance for Butehamun’s 

life: 

TT 1338: As indicated in LRL 9, at least some of the LRL appear to have been stored (and 

probably found) in TT 1338 (C.18 in the Appendix), the tomb of Butehamun’s great great 

grandfather Amennakhte.431  

TT 291: Butehamun’s own burial seems to have been in TT 291, the tomb of his relative 

Nakhtmin (C.17 in the Appendix). A chapel tomb under a brick pyramid, it was uncovered by 

the French Institute in 1922. Besides dipinto from Ankhefenamun apparently mourning the 

death of Butehamun, nothing is listed for TT 291 except for wall paintings and a stela of 

Nakhtmin (Figure 29 under ‘Images’ and D.1 in the Appendix).432  This may have been a 

family tomb.433 

The Letter to the Dead 
 

Ostracon Louvre 698 (for excerpts of the text see above in Section 8.1 and for the complete 

translation see E.1 in the Appendix) is one of around 15 Letters to the Dead that have been 

found in Egypt. Placed inside a tomb, possibly in a vessel on top of the coffin, they were 

attempts to communicate with the deceased, often an appeal for help. Ostracon Louvre 698 is 

unique in that it is the last such letter, the longest, the only written on limestone rather than 

papyrus, and the only written in red ink. The usual black ink was used for ‘verse-points’ 

which are typical for literary works, unlike most of the Letters to the Dead. It is also unique in 

that it is not written directly to the deceased, Butehamun’s wife Ikhtay, but rather to her 

coffin. Written in Butehamun’s hand, its origin is unknown. Černý says: ‘Unfortunately many 

lines are irretrievably damaged by the rubbing to which the stone was exposed after it had 

been thrown out of the tomb by impious hands into the rubble of the Theban necropolis’. 

While difficult to read in places, the text seems to reflect doubts about the Afterlife.434  

Grave goods 
 

While Butehamun’s tomb is unknown (although it might have been TT 291, see above), some 

 
430 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 194. 
431 Černý 1939, 18-21; Wente 1967, 10, 11, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 (translation). 
432 Bruyère 1926, 1-37, 61-61; Porter and Moss 1964, 709, 741. See also 

http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Tomb291.html (Accessed June 14, 2020). 
433 Wood 2016, 23. 
434 Wente and Meltze 1990, 210; Frandsen 1992, 31, 34-38, 48 note 60; Goldwasser 1995, 194, 199; Černý 2004, 

369.  

http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Tomb291.html
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of his grave goods (F.1-8 in the Appendix) have been found. Mus. Roy. E. 5288 in the Musées 

royaux d'art et d'histoire in Brussels is an unused outer coffin of Butehamun.435 Other coffins 

and lids, as well as other grave goods belonging to Butehamun are in in the Egyptian Museum 

in Turin.436 But they are of uncertain provenance. While they are listed in Porter and Moss as 

being brought back by Drovetti from around Deir el-Medina437, the Egyptian Museum’s 

website says they were found in TT 291,438 and Niwiński writes in the museum catalog: 

‘probalimente dalla tomba n. 291; collezione Drovetti’.439  

The imagery on his outer coffin appears to be unique for the period, as it not only contains 

images of the deceased and gods (including Amenhotep I and his mother Ahmose-Nefertari, 

who were worshipped as deities in the village, and whose mummies were among those 

reburied) but also non-deified royals whose mummies were reburied. This unique imagery 

may reflect a special relationship felt by Butehamun with some of those whose mummies he 

reburied.440  

These are the sources used to reconstruct the life of Butehamun. 

 
435 F.8 in the Appendix; Mus. Roy. E. 5288; Porter and Moss 1964, 741. Černý 2004, 374 says that since 

the mummy that accompanied it displays no indications typical to the 21st Dynasty, cannot be Butehamun.   
436 F.1-6 in the Appendix. 
437 Porter and Moss 1964, 741.  
438 See  

http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220 

&viewType=detailView (Accessed April 4, 2016, but apparently no longer online). 
439 Niwinki 2004, 21.  
440 Wood 2016, 25. 

 

http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220
http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
http://collezioni.museoegizio.it/eMuseumPlus?service=ExternalInterface&module=collection&objectId=102220&viewType=detailView)
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Appendix 
 

A. Papyri 
 

Provenance of the LRL: LRL 9 (A.25) appears to indicate a cache of letters was deposited in 

the tomb of Amennakhte (TT 1338). 

A.1: LRL 47 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 198, III 

Measurements: 23 cm h, 19.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xiv) h = height b = breadth 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 12 of Ramses XI (Wente) 

Publication: Černý 1939, 68-70a; Wente 1967, 1-2; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 172-173 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose to Es? Possibly from near Ombos (20 km north of Thebes), 

where Dhutmose is collecting taxes in grain, as he did during Year 12 of Ramses XI, as 

indicated in the Turin Taxation Papyrus. The scribe Efnamon is named, so it must be from 

period he and Dhutmose were co-scribes. 

A.2: LRL 46 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 198, II 

Measurements: 20.5 cm h, 21.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xiv) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 12 of Ramses XI 

Publication: Černý 1939, 67-68a; Wente 1967, 2; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 173 (translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose ? to ? in West Thebes, may relate to the collecting of taxes 

for grain. The Efnamon may be the scribe of LRL 47, Henuttawi may be the chantress of 

Amun Henuttawi of the Turin Taxation Papyrus, presumably the wife of Esamenope. 

A.3: LRL 12 Papyrus Berlin 10494 

Measurements: 22 cm h, 22 cm b (Černý 1939, ix) 

Location: Papyrus Berlin 10494 

Date: Year 2 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 23-24a; Wente 8-9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 176-177 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose writes of move to Medinet Habu to Hori in Eastern Thebes, 

Butehamun in charge of bringing back from Ne (Eastern Thebes) to the west bank several 

Necropolis employees. Wente assumes this is from period he and Dhutmose were senior 

scribes: 

‘…We have heard that you have returned and have reached the town of Ne (Thebes), that Amun 

received you with a good reception and has done for you every (sort of) good. Now we are dwelling 
here in Medinet Habu (literally, “the Temple”, Černý writes “the Mansion”) and you know the manner 
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in which we dwell, both within and without. Now the young (employees) of the Necropolis (Černý 
writes “boys of the tomb”) have returned. They are dwelling in Ne, while I am dwelling here alone 

with the scribe of the army Pentahunakht. Please have the men of the Necropolis who are there in Ne 

assembled and send them to me to this side…a total of seven men. Place them under the supervision of 

the scribe Butehamun.’441 

A.4: LRL 27 Papyrus Turin 1979 

Measurements: 22 cm h, 20 cm b at top of recto, 16.5 cm b at bottom (Černý 1939, xi) 

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: early wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 42-43a; Wente 1967, 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 177 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Panufente (Eastern Thebes) writes to Dhutmose (Western Thebes), 

tentatively assigned to period when Dhutmose and Butehamun were co-scribes (but might be 

earlier), Wente believes at a time not far removed from Nubian venture. 

A.5: LRL 26 Papyrus Geneva D 187 

Measurements: 17 cm h, 16.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xi) 

Location: Papyrus Geneva D 187 

Date: early wḥm-msw.t  

Publication: Černý 1939, 41-42a; Wente 1967, 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 178 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Mayor of Ne ‘…atref’ (Eastern Thebes) writes to Dhutmose (Western 

Thebes). Probably postdates a Turin papyrus (no later than Year 19 of Ramses XI), which 

names probable predecessor of this mayor as Esamenope. 

A.6: LRL 1 Papyrus Leiden I 369 

Measurements: 13 cm h, 21 cm b (Černý 1939, vii) 

Location: Papyrus Leiden I 369 

Date: Year 6 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 1-2; Wente 1967, 5-6, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 178-179 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Middle Egypt) writes to Butehamun (Western Thebes) and 

a prophet ‘Amen…’ (Wente believes this to be Prophet of Amenophis Amenhotep, and LRL 

14 was presumably sent in reply) Wente believes Dhutmose made only one trip north from 

Thebes. Not first letter home. Recto 7 says several letters were sent without reply 

 

 

 
441 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 176-177. 
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A.7: LRL 14 Papyrus BM 10417 

Measurements: 25.5 cm h, 21.5 cm b (Černý 1939, ix) 

Location: British Museum 

Date: Year 6 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 27-28; Wente 1967, 6, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 179 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Amenhotep (Western Thebes) writes to Dhutmose (Middle Egypt), 

imperfectly quotes parts of LRL 1 

A.8: LRL 44 Papyrus Bournemouth 

Measurements: 24.5 cm h, 10 cm b (Černý 1939, xiii-xiv) 

Location: Papyrus Bournemouth 

Date: Year 6 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 65-65a; Wente 1967, 6, 16, 77-78 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Also marked ‘Salt 157 1821’ and ‘9 A. 80’ (Černý 1939, ix)  

From a chantress of Amun (Shedemdua ?) (Western Thebes) to Dhutmose (Middle Egypt) 

A.9: LRL 5 Papyrus Leiden I 370 

Measurements: 24 cm h, 21 cm b (Černý 1939, vii) 

Location: Papyrus Leiden I 370 

Date: Year 6 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 9-11a; Wente 1967, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 180-181 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Middle Egypt) to Butehamun and Shedemdua (Western 

Thebes), apparently a reply to LRL 44 

A.10: LRL 23 Papyrus BM 10300 

Measurements: 23 cm h, 19.5 cm b (Černý 1939, x) 

Location: British Museum 

Date: Year 7 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 37-39a; Wente 1967, 7-8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 181-182 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Also marked ‘8 A. 121’ and ‘Salt 161 1821’ 

Second Prophet of Amun Hekanufe (Piankh’s second son) (Middle Egypt) to Dhutmose 

(Western Thebes), postscript by Penhershefi 
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A.11: LRL 24 Papyrus Turin 1974 + 1945 

Measurements: 21.5 cm h, 21 cm b (Černý 1939, x-xi)   

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 7 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 39-40a; Wente 1967, 7-8, 16 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 

182 

Comment/Discussion: Hekanufe (Middle Egypt) to Dhutmose (Western Thebes), postscript 

by Penhershefi 

A.12: LRL 20 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 197, V 

Measurements: 14.5 cm h, 19 cm b (Černý 1939, x) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale 

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t  

Publication: Černý 1939, 35-36a; Wente 1967, 8, 16, 52 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: A general (presumably Piankh) (South of Thebes) to Dhutmose 

(Western Thebes). The General is embarking upon a journey for which he will need cloth for 

bandages (i.e. he is expecting casualties).  

A.13: LRL 21 Papyrus Berlin 10487 

Measurements: 17 cm h, 21.5 cm b (Černý 1939, x) 

Location: Papyrus Berlin 10487 

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t  

Publication: Černý 1939, 36-37a; Wente 1967, 8, 16 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 

183  

Comment/Discussion: Piankh (Nubia) to Dhutmose (Western Thebes) 

A.14: LRL 34 Papyrus Berlin 10488 

Measurements: 19 cm h, 22 cm b (Černý 1939, xii) 

Location: Papyrus Berlin 10488 

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 53-54a; Wente 1967, 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 183 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Piankh (Nubia) to Payshuuben (W. Thebes) 
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A.15: LRL 35 Papyrus Berlin 10489 

Measurements: 12 cm h, 22.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xii) 

Location: Papyrus Berlin 10489 

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 54-55a; Wente 1967, 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 183-184 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Piankh (Nubia) to Nuteme (Eastern Thebes) 

A.16: LRL 18 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 197, III 

Measurements: 10.5 cm h, 21 cm b (Černý 1939, x) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 34-34a; Wente 1967, 8, 16 (translation); Wente and Meltzer 1990, 

184  

Comment/Discussion: Piankh (South of Thebes ?) to Dhutmose (Western Thebes) 

A.17: LRL 19 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 196, I 

Measurements: 15.5 cm h, 19.5 cm b (Černý 1939, x) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 35-35a; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 184 (translation); Wente 1967, 8, 

16  

Comment/Discussion: Piankh (South of Thebes ?) to Dhutmose (Western Thebes) 

A.18: LRL 22 Papyrus Turin 1975 

Measurements: 12 cm h, 22 cm b (Černý 1939, x) 

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 37-37a; Wente 1967, 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 184-185 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Piankh (South of Thebes ?) to Dhutmose (Western Thebes) 

A.19: LRL 17 Papyrus Geneva D 192 

Measurements: 19.5 cm h, 19 cm b (Černý 1939, ix-x) 

Location: Papyrus Geneva D 192 

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 33-34a; Wente 1967, 8, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185 

(translation)  
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Comment/Discussion: Piankh/the general’s singer Penahures (South of Thebes ?) to 

Dhutmose (Western Thebes) 

A.20: LRL 4 Papyrus Turin 1972 

Measurements: 19 cm h, 21 cm b (Černý 1939, vii) 

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 10 (?) of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 7-8s; Wente 1967, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 185-186 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Elephantine) to Butehamun (Western Thebes) 

A.21: LRL 3 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 199, V-IX + 196, V + 198, IV 

Measurements: 7 fragments, 19.5 cm h, max breadth 19 cm, 2-3 cm probably lost at right 

(Černý 1939, vii) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 5-7; Wente 1967, 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 186-187 

(translation) 

 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Nubia) to Butehamun (Western Thebes), Dhutmose arrives 

at ?, meets superior (probably Piankh) day 13 mentioned. Dhutmose says don’t neglect to 

cultivate grain, plant vegetables, and to ‘give your personal attention to Shedemdua and her 

little children and Hemesheri and her little daughter’.442  

A.22: LRL 8 Papyrus Geneva D 407 

Measurements: 29 cm h, 22 cm b (Černý 1939, viii) 

Location: Papyrus Geneva D 407 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 13a-17a; Wente 1967; 9, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 187-188 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun (Western Thebes) to Dhutmose (Nubia) recept on recto 

Dhutmose (Nubia) to (?) (Western Thebes) in reply, with two quotes from LRL 3, plus quote 

from another letter presumably not preserved. Heramenpenaf and Amenpanufe (obviously in 

Nubia) urged to take care of Dhutmose.  

A.23: LRL 2 Papyrus Turin 1973 

Measurements: 22.5 cm h, 18 cm b (Černý 1939, vii) 

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

 
442 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 186-187. 
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Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 2-5a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 188-189 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Nubia) to Butehamun (Western Thebes) 

Arrived before LRL 8 received. Dhutmose now south of Elephantine, don’t neglect the 

Medjay (Kas). Written 8 days after LRL 3  

A.24: LRL 50 Papyrus Turin 2026 

Measurements: 22.5 cm h, 17 cm b (Černý 1939, xiv) 

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 71-74a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 189-190 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Names lost but probably Dhutmose (Nubia) to Butehamun (Western 

Thebes). Refers to Medjay Kas, complains about matter of spears  

A.25: LRL 9 Papyrus BM 10326 

Measurements: 28.5 cm h, 21.5 cm b (Černý 1939, viii) 

Location: British Museum 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 18-21; Wente 1967, 10, 11, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Also marked ‘8 B. 59’ and ‘SALT, 1821’ and ‘155’ (Černý 1939, viii) 

  Dhutmose (Nubia) to Butehamun (Western Thebes), in reply to LRL 50  

  Written no more than 4 days after LRLs 16 and 28 were sent from Thebes 

  Appears to indicate a cache of letters from their house in Deir el-Medina was moved  

           to the tomb of Amennakhte (TT 1338)  

 ‘Now you have wished to speak saying, “I am aware of the matter of the documents which are 

deposited (in) the ‘house of the stairway”. Now, as for the documents onto which the sky rained in the 
house of the scribe Horsheri, my (grandfather), you have brought them out, and we found that (they) 

had not become erased. I said to you, “I will unbind them again.” You brought them down below, and 

we deposited (them) in the tomb of Amennahkt, my (great grand)father. You have wished to say, “I 

am aware.”’443 

 

 

 
443 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 190-191. 
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A.26: LRL 16 Papyrus Turin 1971 

Measurements: 19.5 cm h, 22 cm b (Černý 1939, ix) 

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 31-33; Wente 1967, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 192-193 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun (Western Thebes) to Dhutmose (Nubia) 

A.27: LRL 28 Papyrus BM 10375 

Measurements: 44 cm h, 24.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xi) 

Provenance/Location: British Museum 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 44-48a; Wente 1967, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 183-184 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Also marked ‘9 A.37’ and ‘Salt 238 1821’ 

   

  Chief workmen and Butehamun (Western Thebes) to Piankh (Nubia) 

   

   Appears to be reply to Piankh’s order to launch the reburial project: 

‘Now you have written saying “Uncover a tomb among the ancient tombs, and preserve its seal until I 
return,” so said he our lord. We are carrying out commissions. We shall enable you to find it fixed up 

and ready – the place which we know about. But you should send the Necropolis scribe Tjaroy to have 

him come so that he may look for a marker for us, since we get going and go astray not knowing 

where to put our feet.’444 

A.28: LRL 10 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 196, II 

Measurements: 15.5 cm h, 10 cm b (Černý 1939, viii) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 21a-22a; Wente 1967, 10, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 195-196 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Nubia) to Karoy and Butehamun (Western Thebes) 

 Dhutmose’s reply, arrived after LRLs 16 and 26 had been sent. 

 
444 Wente and Meltzer 1990, 183-184. 
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A.29: LRL 29 Papyrus BM 10284 

Measurements: 16 cm h, 18.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xi) 

Location: British Museum 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 48-49a; Wente 1967, 13, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 196 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Also marked ‘239’ and ‘8 A. 112’ (Černý 1939, xi) 

  Butehamun (Western Thebes) to Shedsuhor (Nubia), Dhutmose on verge of journey. 

A.30: LRL 15 Papyrus Phillipps 

Measurements: 32.5 cm h, 21.5 cm b (Černý 1939, ix) 

Location: Papyrus Phillipps (Cheltenham, Private collection Phillipps ?) 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 28-30a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 196-197 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Amenhotep (Western Thebes) to Dhutmose (Nubia) 

A.31: LRL 30 Papyrus BM 10100 

Measurements: 25 cm h, 22 cm b (Černý 1939, xii) 

Location: British Museum 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 28-30a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 197-198 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Also marked ‘6 B. 45’ and ‘238’ 

  

Piankh (Nubia) to chief workmen and Buthamun (Western Thebes). This may confirm the 

start of mummy reburial project. 

A.32: LRL 45 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 198, I 

Measurements: 18 cm h, 20 cm b (Černý 1939, xiv) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 65-66a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 198-199 

(translation) 

Comment/Discussion: functionary at Medinet Habu to Dhutmose (Nubia) 
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A.33: LRL 31 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 196, III 

Measurements: 18 cm h, 20 cm b (Černý 1939, xii) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 51-52a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 199 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Penmthures (Elephantine) to Butehamun (Western Thebes) 

A.34: LRL 43 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 197, VI 

Measurements: 15.5 cm h, 19.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xiii) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 13-13a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 199-200 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun (Western Thebes) to Shedsuhor (Nubia) 

A.35: LRL 25 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 196, IV 

Measurements: 10 cm h, 22.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xi) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 40-41a; Wente 1967, 17, 56-57 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Nubia) to controller (W. Thebes) 

A.36: LRL 13 Papyrus Turin (unnumbered) 

Measurements: Height at present 20 cm, max breadth 10.5 cm (Černý 1939, ix) 

Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 24-26a; Wente 1967, 17, 44-45 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: 8 adjoining fragments and 1 loose one 

  Amenopenakht (Western Thebes) to Dhutmose (Nubia) 

A.37: LRL 7 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 197, IV 

Measurements: 9.5 cm h, 21 cm b (Černý 1939, viii) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 13-13a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 200 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (Nubia) to Kar (Western Thebes) 
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A.38: LRL 6 Papyrus Griffith 

Measurements: 22.5 cm h, 22 cm b (Černý 1939, viii) 

Location: Papyrus Griffith 

Date: Year 2 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 12-12a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 201 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose (?) to Butehamun and Hemesheri (Western Thebes) 

A.39: LRL 11 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 197, II 

Measurements: 13.5 cm h, 19.5 cm b (Černý 1939, ix) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: During wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 22-23; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 201-202 

(translation)  

Comment/Discussion: Heramenpenaf (Western Thebes) to Dhutmose (?) 

A.40: LRL 27A Papyrus BM 10433 

Measurements: 11 cm h, 10 cm b (Černý 1939, xi) 

Location: British Museum 

Date: During wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 43-43a; Wente 1967, 17, 59 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Also marked ‘SALT, 1821’, ‘9 A. 96’, and ‘128’ 

  Dhutmose (?) to ? 

A.41: LRL 32 Papyrus Bibliothèque Nationale 199, 1 

Measurements: 13.5 cm h, 23 cm b (Černý 1939, xiii) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale  

Date: Year 6 of wḥm-msw.t or later 

Publication: Černý 1939, 42-43a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 202 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Piankh (?) to controllers (Western Thebes) 

A.42: LRL 48 Bibliothèque Nationale 199, III 

Measurements: 15 cm h, 6.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xiv) 

Location: Bibliothèque Nationale 

Date:  During wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 70-70a; Wente 1967, 17; Wente and Meltzer 1990, (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: ? (Western Thebes) to Dhutmose (?) 
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A.43: LRL 51 

Measurements: 15 cm h, 6.5 cm b (Černý 1939, xv) 

Location: Fragment belonging to A.H. Gardiner 

Date: During wḥm-msw.t 

Publication: Černý 1939, 74-74a; Wente 1967, 17, 85 (translation) 

Comment/Discussion: Dhutmose? (Western Thebes) to ? 

A.44: Turin Strike Papyrus 

Measurements: 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina/Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 29 of Ramses III (ca 1158 BC) 

Publication: Bierbrier 1984, 41; Niwiński 2004, 260-261 

Comment/Discussion: Not directly connected to the life of Butehamun, but relevant to the 

history of Deir el-Medina (and Butehamun’s family) 

  Written by Amennakhte, describes the first recorded strike in history, as the workers  

  of Deir el-Medina laid down their tools and marched to the mortuary temple of  

  Thutmosis III, after failure to deliver food and other supplies. 

A.45: ‘Stato Civile’, Cyperus papyrus, C. 1963, 1928, 2051 

Measurements: Rolls of 41-42 cm in height (Hagen), 5 or 6 rolls 

  SC1/2 41.5 x 26 cm, composed of 10 fragments 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina (Drovetti)/Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: 20th Dynasty (Hagen, seem to be dated over 30-40 years) SC1 Year 16/17 of Ramses IX  

  (Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 78) 

Publication: Niwiński 2004, 260-261; Demarée and Valbelle 2011; Hagen 2016 

Comment/Discussion: See also C.1.  

Demarée and Valbelle 2011: List of men, women, and children living in the village. SC1 is 

clearly a palimpsest. 

Hagen 2016: Asking what the Stato Civile was for, points out there are no headings or dates, 

and that SC2 (the other side of SC1), is apparently the first page with a large blank area to the 

right, with no trace of introductory phrases. The sequence could be topographical or 

chronological. Demarée and Valbelle point out that SC1 ends with 6 apparently single 

occupancy houses, which may mean they were assigned to the newest workers, without 

families, implying a chronological structure.  
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Impossible to link households in the Stato Civile with physical houses as ownership of houses 

almost impossible to establish archeologically after the mid-19th Dynasty.445 

The authors point out few children listed, which contradicts other sources about the village. 

Might reflect child mortality or girls moving to husbands’ houses. Confirms core families of 

father-mother-children living under one roof. Sometimes others like widowed grandmothers, 

but these are only female, indicating workmen retained rights to their houses until they 

died.446 

SC5 verso lists oil deliveries to the village, while SC6 verso is an overview of how much 

excavation in cubits had been done in a certain time period.447 

Demarée and Valbelle conclude that ‘The indications held but recurrent of the existence of 

censuses by households on a national level during the Second millennium BC would rather 

suggest that the “Stato Civile” isn’t more than a temporary document with a local use that 

formed the basis for a systematic registration of the Egyptian population and it was meant for 

the central administration.’448 

But Hagen suggests a more minimalist reading, dismissing the idea of national and regional 

census-taking for taxation or corvée work. The state owns Deir el-Medina, and the state had 

an interest in keeping track of the population there.449 

Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 7: 

II, 1-4, These four lines register the names of the inhabitants of the house of one of the sons of 

Buquentuf and Tarekhanu, probably Neferhotep, who married Tentpaope, a daughter of the 

scribe Khaemhedjet and Tentkhenuemheb (i.e. a sister to Dhutmose). The latter’s name is 

given here abbreviated as Ta-nt.khnu. The complete version can be seen in line 6 of this 

column, indicating the mother of the future scribe Dhutmose. The house of the parents 

Buquentuf and Tarekhanu is cited in SC 9, b (fragments 26+53).450 

Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 8: 

The family of the future scribe Dhutmose, son of the scribe Khaemhedjet and 

Tentkhenuemheb, is one of the best known in Deir el-Medina. A sister of Dhutmose, 

Tentpaope, and their parents are mentioned in line 2 of the same column, in the house of her 

husband (Neferhotep ?). Above this line, we can see the traces of an erased line apparently 

 
445 Hagen 2016, 205-206. 
446 Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 73; Hagen 2016, 207. 
447 Hagen 2016, 211. 
448 Hagen 2016, 212, citing Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 94. 
449 Hagen 2016, 211-212. 
450 Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 7. They cite Davies 1999 genealogy Chart 8, but it is actually part of an inset in 

Chart 9. 
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beginning with ‘his wife’, and ending with ... nbw and the feminine determinative. Traces of 

another line of text, immediately below line 6, are unreadable.451 

Dating of SC 1 in Stato Civile Year 16 and 17 of Ramses IX.452 

A.46: Papyrus Turin 2094 

Provenance/Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 20 of Ramses XI 

Publication: KRI, VI, 867, 6-7; Peden 2001, 191 and note 370 

Comment/Discussion: Lists both Dhutmose and Butehamun as scribes 

A.47: Turin Taxation Papyrus  

Provenance/Location: Egyptian Museum Turin 

Date: Year 12 of Ramses XI 

Publication: Gardiner 1948, 37, line 9 and 38 line 13; Wente 1967, 4-5 note 16; Barwik 2011, 

80; Demarée 2018, 10-11 

Comment/Discussion: Written by Dhutmose. Lists Esamenope as a scribe. Panehesy’s name 

is on a fragment at the beginning of a text of tomb robber confessions. It is assumed that he 

was in charge of the interrogations. 

 

 

 
451 Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 8. 
452 Demarée and Valbelle 2011, 77-78. 
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B. Graffiti 
 

According to Rzepka Butehamun’s name is unique among the 177 authors of Theban graffiti. 

(On the other hand, there were 31 different men called Amennakhte.)453 

In two graffiti Butehamun said he was a descendant of the famous scribes Neferhotep, 

Nebnefer, and Ramose. He wasn’t, but ‘felt himself an heir to their traditions’.454 

Butehamun left ca 220 graffiti. Not looking at all of them, just those with content in order to 

trace his journeys ‘to see the mountains’ (i.e. inspections). For the published graffiti of 

Butehamun see the list given in Pedin 2001, 238 and Rzepka (8.7). 

For Ankhefenamun naming his mother, see B.AN5: graffito 1306 

 

Amennakhte: 

B.A1: Deir el-Medina C.IV 

Provenance/Location: West wall Deir el-Medina House C.IV 

Date: 20th Dynasty 

Publication: Bruyère 1939, 303-304; Peden 2001, 219; Romer 2003, 207; Černý 2004, 349 

Comment/Discussion: Black ink. Fragmentary but mentions the scribe Amennakhte, probably 

the son of Ipuy. Peden says less certain if this was his house. See C.6. 

B.A2: TT 1338 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina 

Date: Year 3, probably of Ramses VII 

Publication: Peden 2001, 220 

Comment/Discussion: Proposed as tomb of Amennakhte, possible storage site of LRL (see 

A.25, LRL 9).  

There are seven graffiti texts, with names including Amennakhte, son of Ipuy, as well as son 

of the latter’s sons and grandsons. Two are dated to a Year 3 (probably of Ramses VII. One 

graffito refers to a ‘pylon of the Scribe Amennakhte’ which apparently once stood in the 

 
453 Rzepka 2014, 40. 
454 Rzepka 2014, 41. 
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courtyard. This reference is the reason TT 1338 has been suggested as the tomb of 

Amennakhte.455 

 

Horisheri: 

B.H1: Deir el-Medina SO II 

Provenance/Location: West wall of main hall in Deir el-Medina House SO II 

Date: 20th Dynasty  

Publication: Bruyère 1939, 315-316; Peden 2001, 219; Romer 2003, 207; Černý 2004, 227 

note 7 and 354 

Comment/Discussion: Names Senior Scribe of the Tomb Horisheri and names and titles of  

  Ramses IX (Wooden label naming Horisheri also found in SO.II) (See C.1) 

 

Butehamun:  

B.1a: KV57-1 

Provenance/Location: KV 57 

Date: Year 4 (wḥm-msw.t?), Akhet 22 (= Year 23 of Ramses XI) 

Publication: Peden 2001, 207-208; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

 

Comment/Discussion: Written by the ‘the Army-Scribe Butehamun after he came to cause the 

order to be carried out’456 in the tomb of Horemheb. First restoration work by Butehamun? 

Prior to launch of the reburial project in year 10 of the wḥm-msw.t (see A.27, LRL 28) 

B.1b: KV57-3 

Provenance/Location: KV 57 

Date: Presumeably also Year 4 (of the wḥm-msw.t?) like KV57-1 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 77 and Table 10/2; Peden 2001, 208; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

 

Comment/Discussion: Reeves includes this graffito, and another above it by the Royal Scribe 

Kysen, together with KV57-1. Peden includes these two together with B.1c.457 

 

‘The scribe Butehamun; the king’s scribe Dhutmose.’458 

 
455 Peden 2001, 220. 
456 Peden 2001, 208. 
457 Peden 2001, 208. 
458 Reeves 1990, 246 (Table 10/2 line 4). 
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B.1c: Gardner MSS Notebook 70 number 69 

Provenance/Location: KV 57 

Date: Year 6 (of the wḥm-msw.t?), 2nd (?) month of Akhet, Day 12 

Publication: Table 10/2, line 7, which cites Gardner MSS Notebook 70 number 69; Peden 

2001, 208 

 

Comment/Discussion: Two years after the above (Butehamun not mentioned by name) 

B.2: 714 

 

Provenance/Location: Entrance to KV 42 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t, 3rd month of Shomu, Day 23 

Publication: Peden 2001, 191 note 372; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Piankh and Dhutmose have been in Nubia, Butehamun travels to 

Eastern Thebes to greet Piankh on his arrival.  

 

B.3: 1282’a’  

Provenance/Location: KV 49 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t or after? 1st month of Peret, Day 25 

Publication: Peden 2001, 248-249; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: KV 49 is an anonymous grave, which seems to have been used as a 

storage room to prepare reburial mummies. Some rewrapping of mummies seems to have 

been conducted here by Butehamun. Two dipinto in red over the entrance, record official 

visits under Ramses XI and later under Smendes I.  

‘1 Peret 25   
Coming and bringing the royal linen, 20 (clothes?). Assorted bedspreads, 5; shawls, 15 total, 

20. The Scribe Butehamun, Pakhoir, Pennesttawy son of Nesamenope, Hori, Takany, 

Amenhotep, Kaka, Nakhtamenwase, Amen(neb)nesttawynakhte.’459   

B.4: 1282’b’  

Provenance/Location: KV 49 

Date: Year 10 of wḥm-msw.t or after? 3rd month of Peret, Day 5 

Publication: Reeves 1990, Table X; Peden 2001, 248-249; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: See above 

 
459 Peden 2001, 248. 
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‘Finishing on the second occasion; bringing clothing, 3 Peret 5. The men who brought (it), 
Pait, the Scribe Butehamun, Iyamennuef, Pakhoir, Tjauemdi... Hori son of Kadjadja, 

Takairnayu, Nesamenope.  
Royal linen, shawls, 45; long shawls, 5; total 50.’460   

B.5: KV35  

Provenance/Location: KV35 

Date: Year 13 of wḥm-msw.t ? 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 198; Peden 2001, 247-248 

Comment/Discussion: Cache in tomb of Amenhotep II 

‘Year 13….This day…….inspection (sipty ?)……’461 

B.6: KV19 Černý and Sadek 1599  

 

Provenance/Location: KV19 

Date: Late 20th or early 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 134-135; Peden 2001, 246-247, Rzepka 2014, 35-37, (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Names of both Dhutmose and Butehamun, as well as Butehamun’s 

sons Ankhefenamun, Nebhepe, Manenufer, Amenmose, and Pakhynetjer. It may record a visit 

in search of Prince Ramses-Montuhirkhopshef’s mummy (now lost). 

B.7: 1301 a+b 

Provenance/Location: Wadi Gabbanat el-Gouroud 

Date: Year 1 of Smendes (?) 

Publication: Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun’s companions include the (Scribe of the) Vizier (?) Kysen, 

Adjar (?), Hori, Penparei, Suawyhori, Paherentahatnakht, Irtefnu, Nessuamenope, 

Sematawynakht, and Herinefter. 

B.8: Černý and Sadek 3485  

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Quarries 

Date: early 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Peden 2001, 238-239; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

 
460 Peden 2001, 248. 
461 Peden 2001, 247. 
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Comment/Discussion: Two graffiti of Butehamun on cliffs in this isolated region, along with 

Carter 1573 (B.9) recording Dhutmose’s death. A fourth, Carter 1572 (B.AN3), records only 

Ankhefenamun.  

B.9: Carter 1573 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Quarries 

Date: Probably early in reign of Smendes (Peden) 

Publication: Černý 1939, 373-374; Peden 2001, 192, 239  

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun records the death of Dhutmose. Location not determined 

by the CEDAE.  

B.10: 3951 (=1358) 

Provenance/Location: Wadi Gabbanat el-Gouroud 

Date: Year 6 of Smendes (?), 3rd month of Shomu, Day 11 

Publication: Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Butehmaun (and Dhutmose?) along with chief workman Nebnefer and 

Amenpanefer came to inspect. 

B.11: 1001 

Provenance/Location: Cirque de la Vallée du Dernier Mentuhotep 

Date: Year 10 of Smendes (?), 1st month of Akhet, Day 3+x 

Publication: Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun ‘came to see the mountains’ for the High Priest Pinudjem.  

B.12: 1021a 

 

Provenance/Location: Cirque de la Vallée du Dernier Mentuhotep 

Date: Year 11 of Smendes, 2nd month of Akhet, Day 13 

Publication: Rzepka (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion:  

B.13: Spiegelberg Graffiti no. 0051 and 0048 

 

Provenance/Location: Eastern Valley of the Kings 

Date: Year 11 ‘almost certainly’ of Smendes, 4th month of Akhet, Day 24, 28 

Publication: Peden 2001, 241 note 727; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Just a few days apart 
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B.14: Černý and Sadek 3492 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Quarries 

Date: Year 11 of Smendes, 4th month of Peret, Day 15 

Publication: Peden 2001, 238-239; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun. Damaged, it seems to describe a walk ‘to see the 

mountains’ in Western Thebes. 

B.15: 1311 a+b 

Provenance/Location: Cirque de la Cachette 

Date: Year 11 of Smendes, 3rd month of Shomu, Day 13 

Publication: Pedin 2001, 251 note 785 citing Černý 1956; Häggman 2002, 336; Rzepka 2014 

(8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Häggman 2002, 336 says this was probably Year 11 of of Pinedjem I, 

but Pedin and Rzepka both assign it to Smendes. 

B.16: 1393 

 

Provenance/Location: Taka el-Zeide 

Date: Year 12 of Smendes, 1st month of Shomu, Day 8-9 

Publication: Peden 2001, 238-239; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: 

‘Year 12, 1st month of Shomu, day 8 to 1st month of Shomu, day 9. This day the scribe 

Butehamun and the scribe Ankhrfenamun of the Necropolis (on) the west of Thebes come to 

the mountains to see thenm.’462 

B.17: 914 

 

Provenance/Location: Cirque de la Cachette 

Date: Year 13 of Smendes (?), 2nd month of Akhet, Day 15 

Publication: Pedin 2001, 192 note 377 and 251 note 785 citing Spiegelberg 1921, no. 914; 

Häggman 2002, 336; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun ‘came to see the mountains’. Häggman 2002, 336 says this 

was probably Year 14 (sic) of Pinedjem I, but Pedin (citing Spiegelberg 1921) and Rzepka 

both assign it to Year 13 of Smendes. 

 
462 Rzepka (8.7), citing McDowall 1999, 241. 
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B.18: DB320-1 

Provenance/Location: Above the shaft of the royal cache TT 320 

Date:  

Publication: Černý 1956, 17 and Plate 57; Peden 2001, 216; Rzepka 2014 (8.7),  

Comment/Discussion: The Royal Cache was established after the time of Butehamun, but 

possibly he (and Dhutmose?) inspected the site as a potential tomb or cache location. If 

Butehamun stood ‘on the fill of the DB320 shaft’ as Rzepka suggests, then there would have 

been a tomb at this time, long before its use as a cache. 

 

 

Ankhefenamun: 

B.AN1: TT 291 

 

Provenance/Location: North wall chapel of TT 291, Deir el-Medina 

Date: After Year 13 of Smendes 

Publication: Bruyère and Kuentz 1926, 56-57;  Porter and Moss 1960, 374; Černý 2004, 374 

Comment/Discussion: 

‘Ankhefenamun, son of Butehamun’463 

B.AN2: TT 291 

Provenance/Location: North wall chapel of TT 291, Deir el-Medina 

Date: After Year 13 of Smendes 

Publication: Bruyère and Kuentz 1926, 56-62, Plate IX; Černý 2004, 373 

Comment/Discussion: Butehamun is dead. 

Bruyère and Kuentz 1926, 56-57:  

‘Thine is the West, ready for thee, all blessed ones are hidden in it, sinners do not enter or any 
unjust. The scribe Butehamun has landed at it after an old age, his body being sound and 

intact. Made by the scribe of the tomb Ankhefenamun.’464 

 
463 Porter and Moss 1960, 374; Černý 2004, 374. 
464 Bruyère and Kuentz 1926, 56-57; Černý 2004, 26 and 373. 
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B.AN3: Carter 1572 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Quarries 

Date: Year 16 of Smendes 

Publication: Bierbrier 1975, 42; Kitchen 1996, § 34; Peden 2001, 192 note 378, 239 note 739, 

Černý 2004, 374; Barwik 2011, 288-289; Rzepka 2014 (8.6) 

Comment/Discussion: Records Butehamun’s son, the scribe Ankhefenamun, visiting on his 

own, along with the High Priest of Amun Masaharta. Butehamun would likely be dead or 

retired at this time.465 Location not determined by the CEDAE.  

B.AN4: 1018 

 

Provenance/Location: Cirque de la Vallée du Dernier Mentuhotep 

Date: Early 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Rzepka 2014, 99, 103, 104, (8.6) 

Comment/Discussion: Left by Ankhefenamun, son of Butehamun. His father’s father 

Dhutmose was a wab priest of Amun in Karnak, who followed the king in all foreign lands. 

About following Piankh to Nubia? 

 

B.AN5: 1306 

 

Provenance/Location: Wadi Gabbanat el-Gouroud, 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Černý 1956, 19 and pl. 56; Barwik 2011, 291; Rzepka 2014, 41, 113 

Comment/Discussion: Ankhefenamun names Ikhtay as his mother. One of only two of 

Rzepka’s (2014, 41) graffiti to mention a female relative (see 1285a+b+c+d below, where 

Butehamun’s mother is named). Persons named in this graffito: Butehamun (father) and 

Ikhtay (mother). 

Butehamun’s graffiti with content, but undated (Rzepka 2014, 8.7): 250, 2055, 1278, 1287’a’. 

Cirque de la Vallée du Dernier Mentuhotep (Rzepka 2014, 8.7): 999, (fictitious genealogy) 

1285a+b+c+d (One of only two of Rzepka’s graffiti to mention a female relative, 

Butehamun’s mother Bakamun) (Rzepka 2014, 41. 8.7) 

Sons of Butehamun in Černý 2004, 359 and Rzepka 2014: 

Amenhotep (8.1), Amenkhopshef (?) (8.2), Amenmose* (8.3), Amennakht (8.4), 

Ankhefenamun* (8.6) (Černý says Ankhefenamun the eldest)  

 
465 Peden 2001, 192. 
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Peden 2001, 250, 252 lists more sons:  

  Pakhynether*, Nebhepe (succeeded Ankhefenamun), Manenufer* (latter two in Černý) 

  Daughters in Černý 2004, 358: Tedif (Lintel B), Songtress of Amun Nesmut* (graffiti 1285) 

* sons listed as scribes in graffiti 1285 a+b+c+d, along with daughter Songtress of Amun 

Nesmut 

Cf. the following graffiti, each of which names some of Butehamun's sons: 

G. 1295 (a)+(b), Miniunefer, Ankhefenamun, Nebhepet, Amenmose and Pakheyheryneter  

G. 1311 (a)+(b) (B.15), Ankhefenamun, Miniunefer, Nebhepet, Pa[kheyheryneter?] and P[...]  

G. 1599 (B.6), Ankhefenamun, Nebhepet, Miniunefer, Amenmose and Pakheyheryneter  

G. 1894, Ankhefenamun, Nebhepet and Amenmose  

G. 2055, Miniunefer, Ankhefenamun, Nebhepet, Miniunefer and A[men...]  

G. 2216, Ankhefenamun and Nebhepet 

Dockets: 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 228; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 203.  

 

C. Architectural elements 
 

C.1: House of Horisheri in Deir el-Medina, SO II 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina, House SO II (Bruyère 1939, Plate XVI) 

Date: Ramses III-XI (perhaps earlier) 

Publication: Porter and Moss 1964, 702-703, 706; Wente 1990, 38; Peden 2001, 219. See 

Stato Civile A, II, 6 (A.45), cited in Černý 2004, 357 and 370 note 1. 

Comment/Discussion: See A.45, B.H1, and also LRL 9 (A.25). Černý says Dhutmose was the 

sole occupant of a house when the ‘Stato Civile’ was written in reign of Ramses IX. Peden 

says there is no firm evidence for this being the house of Horisheri. See LRL 26 for 

Dhutmose’s discussion of the move to Medinet Habu. 

C.2: House of Butehamun in Medinet Habu 

Measurements: Main room 5.9 x 5.1 meters 

Provenance/Location: Southwestern back corner of Medinet Habu 

Date: Early 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Černý 1927, 203; Hölscher 1932, 29-31, 1934, Plate 15, and 1954, 4-5; Porter 

and Moss 1964, 773, Plate XVI; Kitchen 1989, 401-403; Černý 2004, 370-371 
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Černý refers to the House of Butehamun as a chapel (Černý 1927, 203) 

Comment/Discussion: The Oriental Institute refers to the building as ‘part house, part office, 

and part chapel’. From https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/projects/epi/previous-seasons 

(Accessed 2019-07-28):  

‘The House of Butehamun in the southwestern back corner of Medinet Habu.  Its four white-plastered 
pillars from a central hall stand in stark contrast to the brown enclosure walls behind them and are 

clearly visible across the site.  This complex – part house, part office, and part chapel – was cleared by 

archaeologist Uvo Hölscher for the Oriental Institute in 1930 and 1931, but the extent of his 
excavations was not known.  Oriental Institute archaeologist Gregory Marouard’s test excavations at 

the site last season determined that Hölscher had indeed completely excavated, cleaned out, and 

refilled the brick casemate platform upon which the hall columns were erected, and this new 

knowledge has allowed us to proceed with our restoration work.   

‘This season Lotfi’s conservation team has carefully consolidated and remapped the area, and has 

capped mud-brick walls from the original structure, as well as walls partly restored by Hölscher, 

clearly differentiating one phase from the other.  Next season we will construct a walkway around the 

structure for public viewing, accompanied by educational signage.’  

On the columns, images of Amun, as well as Amenhotep I and Ahmose-Nefretiri, as protective 

divinities of the village and the Necropolis. Inscriptions name the house’s owner as ‘the royal scribe 

and overseer of the royal treasury in the Theban necropolis, Butehamun, son of the royal scribe in the 

Theban necropolis and overseer of work in behalf of tomb endowment Thutmose.’466 

C2-1: Pillar 1 

Provenance/Location: Southwestern back corner of Medinet Habu 

Date: Early 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Hölscher 1932, 29-31, 1954, 4-5; Kitchen 1989, 401-403; Černý 2004, 370-371 

Comment/Discussion: See Kitchen 1989, 401. 

C2-2: Pillar 2 

Provenance/Location: Southwestern back corner of Medinet Habu 

Date: Early 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Hölscher 1932, 29-31, 1954, 4-5; Kitchen 1989, 401-403; Černý 2004, 370-371 

Comment/Discussion: See Kitchen 1989, 401-402. 

 

 

 
466 https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/projects/epi/previous-seasons (Accessed 2019-07-28) 

https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/projects/epi/previous-seasons%20accessed%202019-07-28
https://oi.uchicago.edu/research/projects/epi/previous-seasons%20accessed%202019-07-28
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C2-3: Pillar 3 

Provenance/Location: Southwestern back corner of Medinet Habu 

Date: Early 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Hölscher 1932, 29-31, 1954, 4-5; Kitchen 1989, 401-403; Černý 2004, 370-371 

Comment/Discussion: Includes the text:  

‘…the royal scribe and overseer of the royal treasury in the Theban Necropolis, Butehamun, 

son of the royal scribe in the Theban Necropolis and overseer of works in behalf of the tomb 

endowment Thutmose’.467  

 

C2-4: Pillar 4 

Provenance/Location: Southwestern back corner of Medinet Habu 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Hölscher 1932, 29-31; 1954, 4-5; Kitchen 1989, 401-403; Černý 2004, 370-371 

 

Comment/Discussion: With the names of Butehamun and his father Dhutmose. 

C.3: Jambs Cairo J 48832-33 

Provenance/Location: Medinet Habu/Cairo Museum 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Daressy 1898, 75-76; Černý 1927, 203; Porter and Moss 1964, 777; Kitchen 

2012, 876f 

Comment/Discussion: Daressy (1898) and Hölscher (1954, 5) say they bear the name of 

Thutmose (Dhutmose), father of Butehamun, over an earlier name  

Lintels: See Davies 1997, 55-56- 

C.4: Lintel A 

Provenance/Location: Unknown, but Černý believes came from the house in Medinet 

Habu/Egyptian Collection, University of Tübingen (according to Kitchen 1989, 400) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Kitchen 1989, 399-400; Davies 1997, 55-56; Černý 2004, 357-358; Johnson 

2015, 52, 54, 60-70 

 
467 Hölscher 1954, 5 
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Comment/Discussion: Seen in late Twenties with Luxor antiquities dealer Hassan.468  

Left: ‘[…] to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth Dhutmose, justified.’469  

Right: ‘to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth Butehamun, justified’.470  

Alongside each of the vertical lines are a man and woman sitting and accepting offerings from 

an individual who faces the seated couple. The sitting couple is on the right side: 

 ‘[…] to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth Butehamun, 

justified’ and ‘His lady, lady of the house, songstress of Amonré, king of the gods, Akhtay’.471  

To the left of the couple it reads: 

 ‘[…] to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions -----” and ‘His lady, lady of the house, 

songstress of Amun, Buketamun’. (Černý believes the missing name was Dhutmose.)472 

Dhutmose and Buketamun receive a drink from a woman whose name is damaged: ‘his 

daughter Hatia (?) mut’. Butehamun and Ikhtay are attended (on the right side) by a daughter 

whose name is destroyed. (Černý believes this may be Esmut.)473 

C.5: Lintel B 

Provenance/Location: Unknown, but Černý believes came from house in Medinet Habu (see 

above) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Kitchen 1989, 400; Davies 1997, 55-56; Černý 2004, 357-358; Johnson 2015, 52, 

54, 60-70 

Comment/Discussion:  

Left: ‘to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth Butehamun, justified in 

Wose.’474  

 
468 468 Černý 2004, 357. 
469 469 Černý 2004, 357. 
470 Černý 2004, 357. 
471 Černý 2004, 358. 
472 Černý 2004, 358. 
473 Černý 2004, 358. 
474 Černý 2004, 357-358.  
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Right, the same. Alongside each of the vertical lines a man and woman are represented sitting 

and accepting offerings from an individual who faces the couple. The sitting couple is on both 

sides:  

‘[…] to the ka of the truthful scribe of commissions in the Place of Truth Butehamun, 

justified’ and ‘His lady, lady of the house, songstress of Amonré, king of the gods, Akhtay’.475 

Butehamun and Ikhtay are attended (right side) by their son ‘Ankhefenamun, scribe in the 

Place of Truth’ and (on the left side) by a daughter ‘Tedif’.476 

C.6: C.IV 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina 

Date: Ramesside 

Publication: Bruyère 1939, 303-304; Peden 2001, 219; Romer 2003, 207; Černý 2004, 349 

 

Comment/Discussion: Possibly the house of Amennakhte, but Peden ‘less certain’ that it was. 

A fragmentary graffito mentions the scribe Amennakhte, possibly the son of Ipuy. See B.A1. 

C.7: C.V 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina 

Date: Ramesside 

Publication: Bruyère 1939, 306 (2), Figure 174; Porter and Moss 1964, 706 

Comment/Discussion: Canopic jar of Dhutmose (F.9) found in this house. 

 

C.8: KV 57 Royal Tomb of Horemheb 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Kings 

Date: 18th Dynasty, Butehamun’s restoration work was apparently in Year 4 and Year 6 of the 

wḥm-msw.t (see B.1 and B.2)  

Publication: Reeves 1990, 75-79; Černý 2004, 372 note 2; Rzepka 2014 (8.7)   

Comment/Discussion: Probably the first mummy cache. Remains of several skeletons were 

found, but no funerary equipment.477 Graffiti at the entrance to the tomb (B.1a and B.1b) 

possibly from Year 4 of the wḥm-msw.t, mention Dhutmose and Butehamun.478   

 
475 Černý 2004, 357-358. 
476 Černý 2004, 3358. 
477 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 204. 
478 Reeves 1990, 77; Häggman 2002, 228.   
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C.9: KV 35 Tomb of Amenhotep II 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Kings 

Date: 18th Dynasty 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 192-199, and Tables 4 and 6 

Comment/Discussion: One of the major royal mummy caches. The tomb of Amenhotep II, it 

also contained mummies of Amenhotep III, Hatschesut-Meryetre, Thutmose IV, Merenptah, 

Seti II, Siptah, and Ramses IV, V, and VI. There were also five undocketed mummies: ‘The 

Elder Lady’ (KV35EL, identified by DNA as Queen Tiye), ‘The Younger Lady’ (KV35YL, 

which DNA analysis indicates is likely to have been the mother of Tutankhamun), another 

woman, a man (possibly Sethnakhte), and a boy.479    

The mummy of Ramses III may have been in this tomb at one point, before it ended up in TT 

320, in the coffin of Ahmose-Nefertari. His coffin was discovered in KV 35, but inside it was 

the mummy of Amenhotep III, under the lid from the coffin of Seti II.480 Reeves speculates 

that Ramses III’s mummy was first taken to ‘The k3y of Inhapi’ and was part of a removal 

from that unlocated cache to TT 320 (see below) with many other mummies, after Year 11 of 

Shoshenq I.481  

 

C.10: KV 49 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Kings 

Date: New Kingdom 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 169, 230-231; Peden 2001, 248-249; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

Comment/Discussion: See B.4 and B.5.  

Unknown owner. Possibly used for repairing royal mummies before moving them to a cache, 

including Ramses III, whose mummy went through ‘Osirification’ close by, in KV  11.482   

Butehamun seems to have been among those involved, as red ink dipinto over the entrance 

(1282’a’ and 1282’b’, see B.3 and B.4) describe his presence with others under Ramses XI 

and Smendes I.483   

 
 
479 Reeves 1990, 244-245, 248; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 198-199; Peden 2001, 247; Wilkinson 

and Weeks 2016, 363-364; ‘KV 35’ Theban Mapping Project database, 

http,//www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_849.html (Accessed April 13, 2016).  
480 Reeves 1990, 115.  
481 Reeves 1990, 249. 
482 Reeves 1990, 169, 230-231, 248-249; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 206; Peden 2001, 248-249. ‘KV 57 
Theban Mapping Project, http,//www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_856.html (Accessed 
April 20, 2016).   
483 Peden 2001, 248-249; Rzepka 2014 (8.7). 

http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_849.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_849.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_849.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_849.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_856.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_856.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_856.html
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C.11: KV 42 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Kings 

Date: 18th Dynasty 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 24-25; McDowell 1999, 241; Peden 2001, 191 note 372; Häggman 

2002, 229. Rzepka 2014 (8.7) also cites McDowell 1999, 241.  

Comment/Discussion: The tomb intended for, but not used by, Hatshepsut-Meryetre, the wife 

of Thutmose III. Later used by a mayor of Thebes as a family tomb or to store funerary 

materials. A graffito (B.2) indicates this was where Butehamun was working (the ‘completion 

of work in the tomb’), when he ‘crossed to town to seeing the coming northward of the 

general’484, i.e. the return of General Piankh to Thebes after the Nubian war. This may have 

been just a couple of months after the order in LRL 28 to ‘uncover an older tomb’.485   

C.12: KV 19 Tomb of Prince Mentuherkhepshef 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Kings 

Date: Ramesside 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 135; Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 170-171; Peden 2001, 246-247 

Comments/Discussion: Unfinished 20th Dynasty tomb originally intended for the prince who 

became Ramses VIII, taken over by Prince Mentuherkhepshef, a son of Ramses IX. The 

names of Butehamun and five of his sons, as well as Dhutmose, were found on the corridor 

wall.486   

 C.13: KV 14 Tomb of Tausert 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Kings 

Date: Ramesside 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 247-248; ‘KV 14’ in Theban Mapping Project database, 

http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html  (Accessed April 18, 

2016). 

Comments/Discussion:The tomb of the 19th Dynasty Tausert, who was Royal Wife of Seti II, 

then regent for Siptah, and finally ruler in her own right.487 Sethnakhte later usurped the tomb. 

Reeves suggests that it could have been a mummy cache for Seti II, Ramses IV, and Siptah, 

prior to their later removal in Year 13 of Smendes to KV 35. While the latter tomb has 

connections with Butehamun, there are no signs of his presence in KV14.488    

 
484 McDowell 1999, 241; Peden 2001, 191 note 372; Rzepka 2014, (8.7). 
485 Černý 1939, 44-48a; Wente 1967, 16; Wente and Meltzer 1990, 183-184 (translation). 
486 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 170-171; Peden 2001, 246-247. 

487 Reeves 1990, 247-248; ‘KV 14’ in Theban Mapping Project database, 

http,//www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html  (Accessed April 18, 2016). 
488 Reeves 1990, 247-249.   

http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/sites/browse_tomb_828.html
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C.14: KV 17 Tomb of Seti I 

Provenance/Location: Valley of the Kings 

Date: Ramesside 

Publication: Reeves 1990, 231 and 256; Barwik 2011, 270 

Comments/Discussion: Also a possible temporary cache, without any links found to 

Butehamun.489 Dockets record that Seti I, Ramses I, and Ramses II were transferred from KV 

17, first to ‘The High Place of Inhapi’ and later to TT 320 (see C.15 and C.16 below).490    

C.15: ‘The k3y of Inhapi’ 

Provenance/Location: Unlocated (possibly WN A) 

Date: late 17th and/or early 18th Dynasty/Ramesside 

Publication: Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 197; Barwik 2011, 266 note 77 and 267 note 83 

 

Comments/Discussion: 

This is the as-yet-unlocated tomb of Queen Ahmose-Inhapi. It is referred to in dockets on 

mummies that were found in the ‘Royal Cache’ TT 320. It was called a ‘k3y’ or ‘high place’. 

This cache may have been created during Butehamun’s life, or shortly afterwards. The 

mummies of some of those whose images were on his coffin seem to have been in the ‘k3y’. It 

has been suggested that the cliff tomb WN A, in Deir el-Bahri, might be the ‘High Place’. 

(When it was excavated, this tomb contained only Roman mummies.)491   

Among those whom Reeves associates with the ‘k3y’ are the two patron royals/deities of Deir 

el-Medina, Queen Ahmose-Nefetari and her son Amenhotep I. Their original burial may have 

been the tomb AN B, in Dra’ Abu el-Naga. Reeves believes they were rewrapped and placed 

in new restored coffins in the ‘k3y’ before Year 10 of Siamun. The mummies in the ‘k3y’ 

would have been moved to TT 320 after Year 11 of Shoshenq I.492   

C.16: TT 320/DB 320 The Royal Cache 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Bahri 

Date: Ramesside 

Publication: Černý, 1956, 17; Reeves 1990, 183-192, tables 3, 5, and 7; Peden 2001, 192, 216, 

251; Rzepka 2014 (8.7) 

 

Comments/Discussion: 

 
489 Reeves 1990, 94.    
490 Reeves 1990, 231 and 256.   
491 Reeves and Wilkinson 1996, 197. 
492 Reeves 1990, 249 and 251.   
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The ‘Royal Cache’ where the 50 mummies of both royalty and and nobles were found, some 

of them with connections to Butehamun, although the cache itself was created a century after 

his lifetime. A docket bearing the name of Butehamun was found in the cache on the mummy 

of Ramses III. There is also graffiti in the vicinity indicating that Dhutmose, Butehamun and 

some of the latter’s sons were exploring the area, perhaps looking for potential cache sites. 

These are the undated DB320-1 (B.18), and no. 994 and 1311 (a+b) (B.15 and B.17), 

probably from Years 11 and 13 of Smendes.493 

C.17: TT 291 Tomb of Nakhtmin and Nu 

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina 

Date: Late 18th Dynasty 

Publication: Bruyere and Kuentz 1926, 56-62, Plate IX; Černý 2004, 373. See Porter and 

Moss 1960, 370 (tomb plan) and 374 (available at: 

http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/topbib/pdf/pm1-1.pdf#page=392 ) (Accessed July 22, 2020) 

 

Comments/Discussion: Except for the graffiti from Ankhefenamun (B.AN1 and B.AN2) on 

the northern chapel wall, nothing associated with Butehamun was found in this tomb. Besides 

the graffiti, all that is listed are wall paintings and a stela of Nakhtmin (D.1).494 

 
493 Pedin 2001, 192 note 377 and 251 note 785 regarding graffiti 914 and 1311a+b, citing Spiegelberg 1921 and 

Černý 1956. 
494 Porter and Moss 1960, 374.  

 

http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/topbib/pdf/pm1-1.pdf#page=392
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C.18: TT 1338 Tomb of Amennakhte  

Provenance/Location: Deir el-Medina 

Date: Ramesside 

Publication: Bruyère 1937, 73, 75-77 

Comments/Discussion: Tomb of Butehamun’s great great grandfather, and author of the 

Strike Papyrus and wisdom text. Believed to have been the place where the LRLs were found 

(see LRL 9, A.25). 

 

Adapted from Bruyère 1937 Plate II: 
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D. Stelae 
 

D.1: Stela of Nakhtmin Turin Cat 1619 RCGE 5757, Stèle No. 99 de Turin (Bruyère and 

Kuentz) 

Measurements: 100 x 81 x 9 cm (Deir el-Medina Online) 

Provenance/Location: TT 291/Egyptian Museum, Turin 

Date: End of 18th Dynasty 

Publication: Bruyère 1937, 73, 75-77; Porter and Moss 1960, 374; Bruyère and Kuentz 2015, 28-

30; Deir el-Medina Online (http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Turinstelae.html ) (Accessed 

July 22, 2020) 

 

Comments/Discussion: The only object reported excavated from TT 291 (C.17), the Tomb of 

Nakhtmin and Nu, where it is believed Butehamun was buried. 

From Deir el-Medina Online:  

 

‘This round-topped stele is divided into three registers. In the top register there is an inscription 

of thirteen columns of hieroglyphs. Below are represented Osiris and Anubis seated on their 

thrones, worshiped by Minhotep. To the right Nakhtmin stands in the act of adoration before the 

goddess Hathor. In the second register Minhotep and his wife Nefertari receive offerings from 

their five sons and two daughters. In the third register Nakhtmin and his wife Sekhmet receive 

offerings from five children, two daughters and five sons.’495 

 

Porter and Moss 1960, 374: 

 

‘Niche. Stela of Nekhtrnin, in Turin Mus. 1619, three registers, I, father before Osiris and 

Anubis, and deceased before Western I:Iat},lor, II, deceased and relatives before parents, m, 

relatives before deceased and wife. BRUYERE and KuENTZ, pls. x, xi [I], pp. 28-30. Texts, 

MASPERO inRec. de Trav. iv (I883), p. I33 [:xxi]; names, LIEBLEIN, Diet. Supp. No. 2I49· 

See FABRETTI, Rossi, and LANZONE, R. Mus. di Torino, pp. I72-3; 0RCURTI, Cat. ii, p. 33 

[42].’496  

 

 
 

 
495 http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Turinstelae.html (Accessed July 21, 2020). 
496 Porter and Moss 1960, 374. 

http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Turinstelae.html
http://www.deirelmedina.com/lenka/Turinstelae.html
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E. Ostraca 
 

E.1: Louvre N 698 

Measurements: Slightly larger than a hand (personal observation): 

Provenance/Location: Unknown/Louvre archives. It was already in the Louvre’s collection 

when the first catalog was compiled in 1857. It was probably obtained from one of the 

antiquities ‘collectors’, like Bernadino Drovetti or Henry Salt (personal communication, the 

Louvre’s Catherine Bridonneau). It would have been put on the coffin of Ikhtay in her as-yet 

unlocated tomb.497 Černý comments that it ‘had been thrown out of the tomb by impious 

hands into the rubble of the Theban necropolis’.498  

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Frandsen 1992; Goldwasser 1995; Černý 2004, 369 

Comment/Discussion: One of ancient Egypt’s many Letters to the Dead. Uniquely in what has 

been discovered so far, it is not a letter to a dead person, but rather to the coffin of a dead 

person, Butehamun’s letter to the coffin of his dead wife Ikhtay: 

 
  ‘Send the message and say to her, since you (ie the coffin) are close to her, “How are you    

              doing? How are you?” It is you who shall say to her, “Woe (you) are not sound”, so says your  

              brother, your companion, “Woe gracious faced one”…’499 

Frandsen wonders if Butehamun thinks this lack of communication with Ikhtay might because 

of some fault of his? Or perhaps the question of the two wives might be the issue. 

Twice there is the question (including the last sentence of the letter): 

‘Can anybody hear at all?’500 

 

Frandsen suggests this might reflect some kind of crisis of faith, questioning whether the gods 

actually listen or about the Afterlife. Goldwasser says ‘does anybody hear?’ is ‘a unique 

sceptic contemplation, and highly unusual in Egyptian literature’.501  

Sami Uljas suggested that as it uniquely is a letter to the deceased coffin, rather than directly 

to the deceased, coffins may hold a special significance to Butehamun.502 

 
497 Frandsen 1992, 34 note 9, citing Černý 2004, 369. 
498 Černý 2004, 369.  
499 Frandsen 1992, 33. Alternative translation in Goldwasser 1995, 195. 
500 Goldwasser 1995, 197. Alternative translation in Frandsen 1992, 33-34. 
501 Goldwasser 1995, 198 (g). 
502 Personal communication, Spring 2016. 
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F. Grave goods 
 

F.1: CGT 10101.a (and C 2236/1) Lid of outer coffin of Butehamun 

Measurements: 210-211 cm 

Provenance/Location: Unknown (believed to be from TT 291, Tomb of Naktmin and 

Nu)/Egyptian Museum, Turin (attributed to Drovetti collection) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Niwiński 1988, 172-173; Niwiński 2004, Plates I.1 and I.2; Barwik 2011, 284-

286; Panini 2015, 165 Figure 195, 180-181 Figure 225. See also Wood 2016. 

Comment/Discussion: An early example of a yellow coffin, what makes it exceptional are two 

of the registers at the lower right, where Butehamun is shown with incense in front of 

Amenhotep I, this king’s mother Ahmose-Nefertari, the king’s sisters Ahmose-Sitamun 

and Ahmose-Meryatamun (the latter also his wife), and their relatives from earlier 

generations Queen Ahhotep and Prince Ahmose-Sapair. All of them were subjects of the 

Reburial Project, and their mummies (or coffin in the case of Queen Ahhotep) all ultimately 

ended up in the great Royal Cache TT 320.  

This imagery of anyone besides the deceased and divinities is apparently unique among 

coffins of the 21st Dynasty. While Amenhotep and Ahmose-Nefertari did have godly status, as 

the patron deities of Deir el-Medina (and portrayed as such on the columns of Butehamun’s 

house in Medinet Habu), the others portrayed on the coffin did not. But Butehamun does seem 

to have been involved in the removal, rewrapping, and plundering of their mummies. 

F.2: CGT 10101.b (and C 2236/2) Box of the outer coffin of Butehamun 

Measurements: 210 cm 

Provenance/Location: Unknown (believed to be from TT 291, Tomb of Naktmin and 

Nu)/Egyptian Museum, Turin (attributed to Drovetti collection) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Niwiński 1988, 172-173; Niwiński 2004, Plates II.1 and II.2 and III.1, III.2, and 

III.3; Barwik 2011, 284-286; Panini 2015, 169 Figure 201, 180 Figure 223. 

Comment/Discussion: See F.1 above 

F.3: CGT 10102.a (and C 2237/1) Lid of inner coffin of Butehamun 

Provenance/Location: Unknown (believed to be from TT 291, Tomb of Naktmin and 

Nu)/Egyptian Museum, Turin (attributed to Drovetti collection) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Niwiński 1988, 172-173; Niwiński 2004, Plate IV.1 and IV.2; Barwik 2011, 284-

286 
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Comment/Discussion: The text of the Opening of the Mouth ritual on the underside of the lid 

shows strong parallels with the reburial of Amenhotep I 

 

F.4: CGT 10102.b (and C 2237/2) Inner box of the coffin of Butehamun 

Measurements: 181 cm 

Provenance/Location: Unknown (believed to be from TT 291, Tomb of Naktmin and 

Nu)/Egyptian Museum, Turin (attributed to Drovetti collection) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Niwiński 2004, Plates V.1, V.2, V.3, V.4, VI.1, VI.2, VI.3, VI.4; Panini 2015, 

180, Figure 224; Barwik 2011, 284-286 

Comment/Discussion: See F.1 above 

F.5: CGT 10103 (and C 2237/3) False lid of the inner coffin of Butehamun 

Measurements: 182 cm 

Provenance/Location: Unknown (believed to be from TT 291, Tomb of Naktmin and 

Nu)/Egyptian Museum, Turin (attributed to Drovetti collection) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Niwiński 1988, 172-173; Niwiński 2004, Plates VII.1 and VII.2; Barwik 2011, 

284-286; Panini 2015, 180-181, Figure 226 

Comment/Discussion: See F.1 above 

F.6: papTurin Cat. 1858 Chapter 10 of the Book of the Dead 

Provenance/Location:  Unknown (believed to be from TT 291, Tomb of Naktmin and 

Nu)/Egyptian Museum, Turin (attributed to Drovetti collection) 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Niwiński 2004, 165 Figure 180; Barwik 2011, 284-286 

Comment/Discussion: Chapter 10 of the Book of the Dead, it would have been folded and 

worn as an amulet. Attributed to the burial of Butehamun. 

F.7: Mus. Roy. E. 5288, Discarded coffin of Butehamun 

Provenance/Location: Unknown (believed to be Deir el-Medina, found by Belzoni)/Musées 

royaux d'art et d'histoire in Brussels 

Date: 21st Dynasty 

Publication: Porter and Moss 1964, 741; Niwiński 1988, 112; Černý 2004, 374; Barwik 2011, 

282. See F.8 for drawing by Sarah Belzoni. 
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Comment/Discussion: This outer coffin (without a lid), apparently discarded by Butehamun, 

is in the Musées royaux d'art et d'histoire in Brussels. Černý writes that the mummy that was 

found inside the coffin cannot be that of Butehamun as it displays no 21st Dynasty 

characteristics.503   

Porter and Moss: ‘Innermost coffin, in Brussels, Mus. roy. E. 5288; texts, SPELEERS, Rec. 

inscr. 76-7 [288-9]; see CAPART in Bull. des Mus. roy. 3 Ser. vii (1935), figure 4, pp. 111-13 

(from water-colour by BELZONI, in Bristol Mus.); CAPART, Les Antiquites egyptiennes 

[&c.], Guide descriptif, p. 80.’504 

Luc Delvaux, Conservateur Egypte dynastique et gréco-romaine. Musées royaux d'Art et 

d'Histoire, does not know the location of the missing lid: 

‘Le cercueil de Boutehamon (E.5288) est en effet conservé dans notre collection, mais nous 

ne possédons pas son couvercle. Quant à la cuve, elle est actuellement en très mauvais état de 

conservation. C'est pour cette raison que j'ai renoncé à la publier dans le dernier ouvrage 

consacré à notre collection de cercueils (L. DELVAUX & I. THERASSE, Sarcophages. Sous 

les Etoiles de Nout, Bruxelles 2015). J'ignore personnellement où peut se trouver le 

couvercle; je pense qu'il n'a jamais fait partie de la collection du Musée de Bruxelles.’505 

 

F.8: Bristol Museums H4551 

Provenance/Location: Sarah Belzoni/Bristol Museums 

Date: Original 21st Dynasty, drawing early 19th century after 1818 

Publication: Porter and Moss 1964, 742; Bristol Museums website. 

Comment/Discussion: Drawing of F.7. See Niwiński 1988 under F.7. As Černý notes, the 

mummy pictured inside the coffin is not that of Butehamun.506 

From the Bristol Museums website: 

‘Drawing of a mummified body in a coffin. It is believed that the mummified body depicted 

in the drawing was sold to Brussels Museum by Sarah Belzoni. If so, the deceased was a man 

called Boutehamon.’507 

 
503 Černý 2004, 374.  
504 Porter and Moss 1964, 741. 
505 Personal communication, May 2, 2016 
506 Černý 2004, 374.  
507 http://museums.bristol.gov.uk/details.php?irn=79550 (Accessed April 5, 2020) 

http://museums.bristol.gov.uk/details.php?irn=79550
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Drawing kindly provided by Bristol Museums 

F.9: Canopic jar of Dhutmose 

Provenance/Location: House C.V. in Deir el-Medina 

Date: 21st Dynasty, Ramses XI  

Publication: Bruyère 1937, Pt 3, 306 (2), Figure 174; Porter and Moss 1964, 706 

Comment/Discussion: Fragment 

 


